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PART I: SUMMARY REPORT

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

The World Bank-funded Dam Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement Project
(WB8) through a credit from the International Development Association (IDA) under
the validity from July 8th, 2016 and loans closing dated June 30th2022. The objective of
the project is to support the implementation of reservoir safety program through
upgrading of priority dams, strengthening of management capacity and safety operation
of dam to protect residential area and the socio-economic infrastructure of the lowlands.
Total investment of the project is US $ 443 million (including US $ 415 million funded
by IDA and US $ 28 million of reciprocal capital by Vietnam Government).

The project consists of 3 components. Component 1: Dam Safety Rehabilitation.
This component includes construction measures, equipment and reservoir operation
supervision. Such activities will support the safety improvement of the works and
downstream areas. Component 2: Dam safety management. This component will
support the implementation of non-structural measures, complete legal framework,
improve policies and establish sanctions to enhance implementation. Component 3:
Project management. This component provides financial support for project
management, audits (independent audits and audits of financial statements) and
technical assistance for project implementation.

II. OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF SUPERVISION

The first supervision report is within the framework of independent supervision
consultancy (ISC) by the Partnership of WAPCOS Ltd, India and CENCO Investment
and Construction Joint Stock Company. The objective is to supervise the project
implementation process, in order to review the project's implementation process from
start-up to the time of evaluation. Specific objectives include:

- Reviewing the appropriateness of the project.

- Assessing the project implementation progress.

- Supervising the organization, management and implementation of the project,
including supervising the project's compliance from investment project preparation,
detailed design, bid, contract performance management, and finance and expenditure
management.

III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The basis of field supervision in 8 per 34 provinces that participate in reservoir
safety program (see Appendix 9 for details)

The report on implementation of dam rehabilitation and safety improvement sub-
project (WB8) of 34 provinces

The documents obtained in accordance with Official Letter No. 452 / CPO-WB8,
dated April 19th, 2019 of the Central Management Board of Irrigation Projects on the
preparation of documents for independent supervision of safety policy implementation,
WB8 project.
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ISC consultants give the following comments:

- The project management organization model is in compliance with the
guidelines in the project instruments and the provisions of Vietnam Law. However, the
human resources of the PPMUs: (i) is limited when exercising all rights and obligations
as prescribed in the Construction Law No. 50/2013/QH13; (ii) Most of the PPMUs
implement project management from loan capital for the first time, therefore, it is
difficult to implement the donors’ regulations; (iii) In addition to the WB8 project
management, the PPMUs manage investment projects from capital sources and some
PPMUs self-organize field supervision of construction quality, leading to the
consequence that the cadres hold many positions, as a result, the progress and quality of
assigned works are affected to a greater or less degree.

- Design: The design documents have been verified, appraised and approved. The
document elements are in compliance with the procedures specified in the dam safety
framework and current Vietnamese standards (Dam safety report, action plan for dams,
project preparation documents, and construction drawing design documents, reports of
design documents inspection). However, there are still problems in quality of the
documents in the provinces where ISC conducts supervision (see Appendix 9 for
details).

- Procurement: In the provinces under supervision this time, 27/52 bidding
packages with IDA capital have been awarded; Currently, 25 packages have not been
awarded (56% of consulting packages and 44% of construction packages). For the
whole project, 89 packages have not been awarded (44 consulting packages, 2
commodity packages for Goods and 43 construction packages). Such results are
basically in compliance with WB guidelines and Vietnam's policies, however, there are
still some shortcomings: (i) Some members of the expert group have no bidding
practicing certificate as prescribed by Circular 03/2016/TT-BKHDT; (ii) The number of
members in the expert group is too little (2 members) or in even number; (iii) The
preparation of bidding documents and evaluation of bids are limited, which may lead to
unsuccessful bidding results.

- Contact award: The total value of signed contracts against the plan is 625,561/
1,444,571 billion VND (reaching 43.3%). In which, the Consulting field reaches 44.5%
while construction and installation reaches 43.2% of the value against with the
approved Plan. For only 12 construction contracts of the first year sub-projects, the
post-bidding remaining capital is about 62.5 billion dong.

- Construction progress: Generally, in 8 provinces in this supervision, about 85%
of the volume against the awarded contract has been completed, prominently, Dai
Thang reservoir - Hoa Binh has been completed and expected to be handed over before
August 20th2019. In general, such progress is acceptable. However, there are 2 sub-
projects about which the ISC is very concerned, specifically Ngoi La 2 subproject in
Tuyen Quang province is likely to be slow in progress because it is necessary to adjust
drainage channel after the downstream spillway at the length of 8.606km to rehabilitate
and improve the management and operation road to Ngoi La 2 reservoir at a length of
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about 2.5 km and rehabilitate and improve the State's infrastructure works damaged by
the construction process and it takes a long time to prepare and submit the procedures to
relevant departments, sectors for consideration and approval. Relevant review and
approval takes a lot of time and in the subproject of Ban reservoir, Phu Tho province,
the progress of construction volume implementation is low against the contract
implementation time.

- Quality management: the requirements are basically satisfied under the current
regulations of donors and the Vietnam government. However, there are following
problems: (i) The design consultant has not exercised the author supervision right; (ii)
The supervision consulting outline has not been approved and the records of consulting
supervision outline is sketchy; (iii) Construction units gives no details on construction
methods documents approved by consulting supervisor; (iv) There is no quality
management diagram of construction contractor; (v) The construction of reinforced
concrete, soil, etc does not meet the technical requirements (vi) Human resources
mobilized for bidding package is not suitable with bidding dossier; (vii) The
establishment and management of construction progress has not been focused. Weather
factors, actual construction conditions and the contractor's ability of equipment
mobilization may affect the project progress.

-Disbursement: Generally, in 08 provinces during the supervision, ODA
disbursement has been completed at VND 235,815/VND 625,645 billion (37.69%). The
disbursement progress is slow against the performed volume in Tuyen Quang and Phu
Tho provinces. The disbursement of the provinces has basically complied with the
Government’s regulations and the project’s manuals on contract management in
construction. However, it should be noted that the payment for contracts (partnership
packages) by transfer to the account of the partnership’s leading member may lead to
contract disputes.

-Management of labor safety and environmental sanitation: According to the
reports of the PPMUs and supervision consultant, of labor safety and environmental
sanitation is ensured. However, after site inspection, there are problems as follows: (i)
Workers lack labor protection equipment and warning signs; (ii) Labor safety during
construction process is not ensured; (iii) Water sources and wastes from construction
may harm the environment.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The organization, human resources for project implementation should be
improved as follows:

- Reviewing the size of human resources in the PPMUs. In case of no guarantee,
supplementation and short-term hire of human resources are requested or the MARD/
CPO should recommend the provincial People's Committee to cut down and adjust
some contents implemented by the investors such as supervision consulting, bidding.
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- Planning and organizing the capacity improvement training courses on ODA
project management for cadres at the PPMU. The training courses should be practical
aiming at sharing knowledge and experience among the provinces where the project is
implemented. In addition, the CPMU considers the issuance of standard regulations on
contents of DSR, EPP, TOR, etc.

The quality of procurement should be improved as follows:

- The CPMU/PPMUs consider organizing workshops to invite the deeply-
experienced experts in bid such as Department of procurement - MPI to share
experiences.

- Hiring or inviting experienced experts to participate in the evaluation of bids.

The quality management should be improved as follows:

- FS preparation and construction drawing design:

+ For localities where the contract award has not been made for FS preparation
and detailed design of proposal: It is necessary to select the qualified and experience
design consultants, verification consultants in dam design.

+ For the localities where the contract award has not been made or the FS
preparation and detailed design of proposal has been completed: The PPMUs should
request the design consultancy contractor in charge of the construction drawing design
and the verification consultancy unit carefully review all the detailed design documents,
calculate and adjust the unreasonable structures in accordance with the current
regulations.

+ For the PPMUs: Priority is given to selecting the experienced cadres in design.
The strict and continuous leadership of the PPMUs are requested during the design
survey and project implementation: Such direction ensures that the project design shall
be close to local reality and timely solves arising problems or factors leading to the
project delay such as site clearance, works arising during the construction process,
coordination mechanism between PPMU and relevant units. Other task is to direct the
verification consultancy unit to make a thorough review for reduction of design
mistakes.

- Completing the quality management documents: the PMUs/CIBs in coordination
with relevant units such as supervision consultancy unit, construction contractors to
review, supplement and completed the inadequate of unrealized documents so that
management documents are prepared according to the prescribed instructions.

- Reviewing the implementation capacity of supervision consultancy units as well
as the quantity and qualification of personnel (for the PPMUs self-implement by
themselves). In necessary case, the personnel should be added or contractor’s
replacement should be made if their capacity fails to satisfy requirements. In addition,
the Investor should make plans and directly inspect the site.
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- The Construction Contractor is requested to: (i) provide a clear quality
management diagram; (ii) The construction unit should have a dossier of detailed
construction methods for each item under approval of supervision consultancy unit; (iii)
Mobilizing adequate personnel in accordance with the Proposal and personnel
replacement must be approved by the Investor; (iv) Strengthening quality management,
proposing solutions to overcome limitations, strictly following technical instructions for
construction in the design dossier to improve quality, especially construction of
reinforced concrete, embankment. In addition, the supervision consultancy unit and
construction contractor should improve their sense of responsibility and strictly comply
with signed commitments.

The project construction progress should be speeded up, specifically:

- For progress guarantee in the packages/SUBPROJECT, the contractor should
establish the weekly/monthly progress for supervision and management.

Strict compliance with hygiene, labor safety and environmental protection
commitments:

- The Contractor is requested to: (i) Fully and seriously comply with the
commitments in the bidding documents on occupational hygiene and safety; (ii) Before
construction, the construction unit has to fulfill its commitment to environmental
protection with the locality, minutes of agreement with the locality and the residents in
the area on the use of roads for transportation of materials and wastes of rock and soil
during construction.

- PPMUs: To regularly urge the construction contractors about the implementation
of commitments on hygiene, labor safety and environmental protection during the
construction. In case of repeated violations, sanctions shall be applied.

Improvement of contract management and disbursement:

- PPMU should propose to relevant units such as Department of Planning and
Investment, Department of Finance, Provincial People’s Committee, etc to make a
timely allocation of local budgets for guaranteed disbursements to the works that was
and is about to be implemented in order not to affect the overall progress of the project.

- In addition, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development should supervise
and request the provincial People's Committees to guarantee the provision of local
reciprocal capital in accordance with the commitments in the project, especially the
funds for site clearance.

- Based on the situation of CPO award and tender, the PPMUs should make early
reports on the post-tender residual capital source in order to synthesize, propose
solutions and report to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development as well as
the donor for effective use of loans.
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PART II: DETAILED REPORT

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW

1.1. Context of the Project

Vietnam is a State of agriculture-based economy. Vietnams’ agricultural sector
heavily depends on irrigation, drainage, and flood control. Vietnam is also one of the
countries under the most significant impacts of natural disasters and climate change due
to topography, geography, economic structure, and population distribution. In addition
to impacts due to floods and storms, Vietnam is significantly affected by floods in the
plains and flash floods combined with landslides in mountainous areas.

Thanks to assessment on the importance of water resources development and
disaster risk, climate change, Vietnam invests in irrigation in general, and dam network
across the country. Many dams were built in the 1960s and 1980s, with limited
technical surveys, inadequate designs, and poor construction. In addition, the
management, operation and maintenance are not paid due attention, as a result, many
dams are degraded and dam safety levels are much lower than international standards,
leading to significant risks to human safety and the economy.

Recognizing the importance of reservoirs safety and economic development, the
Vietnam Government promulgated a dam safety program in 2003 and considered
adjustment of the dam safety program in 2015. According to the MARD‘s information,
about 1,150 dams should be rehabilitated, of which 311 reservoirs are at high risk of
insecurity, and should be urgently upgraded.

In the above context, on April 8th, 2016, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the
International Development Association (IDA) signed a Financial Agreement 5749-VN
on Vietnam Dam Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement Project (DRSIP/WB8). The
development objectives of the Project are to improve the dams safety while the
objectives of the Government's Dam Safety Program aims to protecting downstream
communities and economic activities through investments and ability consolidation. In
project preparation, experience lessons have been considered in World Bank-related
projects, including a comprehensive and comprehensive approach to dam safety and
operation in the river basin as well as institutional improvement assistance.

1.2. General information about the Project

Credit No.Cr.5749-VN for Dam rehabilitation and safety improvement project
(WB8) was signed on April 8th, 2016 and the agreement is valid from July 8th, 2016,
and loans will be closed on June 30th 2022. Summary of main contents of the project
approved in Decision No.4638/QD-BNN-HTQT dated November 9th, 2015 is presented
as follows:

1. Project name: Dam rehabilitation and safety improvement project (WB8).

The entire project has 52 subprojects (subprojects), including 12 subprojects in phase
1 and 40 subprojects in the next phase under implementation in 34 provinces.

2. Donor: World Bank (WB)

3. Governing body: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
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4. Project owner: Central Management Board for Irrigation Projects

5. Period of implementation: From 2016  to 2022

6. Location of project implementation: The project implementation provinces are
those that participate in the Reservoir Safety Program, specifically, there are 34
provinces including Ha Giang, Yen Bai, Tuyen Quang, Bac Kan, Lao Cai, Thai
Nguyen, Lang Son, Son La and Hoa. Binh, Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Bac Giang, Quang
Ninh, Hai Duong, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang
Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen , Khanh Hoa,
Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak, Dak Nong, Lam Dong and
Tay Ninh.

7. Main objectives of the project.

Overall objectives:

To support the implementation of the Reservoirs Guarantee Program through
rehabilitation and improvement of priority dams, to strengthen the management and
safe operation of dams in order to protect residential area and socio-economic
infrastructure for lowlands.

Specific objectives:

- Restoring and ensuring the work safety through rehabilitation and improvement
of reservoirs or dams that is deteriorated or lack of flood discharge capacity.

- Improving institutions and policies on the national-level dam safety management
and supervision, strengthening the management, operation and coordination
information mechanisms in the basin.

- Improving the capacity of project management and implementation,
environmental and social management.

8. Components and capital allocation of the project

a. Component 1: Dam safety restoration (412 million USD)

- Assessing flood discharge capacity and enhancing flood prevention and control
capacity for large reservoirs.

- Rehabilitating and improving reservoirs and dams that are structurally damaged
and lack flood discharge capacity.

- Providing support for forecast, supervision and operation of reservoirs.

b. Component 2: Dam safety management (20 million USD)

- Providing equipment for supervision, operation of inter-reservoirs and warning
of natural disasters in the basin.

- Providing support tools for dam safety management units.

- Improving dam safety institutions and policies.

- Providing technical assistance, dam safety supervision and inspection.

- Applying science and technology and making assessments

- Training and communicating to improve capacity and skills to cope with dams
and natural disasters.
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c. Component 3: Project management (11 million USD)

- Providing technical assistance, including project implementation consultancy
(PIC), thirty party independent supervision consultancy (ISC), monitoring and (M&E).

- Project audit.

- Training project management capacity for domestic and foreign investors,
domestic and foreign PMUs; providing equipment, finance, supporting project
management and implementation.

9. Total investment capital and project capital

Total investment capital of the project is USD 443 million (equivalent to VND
9,967 billion).

Including:

- WB capital: 415 million USD.

- Reciprocal capital: 28 million USD.

Table 1. Total investment for the project by type of capital source

NO Capital source SDR USD VNĐ

1 WB capital 297.092.786 415.000.000 9.337.500.000.000

2 Reciprocal capital 20.044.814 28.000.000 630.000.000.000

2.1 Central reciprocal capital 6.085.033 8.500.000 191.250.000.000

2.2 Local reciprocal capital 13.959.78 19.500.000 438.750.000.000

Total 317.137.600 443.000.000 9.967.500.000.000

Provisional exchange rate: USD 1 = VND 22,500 (According to Decision No.
4638/QD-BNN-HTQT dated November 9th, 2016 approving the feasibility study report);
1 SDR = 1,39687 USD (According to the PAD1250 Project Appraisal Document).

Table 2. Allocation of capital source to components
(Unit: million USD)

NO Investor/
Subproject

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Total

WB
capital

Reciprocal
capital

WB
capital

Reciprocal
capital

WB
capital

Reciprocal
capital

WB
capital

Reciprocal
capital

Total

1 Provinces 352,50 19,50 352,50 19,50 372,00

2 MONRE 7,75 0,25 7,75 0,25 8,00

3 MOIT 3,75 0,25 3,75 0,25 4,00

4 MARD 36,00 4,00 5,50 2,27 9,50 1,73 51,00 8,00 59,00

CPMU/MARD 14,50 1,00 5,50 2,27 9,50 1,73 29,50 5,00 34,50

Dau Tieng PPMU 4,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 7,00

Provisional source 17,50 17,50 17,50

Total 388,50 23,50 17,00 2,77 9,50 1,73
415,00 28,00 443,00

412,00 19,77 11,23
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10. The main activities of the Project

(i) Rehabilitation and improvement of reservoirs and dams

- Rehabilitation and improvement: 440 reservoirs and dams with damaged
structures

- Investment in 52 subprojects: 12 subprojects in the first year, 40 subprojects in
the next phase (there are total of about 200 packages, including: 79 construction
packages and 121 consultancy packages)

- Scope of investment: 33 provinces in the project area and Dau Tieng reservoir
subproject

- Total investment capital: 379 million USD, WB capital: 356.5 million USD,
reciprocal capital: 22.5 million USD. Of which: (i) Capital for construction and
installation is 278 million USD; (ii) Capital for consultancy is 38 million USD; Capital
for site clearance, other expenses and contingencies is 63 million USD.

(ii) Improvement of the discharge capacity of flood drainage works

- A review of works is being implemented, 12 works are expected to be invested
to improve the discharge capacity.

- Total investment capital:8 million USD, WB capital: 7.2 million USD, reciprocal
capital: 0.8 million USD

(iii) Equipping for forecast, supervision and operation support

- The review is being implemented; it’s expected to invest in equipment to support
the forecast, supervision, operation of approximately 160 large reservoirs and dams
with valve gates.

- Total investment capital: 6 million USD, WB capital: 5.8 million USD,
reciprocal capital: 0.2 million USD.

(iv) Ministry of Industry and Trade and Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment

- Total investment capital: 12 million USD, WB capital: 11.5 million USD,
reciprocal capital: 0.5 million USD

(v) Consultancy activities to support project implementation, other non-structural
activities and contingency

- Total investment capital: 38 million USD, WB capital: 16.5 million USD,
reciprocal capital: 21.5 million USD.

1.3. Introduction to supervision area

The area for implementation of the supervision includes all 34 provinces
participating in the reservoir safety program, including: Ha Giang, Yen Bai, Tuyen
Quang, Bac Kan, Lao Cai, Thai Nguyen, Lang Son, Son La, Hoa Binh, Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Bac Giang, Quang Ninh, Hai Duong, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh,
Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu
Yen, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak, Dak Nong,
Lam Dong and Tay Ninh.
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1.4. Introduction to the project implementation schedule

The project is expected to be implemented in 6 years, starting from the beginning
of 2016 (when the Agreement comes into effect) and ending in 2022.

1.4.1. Plant to implement the actions to be taken first

According to the plan agreed between MPI and WB in July 2014, the project was
included in the 2015 financial plan. To ensure that the Agreement was signed in fiscal
year 2015, MARD and WB have prepared the Project Concept document, which is the
basis for preparing the Draft Detailed Project Outline to collect comments from relevant
ministries and branches (Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry
of Natural Resources and Environment and the State Bank of Vietnam).. After receiving
the comments from ministries and branches, MARD completed the PDO and submitted
it to the MPI for submission to the Government for approval of the list of projects.
MARD also selected the consulting unit to prepare the feasibility study report and
safety policies, and also instructed the localities to prepare the feasibility study report
and safety policies for the subprojects. According to the schedule agreed with the
Donor, the appraisal will be carried out from April to September 2015, the negotiation
is expected to take place in November 2015 and the Agreement is signed in the Quarter
IV/2015.

Table 3. Plan for project preparation

Activity
2015 2016

1 2 3 4 1 2

Appraised by WB

Approval of PDO

Preparation of safety policies

Appraisal and approval of FS1

Establishment of CPMU/PPMUs

Preparation of negotiating documents

Negotiation of agreement

Agreement enters into force;

Detailed design of 12 subprojects

Preparation of bidding documents 2

Phase 1 bidding

1 Domestic appraisal and approval in the country by MARD
2Preparation of bidding documents for subprojects in phase 1
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1.4.2. Overall plan and detailed plan for the first year of subprojects

The project will be implemented in 2 phases, of which phase 1 focuses on the

repair of high-risk reservoirs, design documents are prepared fully and meet the safety

policies, a number of institutional strengthening and strengthening capacity activities

are also carried out to provide timely support for prioritized dam repair and upgrading

activities and in subsequent years. The implementation of phase 2 will begin 18 months

after the date of entry into force of the Agreement.

The project is divided into 2 overlapping phases as follows:

 Phase 1: 2016 - 2017

- Mobilizing consultants: supporting project implementation; independent

supervisor; dam safety experts; financial audit for the first 3 years; internal audit;

supervising the construction of 12 sub-projects in the first year; elaborating legal

documents and regulations on safety management of irrigation and hydropower dams;

reviewing and adjusting hydropower planning; formulating regulations and standards to

support dam safety improvement;

- Implementing activities to support project management strengthening capacity,

training to improve dam safety management and operation capacity;

- Carrying out construction activities for 12 selected sub-projects.

Phase 2: 2017 - 2022

- Mobilizing consultants: design, construction supervision and equipment
installation for the next sub-projects;

- Continuing to carry out activities to support the legal, institutional
improvement and the addition of regulations and standards to improve dam safety;

- Continuing to develop regulations, standards and norms for dam repair,
upgrade and safe operation;

- Deploying database construction activities and equipping tools for
management, operation and supervision of dam safety and disaster warning;

- Installing a monitoring system for reservoirs and natural disaster warning
system in the river basin;

- Implementing training activities to improve dam safety management capacity
for managers and owners of irrigation dams

- Deploying bidding and carrying out construction activities for the remaining
subprojects;

- Building models of reservoir safety management and financial mechanisms in
some project areas;
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Table 4. Overall project implementation schedule

Activity
(year/quarter)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Preparation

(1)

(2)

(3)

Execution

(4)

(5)

(6)

(1) –Mobilization of project preparation consultants;

(2) - Appraised and approved by WB and GoV;

(3) - Agreement enters into force;

(4) (5) (6) - Component 1, Component 2 and Component 3.
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II. STATUS OF THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

By mid-May 2019, most of the subprojects have been implemented as planned
(dam rehabilitation and safety improvement subproject of the Dau Tieng reservoir in
Tay Ninh with the approved FS, however, the proposed contents in the scope of dam
rehabilitation and safety improvement have not been approved. 12 (twelve) subprojects
in the first year are under construction and there are 03 subprojects (03 reservoirs)
completed (Dap Lang Subproject in Quang Ngai Province, Thach Ban reservoir
subproject in Binh Dinh Province, Dai Thang reservoir subproject in Hoa Binh
Province). Most of the preparation of feasibility study reports and dam safety reports
for the remaining 40 subprojects in the phase 2 has been being completed. The
preparation of social safety policy reports is being implemented to meet the project
progress in compliance with the regulations of Vietnam and the World Bank. 37
subprojects (out of the 52 subprojects) have the approved FS and the dam safety report
with 270 reservoirs by the Provincial People's Committee. 20 subprojects have the
approved Construction drawing design with the total number of approved reservoirs in
the Construction drawing design document of 89 reservoirs. There are 16 subprojects
with a total of 73 reservoirs under construction (9 reservoirs under9 subprojects in
phase 1 and 64 reservoirs under 7 subprojects in the following years. MOIT and
MONRE have completed the necessary FS adjustments. Key consultants supporting the
project implementation were participated in according to provisions of the contract,
including monitoring and evaluation (M&E) consultants.

2.1. Status of implementation of component 1

In addition to 3 subprojects in the first year, it is expected that in 2019 and 2020
there will be 16 subprojects with a total of 73 reservoirs under construction (9
reservoirs under 9 subprojects in phase 1 and 64 reservoirs under 7 subprojects in the
following year.

Situation of approval of feasibility study report and dam safety report: 37
subprojects out of 52 subprojects including 12 subprojects in phase 1 and 25
subprojects in the next phases approved. 4 subprojects are being submitted to PPC for
approval and 2 subprojects are being consulted by WB and MARD. The remaining
subprojects are being verified, making FS, organizing contractor selection and
preparing TOR.

2.1.1. List of reservoirs and dams

The Ministry has agreed in writing the list of 440 reservoirs and dams for a total of
52 subprojects (reducing 10 reservoirs and dams under the Decision on approval of FS)
for 34 provinces (including Dau Tieng reservoir in Tay Ninh Province), of which:

There are 9 provinces that currently maintain the approved list in Decision No.
4638/QD-BNN-HTQT dated09/11/2015 (Hai Duong, Ninh Binh, Khanh Hoa, Ninh
Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Nong and Tay Ninh).

109 reservoirs and dams/ 25 provinces are adjusted compared to the list approved
by the Ministry (see Appendix 2 for details)
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2.1.2. Preparation of Feasibility study report (FS) and Dam safety report
(DSR)

The whole project has 52 subprojects including 12 subprojects in phase 1 and 40
subprojects in the next phases implemented in 34 provinces. Total investment of 52
subprojects is 8,400 billion VND (WB capital is 7,900 billion VND, reciprocal capital
is 500 billion VND).

By this time, the preparation of FS and DSR for 44 subprojects/ 52 subprojects
(reaching 83%) (See Appendix 3 for details) has been completed, with a total
investment of 6,749.9 billion VND, reaching 80% compared to with a total investment
of 52 subprojects, of which:

+ 37 subprojects have the FS approved by the Provincial People's Committee,
including 270 reservoirs with a total investment of 5,760,842 billion VND, accounting
for 60% of the total number of reservoirs and 69% of the total investment.

+ 07 subprojects were prepared FS, are being completed the procedures of review,
verification and appraisal. The FS is expected to be approved in the Quarter II-III/2019.

+ 08 subprojects are in the process of preparing FS + DSR, the FS is expected to be
completed and approved in the Quarter IV/ 2019.

Number of consultancy packages for preparation of FS + DSR using WB capital is
23 packages. 22 packages were awarded contracts with a total value of 90.8 billion
VND (equivalent to 3.94 million USD).

2.1.3. Preparation of construction drawing design

31 subprojects are being prepared construction drawing design (reaching 60% of
the subprojects) (see Appendix 4 for details), of which:

+ 20 subprojects: the construction drawing design was approved with the total
number of approved reservoirs in the construction drawing design document of 89
reservoirs.

+ 06 subprojects: the construction drawing design document is being submitted to the
provincial authority for approval; it’s expected to be approved in Quarter II-III/ 2019.

+ 05 subprojects: are in the process of preparing and completing the construction
drawing design document.

The remaining 21 subprojects are in the stage of preparation for construction drawing
design.

2.1.4. Construction

The whole project has 19/52 subprojects divided into 23 packages which have been
being constructed (reaching 37% of the subprojects) (see Appendix 6 for details). The
total value of construction contracts is 1,439.9 billion VND. The total number of
reservoirs being constructed is 76, of which:

+ 03 subprojects (3 reservoirs) were completed (Dap Lang subproject in Quang
Ngai Province, Thach Ban reservoir subproject in Binh Dinh Province, Dai Thang
reservoir subproject in Hoa Binh Province).
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+ The remaining 16 subprojects with a total of 73 reservoirs under construction (9
reservoirs under 9 subprojects in phase 1 and 64 reservoirs under 7 subprojects in the
following years)

01 subproject (subproject 3 of Nghe An Province - 13 reservoirs) is under the
issuance of Bidding documents for construction (issuing on 26/04/2019).

2.1.5. Implementation of social security policies

The preparation of social safety policy reports being implemented meets the project
schedule and complies with the regulations of Vietnam and the World Bank.

Implementation of social and environmental screening

- There are 48/52 social and environmental screening reports approved by the
World Bank.

- 04 remaining reports are being prepared by PPMUs: Hai Duong, Thanh Hoa
(subproject 03), Dak Lak (subproject 02) and Dau Tieng reservoir project in Tay Ninh
Province.

Environmental safety policy report (ESIA)

- 28/52 subprojects: the reports were submitted and approved by WB.

- 01 subproject: the reports are being submitted for WB's opinions and 06
subprojects: the reports are revised according to WB's opinions

- 05 subprojects: the reports are being revised according to CPMU's opinion

- 06 subprojects: are under the preparation of safety policy report and 06 projects:
rein the selection of consultants.

Social safety policy report (RAP, EMDP, SA)

- 29/52 subprojects: the reports were submitted and approved by WB.

- 01 subproject: the reports are being submitted for WB's opinions and 06
subprojects: the reports are revised according to WB's opinion.

- 02 subprojects: the reports are being revised according to CPMU's opinions.

- 08 subprojects: are under the preparation of safety policy report and 06 projects:
are in the selection of consultants.

The number of consultancy packages for preparing safety policy report using WB
capital is 31 packages. 26 packages were awarded contracts with a total value of 49.6
billion VND (equivalent to 2.15 million USD)

2.2. Status of implementation of component 2

2.2.1. Activities of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development

C2-MARD-CS1 Package - Support in database construction

The contractor selection was completed and the contract was signed on 23/11/2018.
The consultant has completed the initial report and database review and collection
report. Currently, the consultant is continuing to perform the next tasks such as building
software and updating databases. This package is expected to be completed by the end
of 2019.
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Non-structural activities

The Ministry prioritized the implementation of 15 capacity and institutional
strengthening activities, and currently, the Ministry has approved the contractor
selection plan for 03 packages: Consultation on handing up information on dams and
reservoirs; Consultation on establishing a Handbook for managing the safety of small
and medium-sized dams and reservoirs; Consultation on establishing a Handbook for
detection and handling of dams and reservoirs right from the beginning of dams and
reservoirs incidents.

For the remaining 12/15 non-structural activities, it is expected to start organizing
contractor selection in 2019.

Preparation of guidelines and sample designs (using reciprocal capital)

11/11 guidelines and sample designs were prepared, MARD approved and issued.

Training and workshop

30 advanced strengthening capacity training courses were organized for project
implementation units. It is expected that in 2019, 17 strengthening capacity training
courses continues to be organized for related units. By this time, two training courses
have been deployed in Hue and Lam Dong on specialized hydro-meteorological
observation and reservoir operation in real time.

2.2.2. Activities of the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT)

- MIT selected individual consultants: Project Coordinator, Project Finance
Specialist, two experts working from January 2018.

-MIT selected contractor to implement the package: “Server system, switches,
auxiliary equipment of server room; Device supporting management - operation
(display screen, computer, laptop, software,)", signed a contract on 25/01/2019,
completed the contract, and are doing procedures for acceptance and final settlement.

- MIT sent the terms of reference of the package: "Construction of a hydroelectric
dam database to support the safe management and operation of the hydroelectric
reservoir" to the World Bank for opinions.

- MIT is completing the draft terms of reference for the package: "Development of
methods and technical guidelines for hydroelectric dam safety evaluation and pilot
evaluation for selected dams".

- MIT completed draft terms of reference, proposal, invitation letter and contract for
the package: "Technical experts appraising and evaluating the project products".

- MIT completed the draft terms of reference for the package: “Consultancy, monitoring
and evaluating for project implementation”.

- Ministry of Industry and Trade issued Document No. 7494/BCT-KHCN dated
17/09/2018 regarding comments on the draft National Technical Regulation on
hydroelectric works prepared by the Department of Science and Technology under the
Ministry of Industry and Trade. The Ministry of Science and Technology is currently
appraising. After the appraisal, the Ministry of Industry and Trade will issue a Circular.
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2.2.3. Activities under the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

Feasibility study report of Subproject “Investment in the construction of a
network monitoring, supervising water resources and strengthening the coordination of
inter-reservoir operation in the Vu Gia - Thu Bon and Ca river basins” approved by the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment in Decision No. 3295/QD-BTNMT
dated 30/10/2018.

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment assigned the General
Department of Meteorology and Hydrology to be the investor of the subproject
“Investment in the construction of a network monitoring, supervising water resources
and strengthening the coordination of inter-reservoir operation in the Vu Gia - Thu Bon
and Ca river basins” instead of the Department of Water Resources Management from
30/10/2018.

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment approved the adjustment
and supplement of the contractor selection plan for a number of packages of the
subproject “Investment in the construction of a network monitoring, supervising water
resources and strengthening the coordination of inter-reservoir operation in the Vu Gia -
Thu Bon and Ca river basins” under the Component 2: Dam safety management, the
project “Dam rehabilitation and safety improvement” (WB8) in Decision No. 1101/QD-
BTNMT dated 04/05/2019.

PMU submitted to the Investor and consulted the World Bank about the Terms
of Reference and cost estimate of the C2-MONRE-CS1 package "Technical,
topographic, geological and hydrological survey; preparation of construction drawing
design (construction, equipment) and cost estimates; preparation of terms of reference
and request for technical, legal and institutional services ”.

The PMU worked with the Department of Water Resources Management on the
proposal to change the equipment installation plan, station construction plan and
equipment installation location of some hydrographic stations and water resources
stations within the scope of the subproject to summarize and report to the competent
authorities for consideration and approval.

Up to now, the project has disbursed 200 million VND for the preparation of the
Feasibility study report of the subproject and the Report on the results of the survey,
information collection survey, and location of the monitoring station.

2.3. Status of implementation of component 3

The selection is completed and activities such as Project Implementation
Consultancy (PIC); Independent Supervision Consultancy for a third party (ISC); Dam
safety experts (POE); Consultancy  on building dam and reservoir database;
Consultancy on auditing financial statements and some other consultancy activities are
mobilized for implementation. Currently, the consultant is in the process of making
reports according to the schedule of the Contract.
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Table 5. List of consulting contracts

No. Tasks Contractor
Contract value

M.USD
Signed

date

1
Project Implementation
Consultancy (PIC)

Partnership between
ICT + BEST + PACO 3.39 22/02/2019

2
Independent Supervision
Consultancy for a third
party (ISC)

Partnership between
WAPCOS JSC and
CENCO JSC

1.37 29/03/2018

3
Audited financial
statements for the first 03
years

25/12/2017

4
Dam Safety
Experts(POE)

07 members, including
03 international experts
and 04 domestic experts

1.23 10/02/2017

5 Workshop, training CPMU- implemented

2.4. Results of contract award and disbursement

2.4.1. Contract award

- Up to this time, the whole project has all 224 packages using ODA including 74

construction packages, 147 consultancy packages and 3 procurement packages. (See

Appendix 7 for details).

- Implementation schedule of the packages is currently as follows:

Contents
Consultancy

(package)
Procurement

(package)
Construction

(package)
Total

(package)

Contract is completed 31 3 34

Contract is being
implemented

57 1 20 78

Selection of contractor is
being organized

15 8 23

Selection of contractor has
not been organized

44 2 43 89

- The result of contract award of the whole project till now reaches:

+ Loan capital of 1,880,324 billion VND, equivalent to 82.44 million USD..

+ Reciprocal capital of 265,316 billion VND.

- The part managed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
awarded the contract of 195.6 billion VND, of which:

+ Loan capital is 186,5 billion VND, equivalent to 8,26 million USD

+ Reciprocal capital of 9.1 billion VND.
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- Particularly the ODA capital, the contracts were awarded for 112 packages with
the detailed value as follows:

+ The value of awarded construction contract is 1,439,931 billion VND/ 23
packages.

+ The value of awarded consulting contract is 436,983 billion VND/ 88 packages.

+ The value of awarded procurement contract is 3.41 billion VND/ 01 package.

- Reciprocal capital: The value of reciprocal capital contract for the whole project so far
has reached 265 billion VND, mainly for consultancy activities.

- From the beginning of 2019, the whole project has awarded 24 contracts using
WB capital with a total contract value of 786.2 billion VND (equivalent to 34.1 million
USD), of which:

+ 08 construction packages: with a total value of 657.4 billion VND (equivalent to
28.4 million USD) (01 package of Quang Ninh; 01 package of Quang Tri; 03 packages
of Quang Ngai; 02 packages of Binh Dinh; 02 packages of Dak Nong).

+ 15 consultancy packages: with a total value of 125.4 billion VND (equivalent to
5.5 million USD) (01 package of CPMU and 14 packages of PPMU).

+ 01 equipment procurement package: with a total value of 3.41 billion VND
(equivalent to 0.15 million USD) (01 package of PMU of MOIT).

2.4.2. Disbursement

The disbursement result of the whole project so far has reached 736.1 billion VND
(equivalent to nearly 32 million USD), in which loan capital has reached 543.6 billion
VND; reciprocal capital reached 192.5 billion VND (see Appendix 8 for details).

Table 6. Disbursement results of the whole project until 15/05/2019
Unit: M.VND

Index
Project

implementation
division

Accumulative value of disbursement till 15/5/2019

ODA capital Reciprocal
capital Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD
I MARD 19.933 0,86 14.307 0,62 34.240 1,49

CPMU 19.933 0,86 12.014 0,52 31.947 1,39

Dau Tieng reservoir
sub-project, Tay Ninh

0 0,00 2.293 0,10 2.293 0,10

II
PMU belonging to
MONRE

0 0,00 200 0,01 200 0,01

III
PMU belonging to
MoIT

1.430 0,06 448 0,02 1.878 0,08

IV Provinces 522.239 22,65 177.561 7,72 699.800 30,37

Total 543.602 23,58 192.516 8,37 736.117 31,95
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Table 7: Result of disbursement in year 2019 (from 01/01-15/05/2019) reached up
182,488 B.VND, equal to 7,88 MUSD

Unit: M.VND

Index
Project

implementation
division

Accumulative value of disbursement in year 2019
from 01/01-15/5/2019

ODA capital Reciprocal
capital Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

I MARD 5.997 0,26 245 0,01 6.242 0,27

CPMU 5.997 0,26 202 0,01 6.199 0,27

Dau Tieng reservoir
sub-project, Tay Ninh

43 0,002 43 0,002

II
PMU belonging to
MONRE

III
PMU belonging to
MoIT

631 0,03 631 0,03

IV Provinces 158.478 6,84 17.137 0,75 175.615 7,59

Total 165.106 7,13 17.382 0,76 182.488 7,88

III. TASK AND MEASURES FOR MONITORING

3.1. Objective, task of monitoring

The first monitoring report lying in frame of Independent supervision Consultant
(ISC) carried out by joint venture between WAPCOS Limited, India and CENCO
Construction and Investment JSC. The objective of the mid-term evaluation was
determined is monitored the project implementation, in order to review whole process
of deploying the project from commencement to mid-term. The specific objective of
mid-term evaluation including:

- Considering and evaluating the degree of compliance of the project with
framework of dam safety, current criteria and code of Vietnam.

- Evaluating construction schedule of the project

- Monitor organization, management and implementation, includes monitoring the
compliance of project from preparation of project investment, detailed design, bidding
work, management and execution of the Contract, management of finance, expenditure
and construction.

- Suggest to the competent agencies may get suitable decision in management,
execution, and compliance towards the Financing Agreement aims to ensure the
progress, effectiveness, and efficiency of the project. Pull out the learned lessons for the
implementation of the next project.
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3.2. Method and scope of monitoring

3.2.1. Scope of monitoring

Independent supervision is carried out in 34 provinces of the project, in which ISC

shall check directly in 8 provinces in north and North Central, including: Vinh Phuc,

Phu Tho, Quang Ninh, Tuyen Quang, Son La, Hoa Binh, Thanh Hoa, and Nghe An.

The remaining provinces, ISC shall base on the document, the PPMUs have sent to

CPO (the list according to the official dispatch No. 452 and 454) to write the Report.

Due to this supervision time is fallen into mid-term, and as required of CPMU,

ISC have design and implement monitoring and evaluating mid-term, including

considering and evaluating for whole phase since commencement to evaluation time, in

May 2019.

3.2.2. Measures for implementation

 Reviewing documents, collecting secondary data at the office

Consultant has heard reporting and discussing basically in the inception meetings

with PPMUs in order to catch basically general status of the Project. After that, has

carried out reviewing available reports and documents of the project in order to collect

and classify information related to project implementation. Some documents of the

project have reviewed as following:

- Human resource, decisions nominated and shared the work for positions in

PPMU.

- Dam safety reports, O&M basic plan and framework for emergency

preparedness plan (EPP) in the stage before preparation of FS.

- FS report, report of pioneer engineering consultants (POE) (if any) and decisions

as well as sequence to approve the FS.

- Sequence and decisions approved the construction drawing design. Checking

casually about components of the Document, detailed design drawings of 1 to 2

reservoirs aims to evaluate preliminary compliance of design work in comparison with

regulations of dam safety framework and current Codes of Vietnam.

- Regarding to procurement, bidding, Consultant choose and review casually 2

sets of document (01 set of Consultant and 01 set of Construction) aims to evaluate

compliance of regulations in bidding.

- Reviewing schedule of packages in accordance with contract that PPMUs signed

with Contractors, comparing degree of completion in comparison with actual schedule

of the project till checking time.
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Reviewing information also aims to considering, checking again information in

project documents, design documents, decisions, steering texts related to project

implementation in order to checking again with actual deploying in each PPMU.

 Monitoring compliance of construction on site

Consultant has checked field casually 02 reservoirs (01 big reservoir and 01 small
– in locals which having over 02 reservoirs under construction) aims to evaluate
compliance of construction, quality management and basically construction quality of
works. The items have checked including:

- Block scheme of construction organization and quality management of
Contractor: Project Director, work superintendent, specialized departments (technique,
internal work…) and construction teams (building, installation, surveying…). This
checking aims to preliminary determine capacity of the Contractor.

- Methods and detailed construction schedule prepared by the Contractor.

- Quality management Document of the Contractor: construction diary, Certificate
of Original, Certificate of Quality, results of input material test and product of
construction, equipment, machines, minutes of acceptance of works, structures, results
of field experiment…

- Works on sanitation and labor safety

In addition, Consultant also shall implement some visual measures such as: observing
by eyes, striking, knocking…and taking pictures aims to evaluate real situation about
quality of the project.

 Interviewing deeply and team discussion

Interviewing deeply and team discussion has implemented based on contents that

prepared by Consultant previously. The major objects have interviewed deeply

including: (1) Provincial PMU (PPMU); (2) Participants (including Design Consultant,

CSC, and Contractors); (3) Relevant parties in locals, including representatives of

commune/ unions where carrying out project and beneficiary directly from the project.

Information collected from PPMU and concerned parties in provincial level in order to

learn about status of project implementation, project management, factors impacted on

project implementation, as well as recommendations for relevant parties.

 Observing and taking pictures

Observing and taking pictures has carried out during monitoring process,

especially observing and taking pictures of project belonging to component 1 aims to

evaluate schedule, quality of the project. The pictures shall update geographic

information (Geo-tagging) and being updated at address website: http://iscwb8.com.vn

which provided by Consultant.
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Beside taking pictures by ISC then ISC shall instruct to officials of Contractor,

CSC and officials of PPMU take pictures on site of projects under construction and be

updated in the website let relevant parties can deploy and evaluate schedule as well as

construction quality of projects.

IV. RESULTS OF INDEPENDENT SUPERVISION OF PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION

4.1. Organizing project management and investment

4.1.1. Organization and implementation

- Organizing management system of the project integrating closely with state

management from Central level to provincial level, ensure arrange according to

gradation clearly. This structure help Project always receive direction and coordination

from competent agencies in the sector of agricultural and rural development as well as

coordination to concerned units.

- MARD is the unit in charge of general of the project, is a representative agency

of Vietnam Government in order to cooperate with donors in implementation of project.

Central project Office (CPO) belonging to MARD is the Project Owner. O ne Central

PMU (CPMU) was established in the CPO aims to carry out project management

directly and support, coordinate between units, WB, provincial level units and

concerned parties of MARD.

- Provincial People’s Committee (PPC) is in charge in general about project in the

province. MARD shall classify obligation about all respects of project implementation

for Owner (DARD or Agricultural and rural development management board) of

province, let this unit taking the blame for investment into the system and sub-projects.

The other relevant Departments will co-operate together aims to carry out the

subprojects. PPC takes the blame for direction of sectors being responsible for the

subproject, departments and units of the province in compensation, resettlement, land

recovery and environmental action plan according to regulations inland and donors.

PPC has the right recommend and suggest MARD and CPO solving arising problems

during implementation of sub-projects.

- PPMU is established by PPC. PPMUs are in charge about all activities of project

establishment, construction technical design, construction supervision, implementation

of Resettlement Action Plan (RAP), Environmental and social action plan (ESAP) are

determined in the guidance of the project, acting in the general project management

system. PPMUs will be supported and guided by CPMU, with supports of technical

staffs of Consultant carrying out the Project. (Details please see the list of staffs of

PPMU in the Annex 1).
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- Human resources to implement is still frail in almost PPMUs, especially is
specialized PMU or PMU of any project but being established in the specialized PMU
(such as Vinh Phuc) then almost officials hold concurrently, not only carrying out the
WB8 project, but also implement to manage other project which being in charge of the
PMU. In addition, in some provinces, PMU implements construction by themselves
such as in Thanh Hoa, Quang Ninh, Hoa Binh and Nghe An. In accordance with
bidding plan that approved, the construction supervision shall be executed by PMU
themselves and decides establishing the Construction supervision team belonging to the
PMU, then each package, just nominating from 1 to 2 officials for supervision.

- Beside supervision, these staffs also being responsible for manage other project
which is doing half-done or other tasks according to assignment of PPMU. This issue
more or less affected on implementation of the project also quality of the project.

- Regarding to financial management, organization and staffs managing finance of
PPMUs is suitable. PPMUs also arrange 02 accountants (1 chief accountant in charge of
accounting and 01 bookkeeper) and 01 cashier are suitable with current accounting
regime.

4.1.2. Project Consultant

- The project has Consultants aiming to support technical matters as well as
management. Consultants support management activities such as PIC, M&E, ISC and
Independent Audit have and will mobilize in order to carry out activities supporting
project to satisfy demand, objectives put forward of the Project as well as WB.

- Project implementation Consultant (PIC) shall support technique for the project.

- Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E): was hired from May 2018 in order to
implement evaluation of effectiveness as well as impacts of the project.

- Independent Supervision Consultant (ISC) signed the Contract in March 2018
for monitoring and evaluation whole activities of the project according to design and
plan of the project has approved, including project establishment, detailed design,
purchasing, management of project execution, building management, financial and
payment management. In addition, ISC monitors and evaluates implementation of
Resettlement Action Plan (RAP), Ethnic Minorities Development Plan (EMDP) and
Gender Action Plan (GAP), Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and
Environmental Practices Code (ECOP).

- Independent audit was hired in December 2017 aiming to audit for all
expenditures of the project.

- Excepting PIC consultant just has recruited, through 1 year implementing but
both ICS and M&E are mobilized did not carry out much. In addition, delay in
mobilization of Project Consultants in general and PIC consultant in particular more
and less affected on quality of implementation and effectiveness of support.
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4.2. Organizing and implementing the project investment

4.2.1. The preparation of investment

a) Creating, verifying and approving the feasibility study (FS)

- Regarding to design document: (i) Whole design document of 12 sub-projects

first year have adopted verification and approval. (ii) Documents of 40 sub-projects

next have and is implementing according to regulation sequence of Donors and Law of

Vietnam.

- Components of document obeying fully sequence which ruled in the dam safety

framework and according to current Code of Vietnam (report of dam safe, action plan

for dams, project documents, and as-built design document).

b) Quality of document

- Quality of document has satisfied according to specialized units’ opinion about
verification and appraisal. However, there are some shortcomings in provinces that

third party independent Supervision Consultant has required considering again and

calculating additionally (details see the Annex 9).

c) Implementation schedule

Up to present, has completed creation of FS and DSR for 44 per 52 sub-projects
(reached up 83%), with total investment amount is 6.749,9 B.vnd reached up 80% in
comparison with total investment for 52 subprojects. (Details see the Annex 3
attached).

In general, schedule satisfied requirement of the project and whole project has 52
subprojects including 12 subprojects belonging to first phase and 40 subprojects
belonging to the second phase are implemented in 34 provinces. In which there are 37
subprojects have approved FS by PPC, 07 subprojects has prepared completely FS and
be adjusting procedures for reviewing, evaluation and appraisal. Expectation, it shall
complete appraisal in quarter II – III, 2019. Eight (08) subprojects are under
establishing document of FS + DSR; expectation shall complete and approve the FS in
quarter IV 2019.

4.2.2. Phase of  implementation

a) Design stage for the project (construction drawing design)

- About design document: all design documents has passed verification, appraisal

and approval.

- Components of document have conformed to sequence that regulated in the dam

safety framework and current Code of Vietnam (Report of dam safety, Action plan for

dam, project documents, and construction drawing design).
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- Quality of document: there are some shortcomings in provinces that third party

Independent Supervision Consultant has required considering again and calculating

additionally (details see the Annex 3).

- Schedule: there are 31 subprojects have created construction drawing design

(reached up 60%), in which (details see the Annex 4 attached):

+ 20 subprojects have approved construction drawing design with total reservoirs
approved in the construction drawing design is 89 reservoirs.

+ 06 subprojects are under submission to get approval for construction drawing
design, expectation shall approve in quarter II-III 2019.

+ 05 subprojects are deploying in order to create complete construction drawing
design.

+ 21 remaining subprojects are under preparation, creating construction drawing
design.

b) Purchasing, bidding

- The bidding complies with the current regulations of Bank's and the

Government. The review and checking of bidding documents showed that, all PMUs

have strictly followed the steps in bidding, such as: establishment of bid evaluation

team, notice of bid invitation posted on the media, members of the bidding evaluation

team all have certificates; minutes of the bid evaluation result recorded very

specifically; the process of bid evaluation and contract award is in compliance with the

regulations of the World Bank and the Government. In general, the bidding is carried

out according to the instructions in the Project Implementation Manual (POM).

- World Bank's capital: The World Bank's capital is mainly used for bidding in

the sector of construction and installation, and a number of specific consulting of

component sub-projects. Specifically, the implementation situation of the provinces is

as follows:

Table 8: Summary of bidding progress from WB’s capital

Index Province

As per investment
plan approved

Carried out
till 15/5/2019

Not carried
out yet

Number of
package

Number of
package

Number of
package

I. Consultancy 121 75 46

1 Ha Giang 2 1 1

2 Lao Cai 3 3 0

3 Bac Kan 2 2 0
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4 Lang Son 4 1 3

5 Son La 1 1 0

6 Tuyen Quang 6 4 2

7 Yen Bai 2 0 2

8 Thai Nguyen 4 4 0

9 Bac Giang 4 2 2

10 Vinh Phuc 4 3 1

11 Phu Tho 3 3 0

12 Quang Ninh 0 0 0

13 Hoa Binh 6 4 2

14 Hai Duong 0 0 0

15 Ninh Binh 3 2 1

16 Thanh Hoa 7 0 7

17 Nghe An 3 1 2

18 Ha Tinh 3 0 3

19 Quang Binh 4 3 1

20 Quang Tri 4 4 0

21 Thua Thien Hue 4 3 1

22 Quang Nam 6 3 3

23 Quang Ngai 10 6 4

24 Binh Dinh 4 4 0

25 Phu Yen 2 2 0

26 Khanh Hoa 3 2 1

27 Ninh Thuan 2 1 1

28 Binh Thuan 5 3 2

29 Kon Tum 4 3 1

30 Gia Lai 4 2 2

31 Dak Lak 5 3 2

32 Dak Nong 3 3 0

33 Lam Dong 4 2 2

34 Tay Ninh 0 0 0

II. Building and erection 73 24 49
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1 Ha Giang 2 0 2

2 Lao Cai 1 0 1

3 Bac Kan 0 0 0

4 Lang Son 2 0 2

5 Son La 1 1 0

6 Tuyen Quang 4 1 3

7 Yen Bai 3 0 3

8 Thai Nguyen 3 0 3

9 Bac Giang 0 0 0

10 Vinh Phuc 2 2 0

11 Phu Tho 1 1 0

12 Quang Ninh 2 2 0

13 Hoa Binh 4 1 3

14 Hai Duong 0 0 0

15 Ninh Binh 0 0 0

16 Thanh Hoa 2 1 1

17 Nghe An 6 2 4

18 Ha Tinh 1 0 1

19 Quang Binh 5 1 4

20 Quang Tri 3 1 2

21 Thua Thien Hue 2 0 2

22 Quang Nam 2 0 2

23 Quang Ngai 6 4 2

24 Binh Dinh 4 3 1

25 Phu Yen 0 0 0

26 Khanh Hoa 2 0 2

27 Ninh Thuan 1 0 1

28 Binh Thuan 2 1 1

29 Kon Tum 3 0 3

30 Gia Lai 2 0 2

31 Dak Lak 3 0 3

32 Dak Nong 2 2 0
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33 Lam Dong 2 1 1

34 Tay Ninh 0 0 0

Total: 194 99 95

(Source: Synthetic from Report of PPMUs till 5/2019)

Status of bidding and recruitment implementation

Through checking casually 1 to 2 sets of bidding document, these documents and
Bidding evaluation report of PMUs, Consultant saw that, basic provinces has complied
with regulations of Agreement and guidebook, donors as well as Law/Decree of the
Vietnam Government about Bidding procedures. However, in some provinces still have
shortcomings concentrating in contents as below:

- Except in Nghe An PPMU, remaining all happened some members of expert team
has not enough bidding practice certificate according to regulation in the Circular
03/2016 /TT-BKHĐT defined specifically for some activities of training, improving
about bidding.

- Number of members in the expert team is little (2 members) or even number, may
lead to the result of evaluation not unified in case of different viewpoint like in Phu
Tho.

- Regarding to the Bidding document: (i) required about type of equipment not
defined clearly about kind which suitable to specific characteristic of the
construction work (example just stated vibrator 12 ton but not defined vibrating
sheep-foot roller 12 ton); (ii) Requirement about capacity of the work
superintendent is not conformable with regulation in the Decree No. 59/2015/ND-
CP on construction project management

- Short of documents to demonstrate for declaration of Constructor’s capacity (human
resources, machine, equipment...) and undertaking about credit source for the
package.

- Short of the similar contracts to demonstrate for Contractor’s capacity, having
deceitful sign, un-honest.

- Discounting the Bid leading to the Proposal document has a low price unusually but
the Procuring entity did not require to clarify, not ensure according to regulation of
the Decree No.63/2014/NĐ-CP regulated detailed carrying out some Articles of the
Law on Bidding about selection of Contractor. In addition, evaluated subjectively so
has a phenomenon of agreed key personnel but be mobilizing from other package or
analyzing of expert did not meet the State regulations. These issues may lead to
awarding the Contract not accuracy.

- The work of gathering dossiers has not been focused, missing legal documents
attached to the Bid evaluation report.
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Cause: occurring the above situation in the process of bidding process as aforesaid,
as per Consultant’s consideration is mainly due to subjective or inexperienced
expert group. If the Contractor is requested to provide the original documents to
clarify Bidding document in the Bid evaluation process, the result of awarding will
be more objective, transparent and convincing.

c) Stage of construction

*) Quality management:

o For design consultancy contractors: has not sent officials to supervising the
copyright under Article 28 of Decree 46/2015 / ND-CP on quality management
and maintenance of construction works and Article 86 of Construction Law No.
50/2014 / QH 13

o For Supervision consultancy Contractors: Regarding to the organization, most
PPMUs hired consulting units while some send PPMU’s staff to self-supervise
the construction quality. However, some shortcomings still exist in the 8
provinces where ISC has field visits:

- Lack of staff assignment decisions and the accompanying supervision
consultancy certificate of officers assigned to supervise

- The Draft of supervision consultancy has not been approved by the Investor

o For Contractor, some shortcomings still exist in the 8 provinces where ISC has
field visits:

- Official changes frequently and not suitable to the Bid.

- At the construction site, almost Contractors have not provided quality
management dossiers yet according to regulation of the Decree 46/2015/NĐ-
CP on quality management and maintenance of construction works

- Short of acceptance minutes before commencement of construction such as:
Land handing over minutes, minutes of materials acceptant, machines,
human, method and schedule, etc.

- Acceptance minutes of stage transferring, work items are hided, short of
checking by Consultancy agency.

o Judging about quality of the structures: Actual observations on site, Consultant
have some comments:

- For items which finished: by actual observations, consultant evaluated the
quality is acceptable. However, quality is uneven between items in the same
structures and between provinces participated project.

- For items which under construction:

 Material: preservation on construction site is not ensured technical, steel bar
and cement laying directly to the soil ground, covered but none-carefully
leading to curdled, rusty. Sand and stone has not enough gradation
composition.
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 Reinforcement concrete work: Reinforced joints (did not guaranteed joint
length, arrangement of connecting joints close each other), poor quality of
concrete (pitting, fragile when being lightly impacted by external forces, not
being maintained, ...),

 Soil work: Compaction by smooth compactor, measures for drainage for
excavation pits has not attached special importance to.

 Paving stone without mortar: just arranging and chocking on the surface
without chocking on the face contacting with soil ground.

*) Managing the schedule

- According to reports of provinces, general schedule of package ensures
schedule as per the contract signed, but implementing is still different in
provinces and in average, then schedule has completed about 48%,
specifically:

 Provinces basically have completed as Thanh Hoa, Tuyen Quang.
However, in both these provinces have to adjust execution time of the
Contract due to with Tuyen Quang presently; Owner has been
considering adjusting from items behind the spillway to having the
right to construct management roads. As for in Thanh Hoa, the slope
of management road is slide land down very seriously, not safety, so
the Owner also considers adjusting design. Therefore, it may cause
affect on implementation schedule of the package.

 For remaining provinces, volume of work has completed just for 15 to
40%, all delayed about 1 to 3 months. The reason is short of resources
for clearing the ground (like Phu Tho), weather conditions and
construct while serving production (like Vinh Phuc, Nghe An).

- Actual in the construction site: through checking on site, some packages in some
provinces, Contractors have not created and updated the detailed/general
construction schedule yet, aims to evaluate the schedule of implementation, only
brought out construction schedule such as the Bid. With implementation, managing
the schedule like this, being very difficult to control and evaluate accuracy the
execution schedule of the Contractor with regard to the Owner also not suitable to
regulations on construction schedule management that mentioned in the Decree
46/2015/NĐ-CP on quality control and maintenance of construction works.

*) Quality control

Through checking dossiers stated that, parties (PPMUs, CSC, and Contractor) have
basically implemented according to process, that is: acceptance of work volume of
each part, volume in each item. However, in order to management of work reflects
accuracy, as actual and suitably, so should add the detailed calculation appendixes
for completed volume after the acceptance minutes for items like in Thanh Hoa
PPMU.
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*) Cost management for investment during construction

According to evaluation of Consultant, the management of cost in provinces have
complied basically with regulations of the Donors also Government about Contract
management in construction. However, there are some issues that Consultant
becomes anxious:

- Not enough reciprocal capital for payment of packages and the payment is
unfair between Contractors (there Contractor has paid up to 97%, but some
Contractors have not been paid yet).

- Accepting the payment of delegation of power and transferring money to the
account of the Leader of the joint venture, may lead to risks for Owner in
case of disputes between Contractors.

- Paying to Consultants has to pay attention to time for actual mobilization of
consulting experts in comparison with mobilization plan like
proposal/contract signed.

- Some Contracts had signed in accordance with type of lump sum, however,
receipts attached with the payment documents has a difference in comparison
with the financial proposal also the Contract that signed.

*) Managing on labor safety and environmental sanitation

o Labor safety: in accordance with PPMU’s report overall project has not caused any
labor un-safety. However, according to observation of Consultant on field, there are
some shortcomings very dangerous, having danger leading to accident at work.
Specifically:

- Workers have not equipped labor protection

- Wrapped connection of electrical line is very cursory, not ensure safety
distance (without connector, set in the protection box and laying right on the
ground).

- Without cautions board, fence surrounding the construction area.

o Sanitation: in accordance with report of environmental supervision consultant and
CSC, environmental quality is guaranteed. However, in accordance with the
Consultant’s observation on field, there are some shortcomings may affect on
environmental quality and healthy of community/labors. Specifically:

- Not to have any system collect domestic sewage water from camps, then
discharge directly into channel, stream.

- Watering against dust was implemented with low frequency or not
implemented in the construction yet.

- Tanks storing bitumenen after using have not collected and handled.

- Point to gather cement, oil and grease for construction has a leaked out
phenomenon, caused risk to environment and high explosive risk.
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In accordance with Consultant’s evaluation, caused shortcomings about dossier also
building quality as mentioned aforesaid are come from these reasons:

- For Contractors: (i) Technical workers have not complied with regulations
about construction technique; (ii) Staff in charge of technique is limited about
quantity, to relax discipline and leak of responsibility.

- For Consultant: (i) Due to the small number of field supervisors; (ii) Lack of
management, lack of sense of responsibility; (iii) The implementation
capacity of CSC staff / units is somewhat limited.

- For PMU / Owner: Trust and authorize CSC units without monitoring and
supervising the implementation process.

4.2.3. Project completion phase: Checking, handover and warranty

For the works are under construction phase, have not been accepted and put into use,
so till now they have not been assessed the existing problems and difficulties.

V. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Through independent monitoring, it was found that there are factors that
have positive and negative impacts on the progress and progress of the project.
Some basic factors such as:

5.1. Designing detailed for the project

In general, the design has met the required progress but some PPMUs are
still slow due to the detailed design not guaranteed, or due to the project area is large
. The detailed design of construction and installation packages of the project
achieved the planned progress.

In fact, the problem of progress is acknowledged by the stakeholders, but
solving this problem takes time and the PPMUs have also tried to solve the
problems through measures such as: i ) Speed up, remind consultants to speed up the
progress, to closely follow the reality in each project area; closely supervise
consultants, at the same time support and connect consultants with local specialized
agencies for the parties to exchange and agree ideas when designing to design more
accurately and meet requirements of the investor and specialized agencies. ii) PPMU
also collaborates with relevant agencies to accelerate the design approval process
earlier than the process set out.

5.2. Land clearance and reciprocal capital

ISCs determined that 9 per 52 subprojects have completed compensation for land
acquisition, including Thach Ban reservoir subproject in Binh Dinh province, Dai
Thang reservoir subproject in Hoa Binh province, Ban reservoir subproject in Phu
Tho province, Khe Che reservoir subproject in Quang Ninh, Dap Lang reservoir
subproject in Quang Ngai, Phu Vinh reservoir subproject in Quang Binh; Dong Be
reservoir subproject in Thanh Hoa, and Ngoi La reservoir subproject in Tuyen
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Quang, Song Quao reservoir subproject in Binh Thuan, implementing
compensation and supporting, payment. Subproject in Son La with 7 reservoirs has
completed land acquisition. There are 3 subprojects in the second year including
subprojects in Dak Nong, Subproject 2 in Quang Ngai, subproject in Vinh Phuc are
carrying out the counting and compensation work. Specific data of the subprojects
that have completed the compensation payment and land acquisition for the type of
land, the type of impact and the value of compensation assistance are presented in
the next sections. For the subprojects under review, count, apply unit price and pay
compensation until April 30, 2019.

Till date of April 30, 2019, 3 subprojects of the DRSIP's in 52 subprojects did not

implement resettlement compensation according to the initial RAP Report. They

are: 01 subproject of Khe San reservoir and 2 sub-projects of Khe Gang reservoir,

Nghe An Province is on the list of first-year subprojects due to the reduction of the

design scale, Da Teh reservoir subproject is in Lam Dong also in the list of first-year

subprojects due to compensation land is recovered from the previous period and 01

subproject including 8 reservoirs in Khanh Hoa province is arranged clear land by

the province.

The payment for compensation at the sub-projects, that ISC going to supervise of

the first phase, is in accordance with the regulations of Vietnam. The payment of

compensation and support to the people is carried out by the district People's

Committees and the commune People's Committees at the PPC headquarters of

communes are affected by the project.

According to the assessment of the PPMUs, the site clearance and Reciprocal capital

so far have not significantly affected the progress of this component.

5.3. Seasonal Schedule

Construction and installation progress was interrupted to ensure a seasonal works

for farmers doing. Most of the construction works in Component 1 have some

impacts on the irrigation and drainage system of farmers. Consequently,

construction work is often interrupted at times when farmers need water for

irrigation. This also affects on the construction progress as the contractor must

ensure that the construction process does not affect on farming. Through observation

and interviews with some people, the construction does not significantly affect on

the agricultural production activities of farmers.

5.4. Project implementation capacity of the PPMUs

Project management and implementation capacity of PPMU's greatly affects the
progress and quality. In fact, PPMUs are most experienced units in managing and
implementing construction and installation works in the sector of irrigation and
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agriculture. However, there are still some PPMUs for the first time implementing a
project funded by WB loans. Therefore, in the first time, PPMUs also had certain
difficulties in preparation, such as preparing documents and procedures for bidding,
or preparing reports to ensure full procedures for project implementation.

Up to now, the PMUs have been experienced and familiar with the project

implementation processes and procedures. PMUs have a clear understanding of how

the project works. For example, where to start, what to prepare to get the work done

on schedule or what to do to deal with design approval issues, as well as award of

contract and Construction contract management.

5.5. Supports from the WB, CPMU, PPC and the Owner

According to the evaluation of the PPMUs, the support of the World Bank and

CPMU is timely, complete and very effective during project implementation.

PPMUs are very pleased with the technical support of the WB and CPMU during

the project implementation. In the Appraisal Document for Project, the WB has

clearly identified risks and technical support measures to minimize risks for project

implementers. Accompanying is the support plan from WB and CPMU for PPMUs

through training courses on financial management, bidding. In addition, every 6

months, the WB delegation will supervise and support PPMUs to resolve arising

issues and monitoring as well as checking the project implementation progress.

Recommendations for each issue and for each subproject are recorded in the

Memorandum of Understanding. In addition, the WB and CPMU have provided

support through phone calls and emails to help PPMUs overcome difficulties and

improve the project implementation capacity for PPMUs.

According to PPMUs’ evaluation, PPC and the Owner are very interested in the

project and always give priority to reciprocal capital for this project. All issues

related to the project implementation, especially the progress and arising problems,

are promptly reported to the Employer for solution. Besides, the investor has also

directed the branches and concerned units to give priority to coordinate and solve

related issues during the project implementation. Often, these units are also

members of the PPMU, or join a technical support team for the project.

5.6. Weather

The construction of the project is delayed due to unforeseen factors such as

construction in the rainy season. Because, irrigation works are mainly constructed

outdoors, it is very difficult to build or gather materials when it rains. However, this

factor is only temporary, not overall PPMU progress.
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VI. PROGRESS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIONS UNDER THE

Table 10. Activities according to the WB delegation’s memorandum in September
2018 and progress of implementation of recommendations

Index Major activities
Date of

completion
Unit in
charge

Implementation schedule

1

Completing the
bidding for
construction works
for 01 remaining
subproject in Binh
Thuan province

End of the
year 2018

PPMU

Completed the signing of
the contract on December
20, 2018, commencing
construction on January 3,
2019

2

Confirm the form of
organization and
operation and
maintenance of
restored dams

3/2019

MARD,
provinces

having
project

Processing

3

Completed approval
for FS of all Dams
belonging to Phase 2
(total 430 dams )

3/2019 PPMUs

Till date, the FS dossiers of
25 per 40 Phase-2
subprojects has been
completed and the number
of dams is 258

4

Complete the
detailed design for
all  dams belonging
to Phase 2

3-6/2019 PPMUs

- By this time, the FS
dossier of 08/40
subprojects belonging to
Phase 2 has been
completed approval and the
number of dams is 77.

- 06/40 subprojects (68
dams) is submitting to the
province for approval of
the as-built drawing
documents: Lao Cai, Yen
Bai, Quang Binh
(subprojects 02), Thua
Thien Hue, Quang Nam,
Kon Tum.

5

Bidding for
construction and
installation works
for dams belonging
to phase 2

From
12/2018 to

6/2019
PPMUs

- 07/40 subproject has
completed bidding for
construction and
installation of 64
reservoirs: Son La, Vinh
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Index Major activities
Date of

completion
Unit in
charge

Implementation schedule

Phuc, Quang Tri, Quang
Ngai (subproject 02),
BBinh Dinh (subproject
02), Quang Ninh
(subprojects 02), Dak
Nong.

- There are 01/40
subprojects are issuing
bidding document for
package of construction:
Nghe An (SUBPROJECT
3).

6

Complete bidding
for subproject
Ministry of Industry
and Trade

2/2019 MoIT -PMU Processing

7
Approve the revised
FS of MONRE 11/2018

MONRE-
PMU

Approved October 2018

8

Starting bidding
activities for
SUBPROJECT of
the Ministry of
Natural Resources
and Environment

12/2018
MONRE-

PMU
Processing

9
Complete bidding
selection for project
audit

2/2019 CPMU

Completed and signed the
contract on 25/12/2017.
The consultant was
mobilized and sent the
2017 audit report to WB on
June 30, 2018

10

Submit internal audit
report 2017 and
2018

3/2019 CPMU, ISC

ISCs have conducted
internal audits in 8
provinces: Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Tuyen Quang, Quang
Ninh, Son La, Hoa Binh,
Thanh Hoa, Nghe An. It is
expected to submit to the
World Bank before May
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Index Major activities
Date of

completion
Unit in
charge

Implementation schedule

20, 2019.

11

Send the provinces
Guidelines for
managing
partnership contracts

CPMU
Send

immediately
Sent to the province in
10/2018

12

Submit to the Bank
for official review of
the Bidding Plan on
STEP

PPMU Ha
Giang, Ha
Tinh

As soon as
possible

completion

13 Training on Bidding CPMU
As soon as

possible
Executed in 11/2018

14

Submitting ESIA for
7 remaining dams of
1st phase

CPMU,
PPMUs

As soon as
possible

9 dams under 1st phase
have been completed. For
the remaining 3 dams, the
situation is as follows:

- CPMU is considering 01
dam: Dai Thang (Hoa
Binh)

- PPMU is updating 02
dams: Song Quao (Binh
Thuan), Phu Vinh (Quang
Binh)

15

Submitting safety
policy report for 2nd

Phase dams
CPMU,
PPMUs

3/2019

- 28/40 SUBPROJECT has
completed the preparation
of CSAT report, in which:

a) For Environment CSAT
report (ESIA):

+ WB has approved: 16
SUBPROJECTs

+ Sending to WB: 01
SUBPROJECT

+ Editing report according
to WB's opinion: 06
SUBPROJECTs

+ Editing report in the
opinion of CPMU: 05
SUBPROJECT

b) For social CSAT reports
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Index Major activities
Date of

completion
Unit in
charge

Implementation schedule

(RAP, EMDP, SA)

+ WB has approved: 17
SUBPROJECTs

+ Sending to WB: 01
SUBPROJECT

+ Editing report according
to WB's opinion: 02
SUBPROJECTs

+ Editing report in the
opinion of CPMU: 08
SUBPROJECTs

16

Complete safety
policy screening for
the remaining 6
SUBPROJECTs

PPMUs 12/2018 Processing

17

Mobilize  safety
policy expert
belonging to PIC
team to assist with
quality assurance of
safeguard reporting

CPMU
As soon as

possible
Has mobilized the on day
3/5/2019

18

Training on
compliance with
safety policies
during contract
performance

CPMU, PIC
As soon as

possible

Expected to be
implemented in the month
of 6/2019

19

Mobilizing POE to
consider the
investment proposal
for high risk dams

CPMU 11/2018 Unfulfilled

20
Building a project
management system
(PMS)

CPMU, PIC 01/2019
Expected to start in June
2019

VII. LESSONS LEARNED, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. Lessons learned

Many lessons learned from the project implementation process to the mid-term
period. These lessons learned, if considered and applied, will help PMUs and
stakeholders improve the project progress and quality in the remaining period.
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Project management and coordination:

It is necessary to have close and continuous guidance from PPMUs right in the

design survey phase and during project implementation. This direction will ensure the

project design is close to local reality and may solve in time problems arising or factors

that slow down the project such as site clearance, works arising during the construction

process, coordination mechanism between PPMU and the relevant units. Direct

Verification consultants to thoroughly review to reduce design errors and shortcomings

during design phase;

Regularly support business trips, meetings between the World Bank and CPMU

and PPMU in order to promptly solve obstacles of the parties as well as improve the

capacity of PPMUs in project preparation and implementation. Issues related to

compliance with bidding policies should be strictly implemented.

Participation, consensus of people and local authorities: To reach the highest

consensus requiring consultation with the people, the local government must perform

well. There are many different ways to raise awareness for the community and local

governments to understand the project and the opportunity to participate in the project

and its benefits;

The initiative in recruiting technical support consultants and training personnel for

the preparation work is carried out early: In fact, the investor has the full right to take

initiative in recruiting support consultants or personnel carrying out the project.

Therefore, in the first period of project implementation, the recruitment of quality

consultants, especially design consultants and making good use of technical support

from consultants, will contribute to speed up the project progress. In addition, in the

consultant recruiting packages, PPMU should develop accurate, specific reference

terms and closely supervise the consultants to ensure the design quality to meet

requirements.

Planning

The list of works in the Investment Report should have inheritance. However, this
inheritance needs to be considered carefully in terms of techniques to avoid the case
that the project list must be changed under implementation (109 lakes / 25 provinces
have to be replaced and adjusted), which may affect on general progress of the project.

Managing Consultants

The selection of Consultants must ensure capacity (both in terms of human
resources and professional qualifications). It is necessary to supplement the provision
on handling violations of personnel and quality so that the contents of the contract
ensure the project progress.
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Strengthening ability

It is necessary to assign the Owners to perform some work themselves during the
implementation process, in order to strengthen the capacity of the staffs of PPMUs.
However, before the assignment, it is necessary to consider and evaluate the resources
as well as the qualifications of officials so that the project implementation achives
effectively and comply with the provisions of law.

The procurement is a regular job of the Owners, but this is a project with loan
capital, so the procurement is in accordance with the sponsor's regulations. Therefore,
the training, seminar or support from CPO during the project implementation should be
concerned.

6.2. Conclusion

(i) The targets and designs of the project are still consistent with the original
design and current needs of local authorities and people.

(ii) The project complies with the procedures for ODA capital management.
During the project implementation process, CPMU and PPMUs have fully
complied with the regulations on investment preparation, investment project
approval, project implementation, as well as solving problems arising during
project implementation in accordance with regulations;

(iii) The project has established a good financial management system from CPMU
to PPMUs and this system fully complies with financial management
regulations and requirements in the Project Implementation Manual;

(iv) CPMU has well performed its project implementation support for PPMUs
through direct support from CPMU experts and consultants, recruited by
CPMU such as PI Consultants, M&E Consultants.

6.3. Recommendations

Improve the organization, human resources for project implementation

Review the scale of human resources in PPMUs. If cannot ensure, they must be
supplemented, short-term lease or MARD/CPO should suggest PPCs to cut down and
adjust some contents that are implemented by Owners such as CSC, bidding

Add to the plan and organize training courses in order to improve capacity on

ODA project management for staffs at PPMU. The training courses should be practical,

sharing knowledge and experience among the project provinces. In addition, CPMU

considers issuing some regulations on contents of DSR, EPP, TOR, etc.

Improve the quality of bidding work:

CPMU/PPMU considers organizing seminars to invite experts with many
experiences in bidding field such as Bidding Department - MPI to share experiences.
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Hire or invite experienced experts to participate in the Bidding process.

Improve the quality management:

For FS and construction drawing design: CENCO adds.

Completion of quality management records: PMUs/Owners coordinate with
relevant units such as CSC, construction contractors to review and supplement the short
of or uncompleted documents to manage documents guarantee according to the
prescribed instructions.

Review the implementation capacity of CSCs as well as the number and grade of
personnel (for self-executing PPMUs). If necessary, add personnel or replace
Contractors if the actual capacity is not guaranteed to perform. In addition, the Owner
should plan and conduct field inspections directly.

Require Construction Contractor: (i) Mobilizing personnel fully and in accordance
with the Bidding Documents, in case of replacement of personnel, it must be approved
by the Owner; (ii) strengthen the quality management, propose solutions to overcome
quality improvement constraints, especially the construction of reinforced concrete and
embankment. In addition, CSC and the construction contractor need to improve the
sense of responsibility and fulfill the commitments as the contract signed.

Increase the progress of construction works:

In order to ensure the implementation progress of packages /subcontractor, it is
required to request contractors to make progress by week/month to monitor and
manage.

Improve contract management and disbursement:

PPMU should suggest to the relevant units such as DPI, Department of Finance,
PPC, etc timely allocation of local budget to ensure disbursement for the work has been
done and prepared for implementation, let not affect the overall progress of the projects.

In addition, MARD also needs to monitor and request PPCs to ensure that the
local reciprocal capital source is as committed when participating in the project,
especially the sources for site clearance.

Based on the situation of bidding and awarding Contract, CPO should require that
the PPMUs should report soon on the post-bidding residual capital source. After that
synthesize, propose solutions and report to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development as well as the Donor in order to use effectively of loans.
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Appendixes attached hereunder

Annex 1. List of Ministries of PMU

Annex 2. Updating the list of dams

Annex 3. Schedule of preparation of FS and DSR

Annex 4. Schedule of preparation of construction drawing design

Annex 5: Updating state of project implementation

Annex 6: Summary of construction progress of provinces in the project

Annex 7: The total value of contract award

Annex 8: Results of disbursement of the whole project (till to date 15/5/2019)

Annex 9: Detailed report on working with provinces in the field

Annex 9.1: Updating the list of provincial reservoirs in the field

Annex 9.2: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement of the

project (WB8)

Annex 9.3: Summary table of bidding - disbursement progress in field supervised

provinces
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Appendix 1: List of ministries of PMUs

No. Province Full name Position Note

1 HA GIANG Nguyen Song Tu Director of PMU

2 LANG SON Tran Quang Vinh Director of PMU

3 BAC KAN Ma Van Thinh Director of PMU

4 TUYEN QUANG

Le Hai Hung Director of PMU
Generalresponsi
bility

Le Quang Thuan Manager of PMU

In charge of
dam safety,

bidding

Vu Ngoc The Technical staff

Luong Van Cuong
Technical Manager -
Appraisal

Nguyen Thanh Tung Technical staff

Hà Kim Truyen In charge of safety policy In charge of
safety policyNguyen Van Dong Safety policy staff

Nguyen Thanh Duc Chief accountant
In charge of

finance

5 LAO CAI
Anh Hung Deputy director of PMU

Dang Van Hong Manager of PMU

6 YEN BAI Hoàng Viet Hoa Director of PMU

7 THAI NGUYEN Bui Tien Chinh Director of PMU

8 SON LA

Nguyen Van The Deputy director of PMU
General

responsibility

Lo Van Huyen Manager of PMU

Ngo Thuyet Trinh Chief Technical In charge of
technical

Phi Dinh Thành Technical deputy Bidding

Tran Van Quan
Head of financial
planning department Environment

Dao Thi Hong Hà Technical staff

Nguyen Thi Hai Chief accountant Finance

9 PHU THO

Nguyen Duc Luong Director of PMU

Nguyen Anh Hung Deputy director of PMU

Dinh Thi Hoa Head of Planning -
General Department

Nguyen Long Son
Planning - General
Department deputy

Vu Thanh Son
Deputy Director of
Finance

In charge of
capital,

disbursement

Nguyen Thi Kim Loan General staff

Cao Thu Van Specialized management

Hà Ke Tuan Environmental staff

Nguyen Dinh Sang
Land clearance and
reseNo.lement staff
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No. Province Full name Position Note

Dao Thanh Tung Field staff-Safety

Ngu Thi Thuy Hang Storage staff

10 VINH PHUC

Nguyen Van Ngoc Director of PMU

Luu Dinh The Deputy director of PMU

Le Thi Hong Vinh Accountant

Tran Xuan Mau Bidding management

Nguyen Van Toan Environmental safety
policy

Nguyen Thi Nga Social security policies

Nguyen Anh Dong Planning manager

11 HOA BINH

Tran Van Vuong Director of PMU

Dang Hoàng Binh Deputy director of PMU

Nguyen Anh Dung Deputy director of PMU

Nguyen Huu Manh Chief accountant DA

Nguyen Thanh Khai
Project Finance Manager,
Procurement

Hoàng Trong Nghia Procurement

Bui Van Hien Procurement planners

Nguyen Thanh Tuan Procurement planners

Luu Thi Nam
Planning and archives
staff

Dang Van Ket

Site clearance,
reseNo.lement,
environmental
management and safety
policies

Pham Duc Quang

Site clearance,
reseNo.lement,
environmental
management and safety
policies

Vu Van Dung

Site clearance,
reseNo.lement,
environmental
management and safety
policies

Hoàng Trong Nghia
Environmental
management and safety
policies

12 BAC GIANG Manh Quan Phuc Director of PMU

13 HAI DUONG Pham Duy Nhiem Deputy director of PMU

14 QUANG NINH

Bui Xuon Hien Director of PMU

Bui Manh Tuan Head of Planning -
Technical Department

Nguyen Ngoc Viet Technical staff

Vu Thi Thuy Accountant
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No. Province Full name Position Note

15 NINH BINH Nguyen Quang Vinh Deputy Director

16 THANH HOA

Tran Huu Quy
Deputy Director - Project
Director

Do Kim Xuon
Project management
office 1 Deputy Manager

Hoàng Thi Bien Technical staff - Project
management office 1

Nguyen Xuan Quang
Head of Planning -
General Department

Nguyen Duc Luan
Staff of Planning -
General Department

Le Van Tuan Staff of Planning -
General Department

Nguyen Tho Son Chief accountant

Nguyen Thi Xuan Staff of Finance -
Accounting Department

17 NGHE AN

Nguyen Hào Director of PMU

Tran Thanh Thuy Chief Technical

Nguyen Duy Dong Chief accountant

Phan Doan Hua Deputy planning manager

Vi Bao Tuan Deputy Accountant

Dang Thi Xuyen Technical staff

18 HA TINH Nguyen Ba Duc Director of PMU

19 QUANG BINH Pham Chinh Lom Deputy director of PMU

20 QUANG TRI Tran Hoàng Viet Director of PMU

21 THUA THIEN HUE Mai Quang Tuan Deputy director of PMU

22 QUANG NAM Anh Lom Deputy director of PMU

23 QUANG NGAI Huynh Khuong Director of PMU

24 KON TUM Nguyen Van Dan Director of PMU

25 GIA LAI Nguyen Quang Thuong Deputy director of PMU

26 BINH DINH Ho Nguyon Si Deputy director of PMU

27 PHU YEN Dang Khoa Dom Deputy director of PMU

28 DAK LAK Vu Minh Duc Deputy director of PMU

29 DAK NONG Pham Vu Lom Deputy director of PMU

30 LAM DONG Hà Thanh Bonh Director of PMU

31 KHANH HOA Lo Tuan Ban Director of PMU

32 NINH THUAN Nguyen Vinh Quang Director of PMU

33 BINH THUAN Anh Duc Anh Deputy director of PMU

34 TAY NINH Anh Nam
Project Technical
Department
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Appendix 2: Update list of dams in the provinces

The Ministry had documents agreed on the list of 440 dams (reducing 10 dams under the
FS Approval Decision) for 34 provinces (including Dau Tieng lake in Tay Ninh province), in
which:

- There are 9 provinces currently maintaining the approved list in Decision No.4638/QD-
BNN-HTQT of November 9, 2015 (Hai Duong, Ninh Binh, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh
Thuan, Kon Tum , Gia Lai, Dak Nong and Tay Ninh).

- There are 109 dams/25 provinces adjusted compared to the list approved by the Ministry.

No. Province

According to
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

According to the
agreement of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural

Development (2018)

The number of
dams adjusted

in the list

1 Ha Giang 15 14 8

2 Lao Cai 10 6 4

3 Bac Kan 7 7 7

4 Lang Son 10 10 4

5 Son La 8 7 1

6 Tuyen Quang 14 14 1

7 Yen Bai 17 16 3

8 Thai Nguyen 11 10 1

9 Bac Giang 13 11 2

10 Vinh Phuc 12 11 1

11 Phu Tho 14 14 5

12 Quang Ninh 12 9 4

13 Hoa Binh 23 27 13

14 Hai Duong 11 11 0

15 Ninh Binh 8 8 0

16 Thanh Hoa 24 24 10

17 Nghe An 27 33 15

18 Ha Tinh 25 25 5

19 Quang Binh 10 10 1

20 Quang Tri 14 12 5

21 Thua Thien Hue 9 9 1

22 Quang Nam 15 14 2
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No. Province

According to
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

According to the
agreement of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural

Development (2018)

The number of
dams adjusted

in the list

23 Quang Ngai 20 19 3

24 Binh Dinh 16 16 2

25 Phu Yen 8 7 1

26 Khanh Hoa 8 8 0

27 Ninh Thuan 5 5 0

28 Binh Thuan 7 7 0

29 Kon Tum 14 14 0

30 Gia Lai 8 8 0

31 Dak Lak 26 26 6

32 Dak Nong 18 18 0

33 Lam Dong 10 9 4

34 Tay Ninh 1 1 0

Total 450 440 109
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Appendix 3: Progress of making FS and DSR

No. Content Province/Subproject

1 37 subprojects have FS+DRS
approved by the Provincial
People's CommiNo.ee

- Including 12 subprojects of phase 1 and the next
25 subprojects (Ha Giang, Lao Cai, Son La, Yen
Bai, Lang Son, Thai Nguyen, Bac Giang, Vinh Phuc
and Quang Ninh (subproject 02) , Thanh Hoa
(subproject 2), Nghe An (subproject 3), Ha Tinh
(subproject 1), Quang Binh (subproject 02), Quang
Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai (
subproject 2), Binh Dinh (subproject 02), Khanh
Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak
(subproject 01), Dak Nong, Dau Tieng subproject
project in Tay Ninh province).

- 37 approved subprojects in 30 provinces, including
6 provinces with 2 subprojects: Quang Ninh, Thanh
Hoa, Nghe An, Quang Binh, Quang Ngai and Binh
Dinh.

- The total number of lakes approved  FS is 270.

- The total investment of 37 approved sub-projects is
5,553,837 billion VND, equivalent to 247 million
USD.

2 04 subprojects with FS have
been approved by WB and
MARD has technical comments,
submiNo.ed to the province for
approval.

Hoa Binh (subproject 2), Lam Đong, Tuyen Quang
(subproject 02), Phu Yen

3 02 subprojects with FS are
awaiting approval from MARD
and WB

Bac Kan, Phu Tho (subproject 2)

4 01 subproject with FS is being
verified by the consultant

Ninh Binh

5 05 subprojects Consultants are
prepare FS+DSR

Hoa Binh (subproject 03), Quang Ngai
(subproject3), Hai Duong, Binh Thuan, Đak Lak
(subproject02)

6 01 subproject is currently
selecting contractor for
preparation of FS

Nghe An (subproject 4)

7 02 subprojects are preparing
TOR

Thanh Hoa (subproject 3), Ha Tinh (subproject 2)
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Appendix 4: Progress of making construction drawing design documents

No. Content Province/Subproject
1 20 subprojects have been

approved construction drawing
design documents

- Including 12 sub-projects of phase 1 and the next
08 subprojects (Vinh Phuc - 11 lakes), Son La (7
lakes), Quang Ninh (subproject 02 - 8 lakes), Dak
Nong (18 lakes), Quang Tri (3 lakes), Binh Dinh
(subproject 02 - 8 lakes), Quang Ngai (subproject 2 -
9 lakes), Nghe An (subproject 03 - 13 lakes).
- The total number of approved lakes in the
construction drawing design is 89

2 06 subprojects are submiNo.ing
to the province for approval the
construction drawing
designdocuments

Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Quang Binh (subproject 02),
Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Kon Tum

3 05 subprojects are in the process
of preparingconstruction
drawing designdocuments

Ha Giang, Thai Nguyen, Khanh Hoa, Đak Lak
(subproject01), Ninh Thuan

4 04 subprojects are selecting
consultants

Ha Tinh (subproject01), Lang Son, Tuyen Quang
(subproject 2), Gia Lai

5 17 subprojects are under
preparation of TOR



Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4

1 Subproject: WB8 Ninh Binh

Duration: 2016-2022

Ninh Binh province subproject (8 lakes: Yen 
Quang 1 Lake, Da Lai, Bai Long, Vuon Dieu, 
Dam Mo, Dong Liem, Thach La, and Nui Va)

Ninh Binh province subproject (8 
lakes: Yen Quang 1 Lake, Da Lai, Bai 

Long, Vuon Dieu, Dam Mo, Dong 
Liem, Thach La, and Nui Va)

Ninh Binh province subproject (8 lakes: 
Yen Quang 1 Lake, Da Lai, Bai Long, 
Vuon Dieu, Dam Mo, Dong Liem, 
Thach La, and Nui Va)

 - Duration according to Contract Until September 14, 2019 Not established, expected to be 
implemented from November 20, 

2019

Not yet under construction, expected:
1. Yen Quang 1, Da Lai, Bai Long, 
Vuon Dieu: Construction on January 
and February 2020, completed on 
December 31, 2020
2. Dam Mo, Dam Liem, Thach La, Nui 
Vui: Construction on November 1, 
2021, completed on December 31, 
2022

 - Implementation time till now 1. The preparation of feasibility study report 
(FS, DSR): Consult PMU and WB: May 3, 
2019
2. The preparation of Subproject 
environmental impact assessment report: 
Draft May 15, 2019
3. The preparation of environmental safety 
policy report (FSH) as the investor request: 
Please consult WB: May 20, 2019
4. The preparation of environmental safety 
policy report (FSH) as the investor request: 
Please consult WB: May 20, 2019
5. The preparation of Emergency 
Preparedness planning (EPP) for Subprojects, 
dams: Not established
Comments: Basically meeting the progress of 
the subproject..

 Not established  - Not yet under construction

2 Subproject: WB8 Lao Cai

Duration: 2016-2020

Lao Cai province subproject (6 lakes: Ta Xin, 
Bat Xat, Pho Rang, Bao Yen, Phong Nien, 
Bao Thang, Tan An commune lake, Phu 
Nhuan commune lake, Sung Lang lake Khanh 
Yen Ha commune)

Lao Cai province subproject (6 lakes: 
Ta Xin, Bat Xat, Pho Rang, Bao Yen, 

Phong Nien, Bao Thang, Tan An 
commune lake, Phu Nhuan commune 
lake, Sung Lang lake Khanh Yen Ha 

commune)

Lao Cai province subproject (6 lakes: 
Ta Xin, Bat Xat, Pho Rang, Bao Yen, 

Phong Nien, Bao Thang, Tan An 
commune lake, Phu Nhuan commune 
lake, Sung Lang lake Khanh Yen Ha 

commune)
 - Duration according to Contract From October 31, 2017 to December 10, 

2017 (Not including approval time)
From December 2018 to March 2019 
(Not including approval time)

Not yet under construction, expected to 
be constructed in September 2019

 - Implementation time till now Completed specifically as follows:
1. The preparation of feasibility study report 
(FS, DSR) for Subprojects, dams: Approved 
September 25, 20118
2. The preparation of Subproject 
environmental impact assessment report: 
Completed September 24, 2018
3. The preparation of environmental safety 
policy report (FSH) as the investor request: 
Completed December 24-25, 2018
4. The preparation of social safety policy 
report (CSAT) at donor request: Completed 
December 26, 2018

Preparing and drafting documents on 
March 28, 2019. It is expected to be 
approved by the Provincial People's 
Committee in April 2019

Not yet under construction

3 Subproject: WB8 Phu Yen

Duration: 2016-2022

Phu Yen province subproject (6 lakes: Phu 
Xuan, Dong Tron, Hon Dinh, Dong Khon, 

Hoc Ram and Gieng Tien)

Phu Yen province subproject (6 lakes: 
Phu Xuan, Dong Tron, Hon Dinh, 
Dong Khon, Hoc Ram and Gieng 

Tien)

Phu Yen province subproject (6 lakes: 
Phu Xuan, Dong Tron, Hon Dinh, 

Dong Khon, Hoc Ram and Gieng Tien)

 - Duration according to Contract From March 28, 2018 to June 28, 2019 Not yet implemented (Expected to be 
implemented from 12/2019 to 
3/2020)

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now 1. FS + DSR consultancy package: Estimated 
June 30, 2019
2. The preparation of safety policy report: 
Expected to be approved on June 30, 2019
3. The preparation of subproject 
environmental impact assessment report: 
Draft 04/04/2019
4. The preparation of environmental safety 
policy report (FSH) as the investor request: 
Please consult WB on May 3, 2019
5. The preparation of making social safety 
policy report (CSAT) at donor request: Please 
consult WB on May 3, 2019
6. The preparation of emergency response 
planning (EPP) for subprojects: Not 
established
Comment: Basically meet the schedule, need 
to accelerate to submit documents for 
approval soon.

Not yet implemented Not yet under construction

4 Subproject: Quang Tri

Duration: 2017-2022

Quang Tri Province subproject (12 lakes: 
Kinh Mon, Dap Hoi 1 Hoi 2, Duc Phuc, Khe 

Na, Khom 2, Co Kieng 2, Ho Tram, Khe 
Muong, Km6, Ho Da Cua, Ho Khóm 7, Tan 

Vinh)

Quang Tri Province subproject (12 
lakes: Kinh Mon, Dap Hoi 1 Hoi 2, 

Duc Phuc, Khe Na, Khom 2, Co 
Kieng 2, Ho Tram, Khe Muong, 

Km6, Ho Da Cua, Ho Khóm 7, Tan 
Vinh)

Quang Tri Province subproject (12 
lakes: Kinh Mon, Dap Hoi 1 Hoi 2, 

Duc Phuc, Khe Na, Khom 2, Co Kieng 
2, Ho Tram, Khe Muong, Km6, Ho Da 

Cua, Ho Khóm 7, Tan Vinh)

 - Duration according to Contract From July 18, 2017 to October 26, 2017 From April 20, 2018 to June 30, 
2019

Not yet under construction

The construction of Dam Mo, Dong Liem, 
Thach La and Nui Va lakes completed on 

December 31, 2022 as reported by the 
PMU is inappropriate, due to the loan 

closing date of June 30, 2022. We 
recommend PPMU Ninh Binh to review 
the construction progress of construction 
packages, and at the same time accelerate 

the preparation, approval of FS and 
construction drawings - cost estimates, to 
implement construction and installation to 

meet the project schedule

According to the progress report of the 
PMU in Lao Cai, the progress of 
subproject is on schedule. Proposing PMU 
to follow closely the established schedule.

Phu Yen subproject was implemented in 
the period of 2016-2022, therefore, it is 
preparing FS. Proposing PMU to prepare, 
approve FS, construction drawings - Cost 
estimates according to the set schedule.

Quang Tri Subproject implemented in 
2017-2022 period, basically meets the 
schedule. Proposing PMU to direct and 

follow the established schedule.

APPENDIX 5: UPDATE THE STATUS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Project: Viet Nam Dam Repair And Safety Improvement Project (DRSIP/WB8)

No. Province
Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation

Comment

54



Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now 1. The preparation of feasibility study report 
(FS, DSR) for Subprojects: June 6, 2018
2. The preparation of Subproject 
environmental impact assessment report: 
Completed April 23, 2018
3. The preparation of making environmental 
safety policy (FSH)  as the investor request: 
Expected to be completed on May 31, 2019
4. The preparation of making a report on 
social security policy (Social Insurance): 
Expected to be completed on May 31, 2019
5. The preparation of emergency response 
planning (EPP) for subprojects, operation, 
and maintenance (M&O) planning for Ho 
Kinh Mon: Expected to be approved in June 
2019

- The construction drawing design 
document:
1. Kinh Mon, Dam Hoi 1+Hoi 2: 
Completed January 22, 2019
2. Lakes: Duc Phuc, Khe Na, Khom 
2, Co Kieng 2, Ho Tram, Khe 
Muong, Km6, Da Cay, Khóm 7, Tan 
Vinh: Being prepared and expected to 
be approved in May 2019
Comments: Basically meeting the 
schedule. Need to speed up the 
construction drawings of the 
remaining lakes for approval

1. Ho Kinh Mon, Dam Hoi 1+Hoi 2 
lake: Expected to start in 5/2019, 
complete 10/2020
2. Ho Duc Duc lake, Khóm 2 lake, Co 
Kieng 2 lake, Tram lake and Khe Na 
lake: Expected to start construction in 
8/2019, complete 1/2021
3. The remaining lakes: Expected to 
start in 11/2019, complete 4/2021

5 Subproject: WB8 Quang Ngai

Duration: 2016-2022

First-year subproject: The repair and upgrade 
sub-project ensures the safety of Dap Lang 
reservoir

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 1) includes 
10 lakes: Liet Son, An Phong, 
Hoc Co, Cay Khe, Hoc Khe, 
Lien Tri, Go Lang, Ho Da, 
Hoc Boi, Ho Bieu

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 2) 
includes 8 lakes: Son 
Rai, Ong Tho, Tuyen 
Tung, Hoc Mua, Gia 
Hoi, Hoc Co, Pho Tinh, 
Ho Vang

First-year subproject: The repair and 
upgrade sub-project ensures the 
safety of Dap Lang reservoir

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 1) includes 
10 lakes: Liet Son, An 
Phong, Hoc Co, Cay Khe, 
Hoc Khe, Lien Tri, Go Lang, 
Ho Da, Hoc Boi, Ho Bieu

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 2) 
includes 8 lakes: Son Rai, 
Ong Tho, Tuyen Tung, 
Hoc Mua, Gia Hoi, Hoc 
Co, Pho Tinh, Ho Vang

First-year subproject: The repair and 
upgrade sub-project ensures the safety 
of Dap Lang reservoir

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 1) includes 
10 lakes: Liet Son, An 
Phong, Hoc Co, Cay Khe, 
Hoc Khe, Lien Tri, Go Lang, 
Ho Da, Hoc Boi, Ho Bieu

Subproject: Quang Ngai 
province (phase 2) 
includes 8 lakes: Son Rai, 
Ong Tho, Tuyen Tung, 
Hoc Mua, Gia Hoi, Hoc 
Co, Pho Tinh, Ho Vang

 - Duration according to Contract From July 10, 2015 to August 10, 2015 Starting 07/07/2017 Starting December 27, 
2018

From July 25, 2016 to August 25, 
2016

Starting October 1, 2018 Not yet implemented From May 15, 2017 to September 28, 
2019

From 03/2019 to 9/2020 Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed on August 7, 2015 Approved June 11, 2018 In progress. Expected 
approval of 8/2019

Completed October 26, 2016 Approved on November 19, 
2018

Not yet implemented Was put into use on September 28, 
2019

Implementation is specific as 
follows:
1. Package 6:
   + Lot 1: Go Lang, Hoc 
Boi: Construction reaches 
24% of the workload.
 + Lot 2: Lien Tri, Ho Da: 
Construction reaches 25% of 
the workload.
2. Package 7: Cay Khe, Liet 
Son: The construction 
reaches 24% of the 
workload
3. Package 8:
   + Lot 1: Hoc Khe, Ho 
Hieu: Construction reaches 
24% of the workload.
 + Lot 2: An Phong, Hoc Co: 
Construction reaches 25% of 
the workload.

Not yet under construction

6 Subproject: WB8 Bac Kan

Duration: 2016-2022

Bac Kan province Subproject (7 lakes: Man 
Day, Khuoi Sung, Na Kien, Ho Khuoi Dang, 
Na Leng, Coc Thong, Khuoi Day)

Bac Kan province Subproject (7 
lakes: Man Day, Khuoi Sung, Na 
Kien, Ho Khuoi Dang, Na Leng, Coc 
Thong, Khuoi Day)

Bac Kan province Subproject (7 lakes: 
Man Day, Khuoi Sung, Na Kien, Ho 
Khuoi Dang, Na Leng, Coc Thong, 
Khuoi Day)

 - Duration according to Contract From March 21, 2018 to December 31, 2018 Not established (Expected to be from 
June 1, 2019 to August 10, 2019)

Not yet under construction (Expected 
from November 15, 2019 to November 
15, 2021)

 - Implementation time till now In progress, consult the Ministry of 
Agriculture on April 8, 2019

Not established Not yet under construction

7 Subproject: WB8 Yen Bai

Duration: 2016-2022

Yen Bai province subproject (16 Ho: Tu Do, 
Khe Vai, Tang An, Khe Dua, Roong Den, 
Goc Nhoi, Khe Hoai, Khe Hop, Hang Luon, 
Khe Chinh, Lang Át, Chop Du, Phu Nham, 
Nghia Lo, Khe Ngang and village 26 lake)

Yen Bai province subproject (16 Ho: 
Tu Do, Khe Vai, Tang An, Khe Dua, 
Roong Den, Goc Nhoi, Khe Hoai, 
Khe Hop, Hang Luon, Khe Chinh, 
Lang Át, Chop Du, Phu Nham, Nghia 
Lo, Khe Ngang and village 26 lake)

Yen Bai province subproject (16 Ho: 
Tu Do, Khe Vai, Tang An, Khe Dua, 
Roong Den, Goc Nhoi, Khe Hoai, Khe 
Hop, Hang Luon, Khe Chinh, Lang Át, 
Chop Du, Phu Nham, Nghia Lo, Khe 
Ngang and village 26 lake)

 - Duration according to Contract From December 19, 2016 to March 19, 2017 From November 15, 2018 to March 
15, 2019 (Not including evaluation 
time)

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on September 28, 
2018

In progress, specifically:
1) Do Tu, Chop Du, Goc Nhoi, Khe 
Hoai and Hang Luon: Expected to be 
approved on May 15, 2019
2. Nghia Lo Farm Lake, Hamlet 26-3, 
Lang At, Khe Hop, Khe Ngang: 
Expected to be approved on August 
1, 2019
3. Khe Dua, Khe Vai, Khe Chinh, 
Phu Nham, Tang An and Roong Den: 
Expected to be approved on August 
1, 2019.

Not yet under construction, Expected:
1. Do Tu, Chop Du, Goc Nhoi, Khe 
Hoai and Hang Luon: Expected to be 
constructed on August 1, 2019 
(Construction takes 18 months)
2. Nghia Lo Farm Lake, Hamlet 26-3, 
Lang At, Khe Hop, Khe Ngang: 
Expected construction October 1, 2019 
(Construction takes 18 months)
3. Khe Dua, Khe Vai, Khe Chinh, Phu 
Nham, Tang An and Roong Den: 
Construction schedule is 1/5/2020 
(Construction takes 18 months)

8 Subproject: WB8 Bac Giang

Duration: 2016-2022

Bac Ninh subproject (11 lakes: Khe Chao, 
Khe Dang, Bau Lay, Thum Village, Dong 
Man, Khe Cat, Khe Ray, Chua Ong, Ba Bai, 
Chin Suoi, Chong Chenh)

Bac Ninh subproject (11 lakes: Khe 
Chao, Khe Dang, Bau Lay, Thum 
Village, Dong Man, Khe Cat, Khe 
Ray, Chua Ong, Ba Bai, Chin Suoi, 
Chong Chenh)

Bac Ninh subproject (11 lakes: Khe 
Chao, Khe Dang, Bau Lay, Thum 
Village, Dong Man, Khe Cat, Khe Ray, 
Chua Ong, Ba Bai, Chin Suoi, Chong 
Chenh)

 - Duration according to Contract From March 30, 2018 to June 30, 2018 (Not 
including approval time)

Second quarter of 2019 Not yet under construction

follow the established schedule.

Quang Ngai Subproject implemented in 
the period of 2016-2022, of which:
1. Subproject 1 has been completed and 
put into use.
2. Subproject 2: In progress but slow, only 
about 25% of the workload. Proposing 
PMU to direct the contractor to speed up 
the progress.
3. Subproject 3: Proposing PMU to speed 
up the preparation of FS for approval. 

Bac Kan subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, progress is slow, at 
the present time, it has not yet approved 
the FS. The PMU is requested to direct 
the consulting unit to finalize the 
submission for approval of the FS. 
Accelerate the preparation of construction 
drawings and cost estimates to start the 
construction on schedule

Yen Bai Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022. Overall Subproject 
meets schedule. However, PMU needs to 
direct the unit to prepare construction 
drawings - cost estimates complete the 
documents early to submit to related 
parties for approval and appraisal, 
ensuring the construction and installation 
bidding package is implemented on 
schedule.

Construction drawing documents and cost 
estimates of the subproject are behind 
schedule. Suggest PPMU soon complete 
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now Completed, approved on February 14, 2019 No consultants have been recruited to 
implement, Expected: Contract: 
Quarter II / 2019 (For 04 lakes: Khe 
Cat, Khe Ray, Chua Ong, Ba Bai) 
Quarter III / 2019 (For the remaining 
07 lakes)

Not yet under construction, expected 
construction in the third quarter of 
2019, put into use in the first quarter of 
2022

9 Subproject: WB8 Tay Ninh

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject of Dau Tieng reservoir, Tay Ninh Subproject of Dau Tieng reservoir, 
Tay Ninh

Subproject of Dau Tieng reservoir, Tay 
Ninh

 - Duration according to Contract Not yet implemented Not yet implemented

 - Implementation time till now Subproject has approved the FS on February 
28, 2019

Not yet implemented Not yet implemented

10 Subproject: WB8 Tuyen Quang

Duration: 2016-2022

Ngoi La 2 water subproject, Trung Mon 
commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang 
province, belongs to WB8 project in Tuyen 
Quang province.

Tuyen Quang subproject 
(including 13 lakes Hoang 
Khai, Noong Mo, Khe 
Thuyen, Trung Long, Ao 
Buc, Gao Rice, Hai Mo, Na 
Vang, Na Heng, Minh Cam, 
Khuoi Thung, O Ro, Cay 
Dau).

Ngoi La 2 water subproject, Trung 
Mon commune, Yen Son district, 
Tuyen Quang province, belongs to 
WB8 project in Tuyen Quang 
province.

Tuyen Quang subproject 
(including 13 lakes Hoang 
Khai, Noong Mo, Khe 
Thuyen, Trung Long, Ao 
Buc, Gao Rice, Hai Mo, Na 
Vang, Na Heng, Minh Cam, 
Khuoi Thung, O Ro, Cay 
Dau).

Ngoi La 2 water subproject, Trung 
Mon commune, Yen Son district, 
Tuyen Quang province, belongs to 
WB8 project in Tuyen Quang province.

Tuyen Quang subproject 
(including 13 lakes Hoang 
Khai, Noong Mo, Khe 
Thuyen, Trung Long, Ao 
Buc, Gao Rice, Hai Mo, Na 
Vang, Na Heng, Minh Cam, 
Khuoi Thung, O Ro, Cay 
Dau).

 - Duration according to Contract From May 4, 2018 to 
September 4, 2018

Not yet implemented, 
scheduled for July 27, 2019 
to October 27, 2019

From March 1, 2018 to September 1, 
2019

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed, the decision approved on 
February 24, 2016

FS dossier was not objected 
by the World Bank on 11 
March 2019, and is submitted 
to the Provincial People's 
Committee for approval

Completed, the approval decision on 
12/31/2016

Not yet implemented
Comment: PPMU urgently 
completes the task of 
selecting consultancy 
contractors so that when the 
provincial People's 
Committee approves the FS 
to carry out construction 
drawing and estimation

Construction situation:
+ Spillway flooding items combined 
with bridges, slopes, drainage tanks: 
Completed.
+ Items for planting downstream 
grasses: Completed.
+ Reinforcing upstream roof with 
concrete beam frame + Paving stone: 
70% complete.
+ Operation Management Road: 
Completed.
+ Water intake (Water intake: to renew 
the operation valve gate, replace the 
rubber washer to repair, install the VD5 
collapsible and open machine): Not yet 
under construction.
+ Concrete surface dam + Wheel 
barrier: Not yet under construction
Comment:
+ Construction progress exceeds the 
contract schedule, estimated at 75% of 
the workloads.
+ Construction quality: Completed 
construction items are relatively sharp, 
full quality management records.

Not yet under construction

11 Subproject: WB8 Kon Tum

Duration: 2016-2022

Kon Tum subproject (WB8) Kon Tum subproject (WB8) Kon Tum subproject (WB8)

 - Duration according to Contract Not yet implemented Not yet implemented

 - Implementation time till now Already in progress Not yet implemented Not yet implemented

12 Subproject: WB8 Thai Nguyen

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject (WB8) in Thai Nguyen province 
(including 10 Reservoirs: Suoi Lanh, Khuon 
Nanh, Dam Chiem, Ho Coc, Ghenh Che, Na 
Tac, Nui Che, Ho Chuoi, Na Khoi, Ben 
Dong)

Subproject (WB8) in Thai Nguyen 
province (including 10 Reservoirs: 
Suoi Lanh, Khuon Nanh, Dam 
Chiem, Ho Coc, Ghenh Che, Na Tac, 
Nui Che, Ho Chuoi, Na Khoi, Ben 
Dong)

Subproject (WB8) in Thai Nguyen 
province (including 10 Reservoirs: Suoi 
Lanh, Khuon Nanh, Dam Chiem, Ho 
Coc, Ghenh Che, Na Tac, Nui Che, Ho 
Chuoi, Na Khoi, Ben Dong)

 - Duration according to Contract From January 21, 2018 to March 23, 2018 
(Not including approval time)

From February 11, 2019 to April 11, 
2019 (Not including approval time)

Not yet under construction
Expected construction:
1. Constructing 6 lakes: Suoi Lanh and 
Ghenh Che; Na Tac, Khuang Fang; 
Bananas, Na Khao (from September 1, 
2019 to August 30, 2020)
2. Construction of 4 lakes: Suoi Lanh 
and Ghenh Che; Na Tac, Khuang 
Nanh; Ho Chuoi, Na Khao (from 
November 1, 2019 to August 26, 2020)

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on October 31, 
2018

Just submitted the draft on April 11, 
2019
Comment: Meet the progress of the 
subproject. Proposing the Consultant 
to soon complete the construction 
drawing documents and cost 
estimates for approval.

Not yet under construction

Thai Nguyen subproject was implemented 
in the period of 2016-2022, meeting the 
implementation progress. Proposing PMU 
to direct the consulting unit to complete 
the construction drawing documents and 
cost estimates for approval, so that the 
bidding packages are implemented as 
planned.

schedule. Suggest PPMU soon complete 
the selection of consultants to carry out 
the work documented in order to ensure 
progress.

Subproject of Dau Tieng reservoir, Tay 
Ninh PPMU approved the FS on February 
28, 2019. According to the content of 
Official Letter 522/CPO-WB8, PMU's 
recommendations are as follows:
1. Agree on proposals to improve and 
upgrade Dau Tieng irrigation system.
2. Set up the progress of Subproject, send 
it to related parties to supervise the 
implementation.

Tuyen Quang Subproject implemented in 
the period of 2016-2022, in which:
1. Subproject 1: Under construction is 
estimated at 75% of the workload, 
progress exceeding the contract.
2. Subproject 2: FS profile is waiting for 
approval. PPMU is requested to urgently 
complete the selection of consulting 
contractors so that when the provincial 
People's Committee approves the FS to 
carry out construction drawings and cost 
estimates on schedule.

Kon Tum Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022. In the progress 
report of PMU implementation, the 
attached appendices are missing. PMU is 
requested to supplement appendices to 
update the project implementation 
situation for the independent monitoring 
consultant (ISC) to capture and report to 
CPO and the authorities.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

13 Subproject: WB8 Ha Tinh

Duration: 2016-2022

Project 1: Repairing and improving dam 
safety (WB8) in Ha Tinh province (including 
8 Reservoirs: Dong Dong, Ba Khe, Nuoc 
Xanh, Da Den, Dam Buom, Khe De, Khe Co, 
Khe Nhay)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) 
in Ha Tinh province 
(including 17 Reservoirs: Ho 
Khe Trang, Ho Da Bac, Ho 
Voi Ho, Khe Coi Lake, Nuoc 
Vang Lake, Ho Muc Bai 
Lake, Khe Ruong Lake, Nha 
Quan Lake, Dap Lang Lake, 
Dap Mung Lake, Vuc Rong 
Lake, Bai Say Lake, Cao Son 
Lake, Dap Hap Lake, Khe Da 
Lake, Da Ban Lake, Nuoc Do 
Lake)

Project 1: Repairing and improving 
dam safety (WB8) in Ha Tinh 
province (including 8 Reservoirs: 
Dong Dong, Ba Khe, Nuoc Xanh, Da 
Den, Dam Buom, Khe De, Khe Co, 
Khe Nhay)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) 
in Ha Tinh province 
(including 17 Reservoirs: Ho 
Khe Trang, Ho Da Bac, Ho 
Voi Ho, Khe Coi Lake, Nuoc 
Vang Lake, Ho Muc Bai 
Lake, Khe Ruong Lake, Nha 
Quan Lake, Dap Lang Lake, 
Dap Mung Lake, Vuc Rong 
Lake, Bai Say Lake, Cao Son 
Lake, Dap Hap Lake, Khe 
Da Lake, Da Ban Lake, 
Nuoc Do Lake)

Project 1: Repairing and improving 
dam safety (WB8) in Ha Tinh province 
(including 8 Reservoirs: Dong Dong, 
Ba Khe, Nuoc Xanh, Da Den, Dam 
Buom, Khe De, Khe Co, Khe Nhay)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety 
(WB8) in Ha Tinh province 
(including 17 Reservoirs: Ho 
Khe Trang, Ho Da Bac, Ho 
Voi Ho, Khe Coi Lake, 
Nuoc Vang Lake, Ho Muc 
Bai Lake, Khe Ruong Lake, 
Nha Quan Lake, Dap Lang 
Lake, Dap Mung Lake, Vuc 
Rong Lake, Bai Say Lake, 
Cao Son Lake, Dap Hap 
Lake, Khe Da Lake, Da Ban 
Lake, Nuoc Do Lake)

 - Duration according to Contract From November 9, 2015 to February 9, 2016 
(Not including approval time)
From November 9, 2015 to February 9, 2016 

Not established From 5/2019 to 08/2019 (Not 
including approval time)

Not yet under construction Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on 11/02/2018 Not established Not yet implemented Not yet under construction Not yet under construction

14 Subproject: WB8 Vinh Phuc

Duration: 2018-2022

Subproject (WB8) of Vinh Phuc province 
(including 11 reservoirs: Bo Lac, Da Bac 2, 
Ho Khuong, Tan Binh, Tai Trau, Suoi Sai, Da 
Mang, Da Ngang, Dong Mo, Rung Vau, Vinh 
Thanh)

Subproject (WB8) of Vinh Phuc 
province (including 11 reservoirs: Bo 
Lac, Da Bac 2, Ho Khuong, Tan 
Binh, Tai Trau, Suoi Sai, Da Mang, 
Da Ngang, Dong Mo, Rung Vau, 
Vinh Thanh)

Subproject (WB8) of Vinh Phuc 
province (including 11 reservoirs: Bo 
Lac, Da Bac 2, Ho Khuong, Tan Binh, 
Tai Trau, Suoi Sai, Da Mang, Da 
Ngang, Dong Mo, Rung Vau, Vinh 
Thanh)

 - Duration according to Contract Construction from November 2018 to 
06/2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the application on 
April 23, 2018

Completed and approved the 
application on July 3, 2018

Estimated construction is 15% of the 
Subproject, specifically:
1. Ho Da Mang: (1) construction of 
waterproofing drill reached 80% of the 
works but has not been tested (due to 
the completion of experimental drilling 
works to be accepted), (2) 
embankment to break the drain. Old 
and under construction new sluice 
block has reached about 30% and has 
not been tested yet.
2. Lac Bo Lake: (1) reconstruct 
downstream and completed water 
collection ditches, (2) construct a 
waterproofing drill to reach 80% of the 
works but has not yet been tested (due 
to completion of the experimental 
drilling work to be newly completed). 
has been tested), (3) rebuilt the slope of 
the slope and the drainage spillway 
reaches about 40% and has not been 
tested.
3. Other lakes: Not yet under 
construction

15 Subproject: WB8 Lang Son

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject (WB8) in Lang Son province 
(including 10 lakes: Khuon Pinh, Kai Hien, 
Ky Na, Khuoi Mang, Coc Lung, Tham Tinh, 
Bo Chuong, Ban Dom, Ba Son, Khau Pieu)

Subproject (WB8) in Lang Son 
province (including 10 lakes: Khuon 
Pinh, Kai Hien, Ky Na, Khuoi Mang, 
Coc Lung, Tham Tinh, Bo Chuong, 
Ban Dom, Ba Son, Khau Pieu)

Subproject (WB8) in Lang Son 
province (including 10 lakes: Khuon 
Pinh, Kai Hien, Ky Na, Khuoi Mang, 
Coc Lung, Tham Tinh, Bo Chuong, 
Ban Dom, Ba Son, Khau Pieu)

 - Duration according to Contract Preparing, expected to be 
implemented from 10/2019

Not yet under construction, expected to 
be constructed July 9, 2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the application on 
March 13, 2019

In the process of selecting consultants Not yet under construction

16 Subproject: WB8 Đak Lak

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving dam 
safety (WB8) in Dak Lak province (including 
10 reservoirs: Ea Uy Thuong, Buon Dung II, 
Ea Blong Thuong, Ea Kmien 3, Ea Bro 2, Ea 
Nao Đar, Ea Ngach , C19 (Doi 12), Lake 725 
(C32), Doi 11)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) 
Dak Lak province (including 
16 reservoirs: Ea Kuang, Ho 
Ea Suy, Phu Khanh (Buon 
Lang 2), Ho Krong Ana, 
Team 36, Team 4, Team 3, 
Ea Khal 2, Ea Khal 1, 
EaZnin, Buon Triet, Ea tul 1, 
Ho Ea Ung, Ea Mta (Doi1), 
Doi 2, Yang Cang Thuong)

Subproject 1: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) in Dak 
Lak province (including 10 reservoirs: 
Ea Uy Thuong, Buon Dung II, Ea 
Blong Thuong, Ea Kmien 3, Ea Bro 
2, Ea Nao Đar, Ea Ngach , C19 (Doi 
12), Lake 725 (C32), Doi 11)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) 
Dak Lak province (including 
16 reservoirs: Ea Kuang, Ho 
Ea Suy, Phu Khanh (Buon 
Lang 2), Ho Krong Ana, 
Team 36, Team 4, Team 3, 
Ea Khal 2, Ea Khal 1, 
EaZnin, Buon Triet, Ea tul 1, 
Ho Ea Ung, Ea Mta (Doi1), 
Doi 2, Yang Cang Thuong)

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving 
dam safety (WB8) in Dak Lak province 
(including 10 reservoirs: Ea Uy 
Thuong, Buon Dung II, Ea Blong 
Thuong, Ea Kmien 3, Ea Bro 2, Ea 
Nao Đar, Ea Ngach , C19 (Doi 12), 
Lake 725 (C32), Doi 11)

Subproject 2: Repairing and 
improving dam safety 
(WB8) Dak Lak province 
(including 16 reservoirs: Ea 
Kuang, Ho Ea Suy, Phu 
Khanh (Buon Lang 2), Ho 
Krong Ana, Team 36, Team 
4, Team 3, Ea Khal 2, Ea 
Khal 1, EaZnin, Buon Triet, 
Ea tul 1, Ho Ea Ung, Ea Mta 
(Doi1), Doi 2, Yang Cang 
Thuong)

 - Duration according to Contract From December 23, 2017 to June 23, 2018 
(Not including approval time)

From November 1, 2018 to 
May 31, 2019 (Not including 
approval time)

From April 1, 2019 to July 31, 2019 
(Not including approval time)

From December 15, 2019 to 
April 15, 2020 (Not 
including approval time)

Not yet under construction, scheduled 
to be constructed on December 9, 2019

Not yet under construction, 
scheduled to be constructed 
on August 1, 2020 to 

Ha Tinh subproject was implemented 
during 2016-2022, including 2 
subprojects.
1. Project title 1: Newly established FS, 
has not yet implemented construction 
drawing and cost estimation. Overall 
progress is behind schedule. Proposing 
PMU to finish the selection of 
construction drawing and cost estimation 
consultancy and approval soon. At the 
same time, planning to conduct 
construction and installation reports for 
related parties to monitor.
2. Subproject 2: Not implemented. PMU 
should set the implementation schedule to 
report to CPO and related units to 
supervise the implementation.

Vinh Phuc subproject implemented in the 
period of 2018-2022:
+ In general, the progress of construction 
is slow compared to the progress of the 
subproject.
+ Proposing PPMU to instruct 
construction units to accelerate the 
construction progress to ensure the overall 
progress of the subproject.

Lang Son subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, which has 
completed FS approval. PMU is requested 
to complete the selection of consultants 
soon, so that the construction drawing and 
cost estimation as scheduled is from 
October 2019. Thereby approving and 
deploying construction and installation 
from July 9, 2020 to complete the 
Subproject schedule

Dak Lak Subproject was implemented 
during 2016-2022, including 2 
subprojects.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on September 21, 
2018

In progress, expected to 
approve June 30, 2019

In progress, Expected to be approved 
on July 31, 2019

Preparing TOR, recruit 
Consultants

Not yet under construction Not yet under construction

17 Subproject: WB8 Thua Thien Hue

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving dam 
safety (WB8) in Thua Thien Hue province 
(including 9 reservoirs: Ho Phu Bai 2, Ho 
Nam Lang, Ho Ba Cua, Ho Ta Rinh, Ho Ka 
Tu, Ho Co, Ho Khe Rung, Ho Nu Ho, Cay Co 
Ho)

Subproject 1: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) in Thua 
Thien Hue province (including 9 
reservoirs: Ho Phu Bai 2, Ho Nam 
Lang, Ho Ba Cua, Ho Ta Rinh, Ho 
Ka Tu, Ho Co, Ho Khe Rung, Ho Nu 
Ho, Cay Co Ho)

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving 
dam safety (WB8) in Thua Thien Hue 
province (including 9 reservoirs: Ho 
Phu Bai 2, Ho Nam Lang, Ho Ba Cua, 
Ho Ta Rinh, Ho Ka Tu, Ho Co, Ho 
Khe Rung, Ho Nu Ho, Cay Co Ho)

 - Duration according to Contract From November 10, 2017 to February 8, 
2018 (Not including approval time)

From November 29, 2018 to January 
29, 2019 (Not including approval 
time)

Not yet under construction, Expected 
construction of 3 lakes 7/2019 to 
01/2021, and construction of the 
remaining 6 lakes from 9/2019 to 
3/2011

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the dossier on 
September 25, 2018

Currently:
- Approved construction drawings 
and cost estimates of 2 lakes: Cay Coi 
Lake and Ho Women Lake on April 
19, 2019.
- Construction drawings and cost 
estimates of the remaining 7 lakes, 

Not yet under construction

18 Subproject: WB8 Ha Giang

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving dam 
safety (WB8) in Ha Giang province (including 
14 reservoirs: Nam Vac, Na Tem, Thon Lai, 
Thong Nhat, Ho Thom Ta, Thôm Luong, 
Thia Village, Team 1, Team) 2, Ho Trung, 
Khuoi Pha, Tan Bang, Coc Bo, Na Poong)

Subproject 1: Repairing and 
improving dam safety (WB8) in Ha 
Giang province (including 14 
reservoirs: Nam Vac, Na Tem, Thon 
Lai, Thong Nhat, Ho Thom Ta, Thôm 
Luong, Thia Village, Team 1, Team) 
2, Ho Trung, Khuoi Pha, Tan Bang, 
Coc Bo, Na Poong)

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving 
dam safety (WB8) in Ha Giang 
province (including 14 reservoirs: Nam 
Vac, Na Tem, Thon Lai, Thong Nhat, 
Ho Thom Ta, Thôm Luong, Thia 
Village, Team 1, Team) 2, Ho Trung, 
Khuoi Pha, Tan Bang, Coc Bo, Na 
Poong)

 - Duration according to Contract From May 17, 2017 to January 17, 2018 (Not 
including approval time)

Already in progress Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on October 17, 
2018

Already in progress Not yet under construction

19 Subproject: WB8 Thanh Hoa

Duration: 2016-2022

First year subproject: Repair, upgrade and
ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh
Hoa province.

Subproject 1 (11 reservoirs):
Repair, upgrade and ensure
the safety of lakes: Kim Giao,
Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Nam Son,
Ao Sen, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc,
Ngoc Re, Dam Cau, Thung
Sau and Mo Village.

Subproject 2 (12
reservoirs): Repair,
upgrade and ensure the
safety of lakes: Khe
Tuan, Cua Tram, Cua
Hot, Dam Ngang, Hon
Kan, Ngoc That, Phung
Khanh, Tay Trac, Eo
Lim, Mau Lam, Cay
Quyt, Thung Bang

First year subproject: Repair, upgrade
and ensure safety of Dong Be
reservoir, Thanh Hoa province.

Subproject 1 (11 reservoirs):
Repair, upgrade and ensure
the safety of lakes: Kim
Giao, Doi Doc, Bai Ma,
Nam Son, Ao Sen, Bai Den,
Bai Ngoc, Ngoc Re, Dam
Cau, Thung Sau and Mo
Village.

Subproject 2 (12
reservoirs): Repair,
upgrade and ensure the
safety of lakes: Khe Tuan,
Cua Tram, Cua Hot, Dam
Ngang, Hon Kan, Ngoc
That, Phung Khanh, Tay
Trac, Eo Lim, Mau Lam,
Cay Quyt, Thung Bang

First year subproject: Repair, upgrade
and ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir,
Thanh Hoa province.

Subproject 1 (11 reservoirs):
Repair, upgrade and ensure
the safety of lakes: Kim
Giao, Doi Doc, Bai Ma,
Nam Son, Ao Sen, Bai Den,
Bai Ngoc, Ngoc Re, Dam
Cau, Thung Sau and Mo
Village.

Subproject 2 (12
reservoirs): Repair,
upgrade and ensure the
safety of lakes: Khe Tuan,
Cua Tram, Cua Hot, Dam
Ngang, Hon Kan, Ngoc
That, Phung Khanh, Tay
Trac, Eo Lim, Mau Lam,
Cay Quyt, Thung Bang

 - Duration according to Contract From June 24, 2015 to August 22, 2015 (Not 
including approval time)

From October 17, 2017 to 
December 17, 2017 (Not 
including approval time)

Not yet implemented From October 17, 2016 to December 
17, 2016 (Not including approval 
time)

Not established, Expected:
+ GDD 1 (6 Ho: Kim Giao, 
Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Bai Den, 
Bai Ngoc and Mo Village) 
will be implemented in 
5/2019.
+ GDD 2 (5 Ho: Nam Son, 
Thung Sau, Ao Sen, Ngoc 
Re, Dam Cau) performed 
1/2020.

Not established Expected 
implementation of 4/2020

From January 3, 2018 to August 31, 
2019

Not yet under construction, 
expected to be constructed 
in 12/2019

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the dossier on 
08/03/2016

- Completed and approved 
the FS for 6 lakes (Kim Giao, 
Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Bai Den, 
Bai Ngoc, and Mo Village) on 
December 19, 2018

Choosing consultant Completed and approved the 
application on August 21, 2017

Not established Not established Construction is about 95% of the 
workload. Expected to be completed in 
September 2019 and put into use 
11/2019

Not yet under construction Not yet under construction

20 Subproject: WB8 Binh Thuan

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Subproject upgrade Song Quao 
Lake

Subproject 2: Subproject to 
upgrade 06 lakes (Ho Tra 
Tan, Ho Mon Mon, Ho Tan 
Lap, Ho Da Bac, Ho Cam 
Hang, Ho Hoc Tam).

Subproject 1: Subproject upgrade 
Song Quao Lake

Subproject 2: Subproject to 
upgrade 06 lakes (Ho Tra 
Tan, Ho Mon Mon, Ho Tan 
Lap, Ho Da Bac, Ho Cam 
Hang, Ho Hoc Tam).

Subproject 1: Subproject upgrade Song 
Quao Lake

Subproject 2: Subproject to 
upgrade 06 lakes (Ho Tra 
Tan, Ho Mon Mon, Ho Tan 
Lap, Ho Da Bac, Ho Cam 
Hang, Ho Hoc Tam).

 - Duration according to Contract From December 24, 2018 to 
May 20, 2019 (Not including 
approval time)

Not established Construction from March 3, 2019 to 
January 3, 2021

Not yet under construction

1. Project title 1: FS has been approved, 
construction drawing and cost estimation 
are in progress. Overall meet the schedule. 
However, PMU needs to urge the 
consulting unit to prepare construction 
drawings and cost estimates to submit the 
documents for approval on schedule until 
July 31, 2019. At the same time, the 
construction contractor will be selected to 
carry out construction on schedule from 
December 9, 2019.
2. Subproject 2: Preparing FS. Proposing 
PMU to urge the consulting unit to 
finalize the FS profile for approval. At the 
same time, prepare the work to select the 
construction drawing unit and cost 
estimation, to implement according to the 
plan starting from December 15, 2019.

Thua Thien Hue Subproject implemented 
in the period of 2016-2022, meeting the 
schedule. Proposing PMU to direct the 
implementation according to the set 
schedule.

Ha Giang Subproject implemented during 
2016-2022, completed FS approval on 
October 17, 2018. Because the PMU 
implementation progress report does not 
show the progress of making construction 
drawings and estimates, construction 
progress, the independent monitoring 
consultant (ISC) does not have a basis for 
progress evaluation.

Thanh Hoa subproject was implemented 
in the period of 2016-2022, including 3 
subprojects.
1. Subproject first year: Under 
construction about 95% of the workload, 
exceeding the progress of Subproject.
2. Subproject 1:
     + Phase 1 (including 6 lakes: Kim 
Giao, Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Bai Den, Bai 
Ngoc, Lang Village): drawing 
construction plans and cost estimates 
generally meet the progress.
     + Phase 2 includes 5 lakes (Nam Son, 
Thung Sau, Ao Sen, Ngoc Re, Dam Cau): 
waiting for FS approval.
Recommendation: The PMU will soon 
select the contractor to set up construction 
drawings and cost estimates so that when 
FS approval is completed, the drawing of 
construction drawings and cost estimates 
will be carried out.
3. Subproject 2: Not yet implemented, 
consulting option.
Proposing PMU to soon complete the task 
of selecting FS consultants, and setting up 
detailed implementation schedule to 
monitor and urge implementation.

Binh Thuan subproject implemented in 
the period of 2016-2022, including 2 
subprojects.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on May 20, 2016 Requesting comments from 
BNN on 25/5/2019

Completed and approved the 
application on February 1, 2018

Not established Construction is estimated at 11% of the 
workload

Not yet under construction

21 Subproject: WB8 Hai Duong

Duration: 2016-2022

WB8 Subproject Hai Duong consists of 11 
lakes including: Trai Sen lake, Phu Loi lake, 
Ven lake, Chin Thuong lake, Canh Ga lake, 
Ho Dau lake, Ben Tam Ngoai lake, Nghe 
Lam lake, Loc Da lake, Ho Go lake, lake Da 
Trang

WB8 Subproject Hai Duong consists 
of 11 lakes including: Trai Sen lake, 
Phu Loi lake, Ven lake, Chin Thuong 
lake, Canh Ga lake, Ho Dau lake, Ben 
Tam Ngoai lake, Nghe Lam lake, Loc 
Da lake, Ho Go lake, lake Da Trang

WB8 Subproject Hai Duong consists of 
11 lakes including: Trai Sen lake, Phu 
Loi lake, Ven lake, Chin Thuong lake, 
Canh Ga lake, Ho Dau lake, Ben Tam 
Ngoai lake, Nghe Lam lake, Loc Da 
lake, Ho Go lake, lake Da Trang

 - Duration according to Contract From April 1, 2019 to June 1, 2019 (Not 
including approval time)

Not yet implemented, scheduled for 
implementation from August 20, 
2019 to October 20, 2019

Not yet implemented, expected from 
December 16, 2019 to December 25, 
2019

 - Implementation time till now The draft lake is scheduled for June 1, 2019 
and submitted to the BNN and WB on June 5, 
2019

Not yet implemented Not yet implemented

22 Subproject: WB8 Đak Nong

Duration: 2016-2022

The subproject WB8 in Dak Nong province 
consists of 18 lakes containing: Suoi Da, Dak 
R'Lá, Thuan An NT, Dak Loou (Dak Klou), 
Bi Z Re, Dam Ong Hien, Dam Ong Truyen, 
Dak Blieng, Sa Da Co, Nao Ma. A, Dak Ken, 
Km 41, Ba Trong, Village 7 (Bu Boong), 
Hamlet 3, Dak R'Lon, Dak Ha, Dak Snao 1
The subproject WB8 in Dak Nong province 
consists of 18 lakes containing: Suoi Da, Dak 
R'Lá, Thuan An NT, Dak Loou (Dak Klou), 
Bi Z Re, Dam Ong Hien, Dam Ong Truyen, 
Dak Blieng, Sa Da Co, Nao Ma. A, Dak Ken, 
Km 41, Ba Trong, Village 7 (Bu Boong), 
Hamlet 3, Dak R'Lon, Dak Ha, Dak Snao 1

The subproject WB8 in Dak Nong 
province consists of 18 lakes 
containing: Suoi Da, Dak R'Lá, Thuan 
An NT, Dak Loou (Dak Klou), Bi Z 
Re, Dam Ong Hien, Dam Ong 
Truyen, Dak Blieng, Sa Da Co, Nao 
Ma. A, Dak Ken, Km 41, Ba Trong, 
Village 7 (Bu Boong), Hamlet 3, Dak 
R'Lon, Dak Ha, Dak Snao 1

The subproject WB8 in Dak Nong 
province consists of 18 lakes 
containing: Suoi Da, Dak R'Lá, Thuan 
An NT, Dak Loou (Dak Klou), Bi Z 
Re, Dam Ong Hien, Dam Ong Truyen, 
Dak Blieng, Sa Da Co, Nao Ma. A, 
Dak Ken, Km 41, Ba Trong, Village 7 
(Bu Boong), Hamlet 3, Dak R'Lon, 
Dak Ha, Dak Snao 1

 - Duration according to Contract From April 4, 2018 to August 4, 2018 (Not 
including approval time)

From October 12, 2018 to December 
12, 2018 (Not including approval 
time)

From April 22, 2019 to Quarter IV / 
2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake on June 6, 
2018

Completed and approved the lake on 
December 26, 2018

Construction situation: has just been 
implemented, so little has been done

23 Subproject: WB8 Quang Binh

Duration: 2016-2022

First year subproject: Subproject of Phu Vinh 
lake

Subproject Quang Binh 
(including 9 lakes: Dap Lang 
lake, Dong Suon lake, Vung 
Mo lake, Long Dai lake, 
Thanh Son lake, Thach 
Truong lake, Dong Vat lake, 
Cay Bon lake, lake Buo Roi

First year subproject: Subproject of 
Phu Vinh lake

Subproject Quang Binh 
(including 9 lakes: Dap Lang 
lake, Dong Suon lake, Vung 
Mo lake, Long Dai lake, 
Thanh Son lake, Thach 
Truong lake, Dong Vat lake, 
Cay Bon lake, lake Buo Roi

First year subproject: Subproject of 
Phu Vinh lake

Subproject Quang Binh 
(including 9 lakes: Dap Lang 
lake, Dong Suon lake, Vung 
Mo lake, Long Dai lake, 
Thanh Son lake, Thach 
Truong lake, Dong Vat lake, 
Cay Bon lake, lake Buo Roi

 - Duration according to Contract From December 29, 2017 to 
March 29, 2018 (Not 
including approval time)

From July 7, 2016 to September 4, 
2016 (Not including approval time)

From January 23, 2019 to 
July 8, 2019 (Not including 
approval time)

From July 13, 2018 to June 20, 2020 Not yet under construction, 
scheduled to be constructed 
in July and August 2019

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on March 24, 2016 Completed and approved on 
October 24, 2018

Completed and approved on 
December 23, 2016

Preparing construction 
drawing documents and cost 
estimates, the draft 
document is expected to be 
on June 23, 2019

The construction situation to date is 
estimated at 23% of the workload

Not yet under construction

24 Subproject: WB8 Nghe An

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Khe Gang reservoir, Ngoc Son 
commune, Quynh Luu district, Nghe An 
province.

Subproject 2: Khe San 
reservoir, Quynh Thang 
commune, Quynh Luu 
district, Nghe An province.

Subproject 3 (13 lakes): 
La Nga, Thanh Thuy, 
lake 271, Hoc Nget, Khe 
Dung, lake 3/9, Don Ho, 
Ke Sat, lake Tuan, Khe 
Du, Hon Mat, Rao Bang, 
Khe Dua

Subproject 4 (18 lake): Ba 
Khe, lake Thanh, Dong So, 
Khe Chua, Lo Lo, Xuan 
Nguyen, Diem Moi, Xo, 
Sinh Village, Dong Vanh, 
Trang Khong
Đồng Kho, lake 3-2, Hao 
Hao, Khe Giấy, Tre Vang, 
Khe Giang, Đập Bể

Subproject 1: Khe Gang reservoir, 
Ngoc Son commune, Quynh Luu 
district, Nghe An province.

Subproject 2: Khe San 
reservoir, Quynh Thang 
commune, Quynh Luu 
district, Nghe An province.

Subproject 3 (13 lakes): 
La Nga, Thanh Thuy, lake 
271, Hoc Nget, Khe 
Dung, lake 3/9, Don Ho, 
Ke Sat, lake Tuan, Khe 
Du, Hon Mat, Rao Bang, 
Khe Dua

Subproject 4 (18 lake): 
Ba Khe, lake Thanh, 
Dong So, Khe Chua, Lo 
Lo, Xuan Nguyen, 
Diem Moi, Xo, Sinh 
Village, Dong Vanh, 
Trang Khong

Subproject 1: Khe Gang reservoir, 
Ngoc Son commune, Quynh Luu 
district, Nghe An province.

Subproject 2: Khe San 
reservoir, Quynh Thang 
commune, Quynh Luu 
district, Nghe An province.

Subproject 3 (13 lakes): 
La Nga, Thanh Thuy, lake 
271, Hoc Nget, Khe Dung, 
lake 3/9, Don Ho, Ke Sat, 
lake Tuan, Khe Du, Hon 
Mat, Rao Bang,Khe Dua

Subproject 4 (18 lake): 
Ba Khe, lake Thanh, 
Dong So, Khe Chua, 
Lo Lo, Xuan Nguyen, 
Diem Moi, Xo, Sinh 
Village, Dong Vanh, 
Trang Khong

 - Duration according to Contract Not established, Expected to 
perform from June 20, 2019 
to October 20, 2019 (Not 
including approval time)

From October 5, 2018 to 
May 3, 2019 (Not 
including approval time)

Not established From July 26, 2018 to December 18, 
2019

From July 31, 2018 to 
January 22, 2020

Not yet under 
construction, scheduled to 
be constructed from July 
26, 2019 to January 15, 
2021

Not yet under construction"Nghe An Subproject is implemented 
during 2016-2022, including 4 
subprojects.
1. Sub-project 1: being implemented, 
estimated to reach about 40% of the 
workload, progress is behind 15%. 
Proposing PMU to direct the construction 

1. Subproject 1: In progress, estimated at 
11% of the workload. Relatively slow 
progress. Proposing PMU to urge the 
contractor to increase manpower and 
machinery to accelerate the construction 
progress.
2. Subproject 2: FS preparation: 
submitting for approval of BNN. 
Proposing PMU to set the progress of 
construction drawing documents and cost 
estimates, construction time to monitor 
and follow the schedule.

Hai Duong Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022. Up to now, there is 
a preparation of a FS profile. Proposing 
PMU to soon perform the task of selecting 
applications for construction drawing and 
cost estimation, so that when approving 
FS can prepare construction drawing 
documents.

Dak Nong Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, meeting the 
schedule. At the present time, 
construction and installation bidding 
packages have just been constructed. 
Proposing PMU to urge construction 
contractors to follow the established 
schedule
Dak Nong Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, meeting the 
schedule. At the present time, 
construction and installation packages 
have just been constructed. Proposing 
PMU to urge construction contractors to 
follow the established schedule

"Quang Binh Subproject will be 
implemented during 2016-2022, including 
2 subprojects.
1. First year subproject: Under 
construction is about 23% of the 
workload. Construction progress is slow 
about 20% of the workload. Proposing 
PMU to direct the construction unit to 
increase manpower and machinery to 
make up for the slow progress.
2. Subproject 1: Preparing lake of 
construction drawings and cost estimates. 
Proposing PMU to urge the consulting 
unit to submit the documents to the 
related parties early for approval, to 
ensure early commencement and 
commencement on schedule in July and 
August 2019 "
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on June 27, 2016 Completed and approved on 
June 21, 2016

Completed and approved 
on 11/10/2018

Not established Completed and approved the on 
04/04/2018

Completed and approved on 
04/04/2018

Completed and approved 
on 01/04/2018

Not established, 
intended to create a 
construction drawing 
and estimate from 
March 20, 2020 to July 
20, 2020

Construction is about 40% of the 
 workload.

Construction progress is slow 
compared to the progress of Subproject 

Construction is about 20% 
of the workload.
Tiến độ thi công rất chậm

Not yet under 
construction, speeding up 
the implementation of 
contractor selection to 
meet the progress of the 
subproject

Not yet under 
construction, expected 
construction from 
8/20/2020 to 
5/20/2022

25 Subproject: WB8 Lam Đong

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving safety 
of Da Teh water reservoir

Subproject 2: lake Da Bo B, 
lake R’Lom, inter-lake Suoi 
Dia - Cay Xoai lake, Da Sa 
lake, Loc Thang lake, Ma Poh 
lake, lake No. 4 and lake 
Thanh Bach

Subproject 1: Repairing and 
improving safety of Da Teh water 
reservoir

Subproject 2: lake Da Bo B, 
lake R’Lom, inter-lake Suoi 
Dia - Cay Xoai lake, Da Sa 
lake, Loc Thang lake, Ma 
Poh lake, lake No. 4 and lake 
Thanh Bach

Subproject 1: Repairing and improving 
safety of Da Teh water reservoir

Subproject 2: lake Da Bo B, 
lake R’Lom, inter-lake Suoi 
Dia - Cay Xoai lake, Da Sa 
lake, Loc Thang lake, Ma 
Poh lake, lake No. 4 and 
lake Thanh Bach

 - Duration according to Contract From September 27, 2016 to December 26, 
2016 (Not including approval time)

rom June 29, 2017 to 
November 10, 2017 (Not 
including approval time)

From December 21, 2016 to 
September 15, 2017 (Not including 
approval time)

Not established From June 17, 2018 to April 7, 2020 Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on June 2, 2017 FS has not been opposed by 
WB on March 25, 2019, and 
is submitted to the Provincial 
People's Committee for 
approval

Completed and approved the dossier 
on September 15, 2017

Not established Construction is about 40% of the 
workload.
Construction progress is slow 
compared to the progress of Subproject

Not yet under construction

26 Subproject: WB8 Gia Lai

Duration: 2016-2022

WB8 Subproject Gia Lai includes 8 lakes 
including: Buon Luoi lake, Plei To Kon lake, 
Ayun Ha lake, Ha Tam lake, Ia Nang lake, 
Lang Me lake, Ea Dreh lake, lake Ia Ring

WB8 Subproject Gia Lai includes 8 
lakes including: Buon Luoi lake, Plei 
To Kon lake, Ayun Ha lake, Ha Tam 
lake, Ia Nang lake, Lang Me lake, Ea 
Dreh lake, lake Ia Ring

WB8 Subproject Gia Lai includes 8 
lakes including: Buon Luoi lake, Plei 
To Kon lake, Ayun Ha lake, Ha Tam 
lake, Ia Nang lake, Lang Me lake, Ea 
Dreh lake, lake Ia Ring

 - Duration according to Contract From February 22, 2018 to May 23, 2018 
(Not including approval time)

Not yet implemented, planned to be 
implemented from September 11, 
2019

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake profile on 
December 28, 2018

Not yet implemented, appraising the 
reference outline.
It is suggested that early completion 
of legal documents for construction 
drawing and cost estimation is to 
meet the subproject's progress

Not yet under construction

27 Subproject: WB8 Son La

Duration: 2016-2022

WB8 Son La Subproject consists of 7 lakes 
containing: Ban U, Noong Chay, Huoi Nha - 
Kho Mu, Xa Can, Xum Lo, Ban Cu and Na 
Bo

WB8 Son La Subproject consists of 7 
lakes containing: Ban U, Noong Chay, 
Huoi Nha - Kho Mu, Xa Can, Xum 
Lo, Ban Cu and Na Bo

WB8 Son La Subproject consists of 7 
lakes containing: Ban U, Noong Chay, 
Huoi Nha - Kho Mu, Xa Can, Xum Lo, 
Ban Cu and Na Bo

 - Duration according to Contract From February 27, 2017 to May 8, 2017 (Not 
including approval time)

From March 20, 2018 to May 4, 2018 
(Not including approval time)

Từ ngày 15/11/2018 ngày 
03/0320From November 15, 2018 to 
March 20, 2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake profile on 
October 30, 2017

Completed and approved on October 
16, 2018

Overall, Subproject reaches 30% of the 
workload, meeting the progress of the 

 subproject, specifically as follows:
1. lake Ban O: Completing items: 
Drainage, flood overflow, crude valve 
housing; The earth dam category will 

 reach 50% of the workload.
2. lake Nong Running: Basically 
completed, doing the work of 
acceptance, payment and settlement 
and setting up a completed hospital to 

 hand over and put into use.
3. lake Huoi discharging - Kho Mu: 
Completed items: Culvert for water 
intake, flood overflow, Management 
road; Construction items: Land dam 

 and Manager.
4. lake Xa Can: Completed items: 
Water intake, canal section after 
spillway; Construction items: Land dam 

 and Management road.
5. lake Ban Cu: Completed items: 
Water intake; Construction items: Land 

 dam and Management road.
6. lake Na Bo: Completed items: 
Drains, flood spillways; Construction 
items: Land dam and Management 
road.

28 Subproject: WB8 Ninh Thuan

Duration: 2018-2022

Subproject Repair and improve safety of the 
WB8 Ninh Thuan dam including 5 lakes 
containing: CK7, Ong Kinh, Song Sat, Ta 
Ranh, Song Bieu

Subproject Repair and improve safety 
of the WB8 Ninh Thuan dam 
including 5 lakes containing: CK7, 
Ong Kinh, Song Sat, Ta Ranh, Song 
Bieu

Subproject Repair and improve safety 
of the WB8 Ninh Thuan dam including 
5 lakes containing: CK7, Ong Kinh, 
Song Sat, Ta Ranh, Song Bieu

 - Duration according to Contract From August 23, 2018 to August 23, 2018 
(Not including approval time)

From April 10, 2019 to June 10, 
2019 (Not including approval time)

Not yet under construction, scheduled 
to be implemented from September 30, 
2019 to April 30, 2020

"Lam Dong's subproject was implemented 
during 2016-2022, including 2 
subprojects.
1. Sub-project 1: Under construction, 
estimated to reach 40% of the workload. 
Slow progress is about 15%. Proposing 
PMU to speed up construction contractors 
to concentrate on manpower and 
machinery to make up for the slow 
progress.
2. Subproject 2: FS is submitted to PPC 
for approval. According to the 
implementation schedule PMU prepared 
for Subproject 2 is very general. 
Proposing PMU to re-establish the project 
implementation schedule and send it to 
related parties for monitoring and 
implementation. "

Gia Lai Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, completed the 
preparation of FS dossier. Propose PMU 
to complete legal documents to prepare 
construction drawings and cost estimates 
as early as September 11, 2019. At the 
same time, the PMU needs to set a 
specific schedule to record construction 
drawings and cost estimates, construction 
and installation schedule for monitoring 
and implementation by related parties.

Son La Subproject implemented in the 
period of 2016-2022, is simultaneously 
implementing the construction of the lake. 
General progress Subproject reaches 
about 30% of the workload, meeting the 
progress.
Including lake Nong Chay has completed 
construction, is doing the settlement, 
putting the work into use; The remaining 
lakes have a number of completed items, 
the rest are under construction.
Proposing PMU to urge construction 
contractors to focus on machinery and 
human resources to continue construction 
of the remaining items, ensuring the 
completion of Subproject on schedule as 
03/2020.

Subproject Ninh Thuận thực hiện trong 
giai đoạn 2018-2022. Hiện tại Subproject 
đang trong giai đoạn lập lake sơ bản vẽ thi 

Proposing PMU to direct the construction 
contractor to speed up the progress.
2. Subproject 2: under construction, 
estimated to reach about 20% of the 
workload, progress is very slow. 
Proposing PMU to direct the construction 
contractor to speed up the progress.
3. Subproject 3: Completed construction 
drawing approval and cost estimation. 
Proposing PMU to accelerate the selection 
of construction contractors so that 
Subproject commences on schedule July 
26, 2019.
4. Subproject 4: Not yet implemented. 
Proposing PMU to instruct units to follow 
the established schedule. "
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

 - Implementation time till now Đã hoàn thành, phê duyệt lake sơ ngày 
18/10/2018

Đang lập, dự kiến phê duyệt 
10/8/2019

Not yet under construction

29 Subproject: WB8 Khanh Hoa

Duration: 2018-2022

WB8 Subproject Khanh Hoa includes 8 lakes 
including: Dong Bo lake, Suoi Lon lake, Ben 
Ghe lake, Suoi Luong lake, Suoi Trau lake, 
Lang Nhot lake, Da Mai lake, Da Mai lake, 
Cay Sung lake

WB8 Subproject Khanh Hoa includes 
8 lakes including: Dong Bo lake, Suoi 
Lon lake, Ben Ghe lake, Suoi Luong 
lake, Suoi Trau lake, Lang Nhot lake, 
Da Mai lake, Da Mai lake, Cay Sung 
lake

WB8 Subproject Khanh Hoa includes 8 
lakes including: Dong Bo lake, Suoi 
Lon lake, Ben Ghe lake, Suoi Luong 
lake, Suoi Trau lake, Lang Nhot lake, 
Da Mai lake, Da Mai lake, Cay Sung 
lake

 - Duration according to Contract From 1/2019 to 5/2019 (Not 
including approval time)

Not yet under construction, scheduled 
to be constructed from 12/2019 to 
6/2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake on June 22, 
2018

Currently, there is a new draft lake on 
April 26, 2019. Basically still meeting 
the progress. Need to speed up the 
dike approval lake construction 
drawings and estimates, as a basis to 
select construction contractors

Not yet under construction

30 Subproject: WB8 Phu Tho

Duration: 2016-2022

First year subproject: Safety improvement of 
lake Ban

Sub-project of Safety 
Improvement and Repair of 
13 lakes: Da Den, Nha Giac, 
Nui Diep and Dam Gai
Trầm Sắt, Vỡ, Đát Dội, Ba 
Gạc, Cây Quýt, Dộc Hẹp, 
Sụ, Dộc Gạo, Vĩnh Lại

First year subproject: Safety 
improvement of lake Ban

Sub-project of Safety 
Improvement and Repair of 
13 lakes: Da Den, Nha Giac, 
Nui Diep and Dam Gai

First year subproject: Safety 
improvement of lake Ban

Sub-project of Safety 
Improvement and Repair of 
13 lakes: Da Den, Nha Giac, 
Nui Diep and Dam Gai

 - Duration according to Contract From September 4, 2015 to October 20, 2015 
(Not including approval time)

From August 1, 2018 to 
November 1, 2018 (Not 
including approval time)

From November 25, 2016 to 
December 25, 2016 (Not including 
approval time)

Expected to be implemented 
from 11/2019

From November 29, 2018 to 
November 29, 2019

Not yet under construction

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the application on 
24/3/2016

Up to now, the lake of FS has 
just submitted to the BNN for 
approval on March 20, 2019, 
expected to approve 6/2019.
Đề nghị khẩn trương hoàn 
thiện để trình WB và tỉnh phê 
duyệt để thực hiện các bước 
tiếp theo

Completed and approved the lake on 
April 27, 2017

Not yet implemented Construction is about 20% of the 
workload.
Tiến độ thi công chậm so với tiến độ 
của Subproject

Not yet under construction

31 Subproject: WB8 Quang Nam

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject WB8 Quang Nam consists of 14 
lakes: Ho May, Dam Da, Da Vach, Thang 
Loi, Dong Nhon, Ho Giang, Cao Ngan, Ho 
Lau, Ho Trau, Hoc Ket, Ho Ke, Huong Mao, 
Hoc Bau, Thai Xuan

Subproject WB8 Quang Nam consists 
of 14 lakes: Ho May, Dam Da, Da 
Vach, Thang Loi, Dong Nhon, Ho 
Giang, Cao Ngan, Ho Lau, Ho Trau, 
Hoc Ket, Ho Ke, Huong Mao, Hoc 
Bau, Thai Xuan

Subproject WB8 Quang Nam consists 
of 14 lakes: Ho May, Dam Da, Da 
Vach, Thang Loi, Dong Nhon, Ho 
Giang, Cao Ngan, Ho Lau, Ho Trau, 
Hoc Ket, Ho Ke, Huong Mao, Hoc 
Bau, Thai Xuan

 - Duration according to Contract 1. Survey, survey, design construction 
drawings and cost estimates for 06 
reservoirs, including lakes: Da Dam, 
Ho Lau, Hoc Kiet, Hoc Bau, Dong 
Nhon and Ho May: From December 
25 / 2018 to March 25, 2019 (Not 
including approval time)
2. Consult, survey, design 
construction drawings and estimate 
for 08 reservoirs, including lakes: 
Trau, Thai Xuan, Da Vach, Thang 
Loi, Cao Ngan, Ho Giang, Huong 
Mao, Ho Chu: Not established, 
selecting Consultants; Expected June 
20, 2019

Not yet under construction expected 
 construction:

1. The lake: Ho May, Dam Da, Dong 
Nhon, Ho Lau, Hoc Saf, Hoc Bau in 

 July 2019.
2. The lake: Da Vach, Thang Loi, Ho 
Giang, Cao Ngan, Ho Trau, Ho Thinh, 
Huong Mao, Thai Xuan in November 
2019 

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved on October 22, 
2018

1. Preparing construction drawing and 
estimation of 06 reservoirs, including 
lakes: Dam Da, Ho Lau, Hoc Ket, 
Hoc Bau, Dong Nhon and Ho May: 
New draft lake was prepared on April 
2, 2019.
2. Making construction drawings and 
estimates of 08 reservoirs, including 
lakes: Trau, Thai Xuan, Da Vach, 
Thang Loi, Cao Ngan, Ho Giang, 
Huong Mao, Ho Chu: New 
consultants
In general: the construction drawing 
and subproject cost estimation 
progress is slow.

Not yet under construction

Quang Nam Subproject implemented in 
the period of 2016-2022. Currently, 
Subproject is in the process of preparing a 
lake of construction drawings and cost 
estimates. Villa progress is currently 
behind schedule. Proposing PMU to 
follow the implementation progress of the 
Subproject, ensuring the approval of the 
lake of construction drawings and cost 
estimates as planned.

công và dự toán. Kiến nghị PMU bám sát 
tiến độ thực hiện của Subproject đã lập, 
đảm bảo phê duyệt lake sơ bản vẽ thi công 
và dự toán đúng kế hoạch 10/8/2019. 
Đồng thời PMU cũng chuẩn bị công tác 
lựa chọn nhà thầu thi công, để khi phê 
duyệt xong lake sơ bản vẽ thi công và dự 
toán thì tiến hành đấu thầu thi công xây 
lắp. đảm bảo khởi công đúng theo kế 
hoạch là 30/9/2019

Khanh Hoa Subproject implemented in 
the period of 2018-2022. Currently, 
Subproject is in the process of setting up 
construction drawings and cost estimates. 
Proposing PMU to follow the 
implementation progress of the 
Subproject, ensuring the approval of 
construction drawing documents and cost 
estimates according to the plan of 7/2019. 
At the same time, PMU also prepares the 
work of selecting construction 
contractors, so that when the construction 
drawing documents and cost estimates are 
approved, the construction and installation 
bidding will be conducted. ensure the 
commencement of construction as 
scheduled by 12/2019 and complete 
6/2020

Phu Tho Subproject implemented during 
2016-2022, including 2 subprojects:
1. First year subproject: Repair and 
improve safety of lake board. Currently 
executing about 20% of the workload, 
30% behind schedule. Proposing PMU to 
direct the construction contractor to 
concentrate manpower and machinery to 
speed up the schedule to make up for the 
slow progress, ensuring the completion of 
construction on November 29, 2019.
2. Subproject 1: Preparing FS  for 
approval. Proposing PMU to direct the 
consulting unit to urgently complete to 
submit to the WB and the province for 
approval to carry out the next steps.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

32 Subproject: WB8 Binh Đinh

Duration: 2016-2022

First year subproject: Repairing Thach Ban 
reservoir

Second year subproject: 
Repairing and improving dam 
safety (15 reservoirs): Trinh 
Van, Kim Son, Giao Hoi, Hoc 
Tranh, Ho Cung, My Duc, 
Nui Mieu, Cu Le, Lo Mon, 
Hung Mon, An Tuong, Da 
Ban, Suoi Re, Ho Tranh, Ho 
Thich

First year subproject: Repairing 
Thach Ban reservoir

Second year subproject: 
Repairing and improving 
dam safety (15 reservoirs): 
Trinh Van, Kim Son, Giao 
Hoi, Hoc Tranh, Ho Cung, 
My Duc, Nui Mieu, Cu Le, 
Lo Mon, Hung Mon, An 
Tuong, Da Ban, Suoi Re, Ho 
Tranh, Ho Thich

First year subproject: Repairing Thach 
Ban reservoir

Second year subproject: 
Repairing and improving 
dam safety (15 reservoirs): 
Trinh Van, Kim Son, Giao 
Hoi, Hoc Tranh, Ho Cung, 
My Duc, Nui Mieu, Cu Le, 
Lo Mon, Hung Mon, An 
Tuong, Da Ban, Suoi Re, Ho 
Tranh, Ho Thich

 - Duration according to Contract Từ ngày 5/10/2018 đến 
05/10/2019 (Not including 
approval time)

From March 1, 2018 to May 30, 2019
510/5000
1. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W1: Constructing 03 lakes 
of Cu Le, Lo Mon and Ho 
Cung: Construction 
December 5, 2018 to 
December 5, 2020
2. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W2: Construction of 05 
reservoirs (including 2 lots: 
Lot 01: lake Hoc Tranh, Kim 
Son and My Duc; Lot 02: Da 
Ban, Giao Hoi): 
Construction 01 / 3/2019 to 
1/3/2021
3. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W3: Construction of 05 
reservoirs (including 2 lots: 
Lot 01: An Tuong, Nui Mieu 
and monitoring equipment; 
Lot 02: Trinh Van, Suoi rom 
and Hung Long) : Not yet 
under construction, 
Expected construction in 
Quarter I / 2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake profile on 
12/5/2016

Completed and approved on 
July 2, 2018

Completed and approved on April 18, 
2017

At the present time, the lake 
started drawing up the 
construction of the second 
year subproject as follows:
1. lake profile drawing 
construction of the lake: Cu 
Le, Ho Cung, Lo Mon: 
Approved October 12, 2018.
2. lake profile drawing 
construction of the lakes: 
Hoc Tranh, My Duc, Kim 
Son, Da Ban: Approved on 
12/20/2018.
3. lake profile drawing 
construction of the lake: lake 
Giao Hoi, lake An wall
lake Nui Mieu lake, Hung 
Long lake, Suoi Ray lake, 
Trinh Van lake: Preparing, 
expected to submit the 
manuscript on October 30, 
2019
4. lake profile drawing 
construction of the lake: lake 
Ho Thanh, lake Cay Thich: 
Not established.
Comment:
+ Basically meeting the 
progress of the subproject.
+ However, it is necessary to 
complete the construction of: 

Basically completed and put into use in 
June 2019

The implementation:
1. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W1: has been constructed up 
to 60% of the works.
2. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W2:, has been constructed 
up to 20% of the works.
3. Package C1-BD-GĐ2-
W3: Not yet under 
construction
Comments: Basically 
meeting the progress of the 
subproject

33 Subproject: WB8 Hoa Binh

Duration: 2016-2022

Subproject 1: Dai Thang reservoir, Hoa Binh 
province.

Subproject 2 (10 reservoirs): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of reservoirs: HoiKha, 
Dong Ben, Ra, Men 1 + 2, 
Tuan Lo, Na Mang, Coc, Roc 
Khao, An Thinh.

Subproject 3 (16 
reservoirs): Repairing 
and improving safety of 
dams of water reservoirs: 
lake Du, lake Sesame, 
lake Tua, Thong Nhat 
lake, Ban Ban Khau lake, 
Von Queo lake, Quai 
lake, Luong Luong lake, 
lake Nhoi, lake Dom, 
Thuong lake, Sung lake, 
Chan Sy lake, Ton lake, 
Ban lake, Ngoc Vo lake.

Subproject 1: Dai Thang reservoir, 
Hoa Binh province.

Subproject 2 (10 reservoirs): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of reservoirs: HoiKha, 
Dong Ben, Ra, Men 1 + 2, 
Tuan Lo, Na Mang, Coc, 
Roc Khao, An Thinh.

Subproject 3 (16 
reservoirs): Repairing and 
improving safety of dams 
of water reservoirs: lake 
Du, lake Sesame, lake 
Tua, Thong Nhat lake, 
Ban Ban Khau lake, Von 
Queo lake, Quai lake, 
Luong Luong lake, lake 
Nhoi, lake Dom, Thuong 
lake, Sung lake, Chan Sy 
lake, Ton lake, Ban lake, 
Ngoc Vo lake.

Subproject 1: Dai Thang reservoir, Hoa 
Binh province.

Subproject 2 (10 reservoirs): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of reservoirs: HoiKha, 
Dong Ben, Ra, Men 1 + 2, 
Tuan Lo, Na Mang, Coc, 
Roc Khao, An Thinh.

Subproject 3 (16 
reservoirs): Repairing and 
improving safety of dams 
of water reservoirs: lake 
Du, lake Sesame, lake 
Tua, Thong Nhat lake, Ban 
Ban Khau lake, Von Queo 
lake, Quai lake, Luong 
Luong lake, lake Nhoi, 
lake Dom, Thuong lake, 
Sung lake, Chan Sy lake, 
Ton lake, Ban lake, Ngoc 
Vo lake.

 - Duration according to Contract From 12/2017 to 5/2019 
(Excluding approval time)

From 12/2018 to 
10/2019 (Not including 
approval time)

Not established, expected to 
be made from July 2019 to 
September 2019 (Not 
including approval time)

Not established, expected 
from November 2019 to 
1/2020 (Not including 
approval time)

From February 24, 2018 to April 1, 
2019

Not yet under construction, 
expected construction from 
December 2019 to 12/2021

Not yet under 
construction, expected 
construction from April 
2020 to February 2022

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the lake profile on 
06/11/2016

The document was approved 
by the World Bank on April 
18, 2019 and is being 
submitted for appraisal and 
approval (Meeting the 
progress of the subproject).

Preparing FS Completed and approved the 
application on April 14, 2017

Not established Not established Completed construction, submitting 
documents to hand over and put into 
use. (Meeting the progress of the 
subproject)

Not yet under construction Not yet under construction

Binh Dinh Subproject implemented during 
2016-2022, including 2 Subprojects:
1. Subproject first year: Repair Thach Ban 
reservoir. Currently, it has basically been 
completed and expected to be put into use 
in June 2019.
2. 2nd year subproject: to the present time 
meet the progress. However PMU should 
note:
    - For the under construction lake: Urge 
the construction units to ensure the overall 
progress of Subproject.
    - For the lake is preparing a lake of 
construction drawings and estimates: 
Need to complete the approval process.
    - Deploying to create a lake, 
construction drawings and estimates of 
two lakes: Ho Thanh and Cay Thich lake

Hoa Binh Subproject implemented during 
2016-2022, including 3 subprojects:
1. Subproject 1: Repair and improve 
safety of Dai Thang reservoir, Hoa Binh 
province. At present, the construction has 
been completed, the lake is finishing to 
hand over and put into use.
2. Subproject 2: Submitting to FS profile 
for approval. Up to now, meeting the 
schedule. However, the PMU needs to 
monitor the progress of implementation to 
urge relevant units in the next steps.
3. Subproject 3: Preparing FS dossier. 
Proposing PMU to urge the consulting 
unit to finalize the lake profile FS to 
submit to related units, correct and 
approve on schedule 10/2019 to deploy 
the next work.
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Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4 Subproject 1 Subproject 2 Subproject 3 Subproject 4
No. Province

Phase: Making a Feasibility Study (FS, DSR) Phase: Making construction drawings Phase: construction implementation
Comment

34 Subproject: WB8 Quang Ninh

Duration: 2016-2020

First year subproject: repair and improvement 
of Khe Che Lake (subproject 1)

Subproject 2 (8 lakes): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of dams of water 
reservoirs: Chuc Bai Son, 
Quat Dong, Dong Do 1, Da 
Trang, Sau Lang, Roc Cung, 
Khe Sau, Rop Chay

First year subproject: repair and 
improvement of Khe Che Lake 
(subproject 1)

Subproject 2 (8 lakes): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of dams of water 
reservoirs: Chuc Bai Son, 
Quat Dong, Dong Do 1, Da 
Trang, Sau Lang, Roc Cung, 
Khe Sau, Rop Chay

First year subproject: repair and 
improvement of Khe Che Lake 
(subproject 1)

Subproject 2 (8 lakes): 
Repairing and improving the 
safety of dams of water 
reservoirs: Chuc Bai Son, 
Quat Dong, Dong Do 1, Da 
Trang, Sau Lang, Roc Cung, 
Khe Sau, Rop Chay

 - Duration according to Contract From 11/2015 to 1/2016 (Not including 
approval time)

From 10/2017 to 1/2018 (Not 
including approval time)

From 4/2017 to 5/2017 (Not 
including approval time)

From 9/2018 to 10/2018 
(Not including approval 
time)

From August 5, 2018 to June 2019 From 5/2019 to 6/2020

 - Implementation time till now Completed and approved the dossier on 
December 27, 2016

Completed and approved on 
October 8, 2018
Completed and approved the 
application on October 8, 
2018
Completed and approved the 
application on October 8, 
2018

Completed and approved on August 
30, 2017

Completed and approved on 
November 19, 2018

Construction situation: (1) widening 
flood spillway to reach 80% of volume 
but not yet checking and taking over, 
(2) repairing the completed drain valve 
house without installing new valve 
gates, (3) completing the covering the 
surface of the dam wall has been 50% 
of the works, (4) the construction work 
has been completed.
Comments: Basically meeting progress, 
estimated at 90% of the workload. 
Need to accelerate the construction of 
the remaining items before this year's 
rainy season

Not yet under construction.
Comment: Construction 
progress of Subproject 2 is 
slow compared to the 
general progress. PPMU is 
requested to urgently 
complete the selection of 
construction contractors, to 
ensure the overall progress 
of the subproject

Quang Ninh Subproject implemented 
during 2016-2022, including 2 
subprojects:
1. Subproject 1: Repair and improve 
safety of Khe Che Lake. Currently the 
construction reaches 90% of the 
workload. Proposing PMU to direct the 
construction unit to accelerate the 
construction of the remaining items before 
the rainy season in 2019.
2. Subproject 2: Construction progress of 
TDA 2 is slow compared to the general 
progress. PPMU is requested to urgently 
complete the selection of construction 
contractors, to ensure the overall progress 
of the subproject
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Appendix 6: Summary table of construction progress of provinces in the project

No. Subproject
Budget
(million
dong)

Contract
signing date

Commencem
ent date

Work
completion

date
(under

Contract

Implemen
tation

schedule
Evaluate

I. The first year
subproject

1
Dap Lang
subproject, Quang
Ngai  province

17.585 15/5/2017 17/5/2018 28/09/2018 100%

2
Thach Ban lake
subproject, Binh
Dinh province

19.818 14/10/2017 1/3/2018 14/10/2019 100%

3
Dai Thang lake
subproject, Hoa
Binh province

12.957 29/12/2017 24/2/2018 22/06/2019 100%

4
Ngoi La lake
subproject, Tuyen
Quang province

34.487 11/1/2018 1/3/2018 13/07/2019 75%

5
Dong Be lake
subproject, Thanh
Hoa province

33.082 26/01/2018 1/3/2018 31/08/2019 95%

6
Da Teh lake
subproject, Lam
Dong province

69.756 24/05/2018 17/6/2018 14/03/2020 40%

7
Phu Vinh lake
subproject, Quang
Binh province

65.847 13/07/2018 23/7/2018 12/6/2020 23%

8
Ban lake
subproject, Phu
Tho province

10.982 12/11/2018 12/11/2018 12/11/2019 20%

Khe Gang - Khe
San subproject,
Nghe An province
(2 subproject)

44.236

9 Lot 1 Khe Gang 27.464 27/07/2018 1/10/2018 19/12/2019 40%

10 Lot 2 Khe San 16.772 27/07/2018 1/10/2018 18/01/2020 20%

11
Khe Che
subproject, Quang
Ninh province

25.136 31/07/2018 15/8/2018 27/05/2019 90%

12
Quao river lake
subproject, Binh
Thuan province

170.987

Lot 1 64.048 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 5%

Lot 2 94.622 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 7%
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Lot 3 12.317 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 11%

II. Subprojects of the
following year

13
Son La province
subproject (7 lakes)

124.762 15/11/2018 16/11/2018 15/05/2020 56%

14
Vinh Phuc
province subproject
(11 lakes)

126.813

Package 1

Lot 1 21.974 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 15%

Lot 2 28.401 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 15%

Lot 3 31.307 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 15%

Package 2

Lot 1 30.211 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 20/06/2020 15%

Lot 2 9.486 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 10%

Lot 3 5.434 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 29/04/2019 95%

16

Quang Ngai
subproject
(subproject 02) (10
lakes)

118.514

Package 1 40.654

+ Lot 1: Go Lang,
Hoc Bua

17.535 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 5/9/2020 24%

+ Lot 2: Lien Tri,
Ho Da

23.119 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 25%

Package 2 51.335

+ Lot 1: Hoc Khe,
Ho Hieu

22.554 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 24%

+ Lot : An Phong,
Hoc Co

28.781 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 25%

Package 3

+ Cay Khe lake,
Liet Son

26.523 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 09/2020 24%

17

Binh Dinh
subproject
(subproject 02) (8
lakes)

107.381

Package 1 26.092 25/12/2018 1/3/2019 14/12/2020 45%

Package 2 81.288

Lot 1 42.543 1/3/2019 1/3/2019 18/02/2021 5%

Lot 2 38.746 1/3/2019 1/3/2019 18/02/2021 5%

18
Quang Tri
subproject (3 lakes)

107.731

Package 1 107.731
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Lot 1 64.323 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Mới ký

hợp
đồng

Lot 2 43.409 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Mới ký

hợp
đồng

19
Dak Nong
subproject (18
lakes)

187.758

Package 1 95.880

Lot 1 60.026 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Mới ký

hợp
đồng

Lot 2 35.854 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Mới ký

hợp
đồng

Package 2 91.877

Lot 1 20.118 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020

Mới ký
hợp

đồng,
tạm ứng

Lot 2 71.759 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020

Mới ký
hợp

đồng,
tạm ứng

(Source: Summary of PPMU reports until May 2019)
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Phụ luc 7: The total value of contract

Unit: Million

No.
Project

implementation
unit

Value of ODA
contract

Value of
counterpart fund

contract
Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

I MARD 186.454 8,26 61.626 2,68 248.080 10,94

CPMU 186.454 8,26 56.849 2,47 243.303 10,73

Dau Tieng lake
subproject, Tay Ninh

0 0,00 4.777 0,21 4.777 0,21

II PMU MNRE 0 0,00 200 0,01 200 0,01

III PMU MOIT 4.716 0,20 1.050 0,05 5.766 0,25

IV Provinces 1.689.154 73,98 202.440 8,80 1.891.593 82,78

1 Ha Giang 5.992 0,26 9.000 0,39 14.992 0,65

2 Lao Cai 5.887 0,25 0 0,00 5.887 0,25

3 Bac Kan 2.695 0,12 83 0,00 2.777 0,12

4 Lang Son 1.429 0,06 6.472 0,28 7.901 0,34

5 Son La 126.761 5,45 5.623 0,24 132.383 5,70

6 Tuyen Quang 47.316 2,05 7.247 0,32 54.563 2,37

7 Yen Bai 5.464 0,24 10.831 0,47 16.295 0,71

8 Thai Nguyen 12.273 0,53 589 0,03 12.862 0,56

9 Bac Giang 8.512 0,37 284 0,01 8.796 0,38

10 Vinh Phuc 135.459 5,84 3.504 0,15 138.963 5,99

11 Phu Tho 17.987 0,78 2.287 0,10 20.274 0,87

12 Quang Ninh 187.235 8,07 34.020 1,48 221.255 9,55

13 Hoa Binh 26.933 1,16 3.310 0,14 30.243 1,30

14 Hai Duong 0 0,00 7.374 0,32 7.374 0,32

15 Ninh Binh 0 0,00 136 0,01 136 0,01

16 Thanh Hoa 33.082 1,43 7.079 0,31 40.161 1,74
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No.
Project

implementation
unit

Value of ODA
contract

Value of
counterpart fund

contract
Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

17 Nghe An 50.416 2,17 27.461 1,19 77.877 3,37

18 Ha Tinh 0 0,00 12.931 0,56 12.931 0,56

19 Quang Binh 79.852 3,49 5.082 0,22 84.934 3,71

20 Quang Tri 124.726 5,37 4.869 0,21 129.595 5,58

21 Thua Thien Hue 9.234 0,30 1.287 0,06 10.521 0,35

22 Quang Nam 12.203 0,53 675 0,03 12.878 0,56

23 Quang Ngai 156.762 6,86 13.336 0,58 170.098 7,44

24 Binh Đinh 144.372 6,32 1.507 0,07 145.879 6,38

25 Phu Yen 5.284 0,23 480 0,02 5.764 0,25

26 Khanh Hoa 6.854 0,37 3.753 0,16 10.607 0,54

27 Ninh Thuan 1.076 0,05 3.825 0,17 4.901 0,21

28 Binh Thuan 180.656 7,83 3.778 0,16 184.434 8,00

29 Kon Tum 11.739 0,58 800 0,03 12.539 0,62

30 Gia Lai 6.926 0,30 177 0,01 7.103 0,31

31 Dak Lak 10.558 0,48 8.192 0,36 18.751 0,83

32 Dak Nong 197.771 8,52 12.108 0,53 209.879 9,05

33 Lam Đong 73.701 3,99 4.341 0,19 78.042 4,18

Total 1.880.324 82,44 265.316 11,54 2.145.640 93,98
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Appendix 8: Disbursement results of the whole project (until 15/5/2019)

Unit: million

No.
Project implementation

unit

Value disbursement

ODA Counterpart fund Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

I MARD 19.933 0,86 14.307 0,62 34.240 1,49

CPMU 19.933 0,86 12.014 0,52 31.947 1,39

Dau Tieng lake
subproject, Tay Ninh

0 0,00 2.293 0,10 2.293 0,10

II PMU MNRE 0 0,00 200 0,01 200 0,01

III PMU MOIT 1.430 0,06 448 0,02 1.878 0,08

IV Provinces 522.239 22,65 177.561 7,72 699.800 30,37

1 Ha Giang 0 0,00 9.000 0,39 9.000 0,39

2 Lao Cai 3.897 0,17 1.281 0,06 5.178 0,22

3 Bac Kan 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00

4 Lang Son 0 0,00 6.000 0,26 6.000 0,26

5 Son La 70.587 3,03 6.660 0,29 77.247 3,32

6 Tuyen Quang 27.709 1,21 9.813 0,43 37.522 1,63

7 Yen Bai 779 0,03 8.645 0,38 9.424 0,41

8 Thai Nguyen 6.924 0,30 2.230 0,10 9.154 0,40

9 Bac Giang 0 0,00 600 0,03 600 0,03

10 Vinh Phuc 46.276 1,99 4.668 0,20 50.944 2,20

11 Phu Tho 4.940 0,21 2.520 0,11 7.460 0,32

12 Quang Ninh 16.667 0,72 24.337 1,06 41.004 1,78

13 Hoa Binh 21.942 0,94 3.700 0,16 25.642 1,11

14 Hai Duong 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00

15 Ninh Binh 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00
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No.
Project implementation

unit

Value disbursement

ODA Counterpart fund Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

16 Thanh Hoa 27.992 1,21 10.051 0,44 38.043 1,65

17 Nghe An 19.703 0,85 7.283 0,32 26.986 1,17

18 Ha Tinh 0 0,00 8.500 0,37 8.500 0,37

19 Quang Binh 27.980 1,26 7.760 0,34 35.740 1,59

20 Quang Tri 9.212 0,40 2.888 0,13 12.100 0,52

21 Thua Thien Hue 5.107 0,22 1.479 0,06 6.586 0,29

22 Quang Nam 8.000 0,35 300 0,01 8.300 0,36

23 Quang Ngai 57.685 2,50 9.620 0,42 67.305 2,92

24 Binh Đinh 54.360 2,36 6.843 0,30 61.203 2,65

25 Phu Yen 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00

26 Khanh Hoa 2.187 0,10 4.441 0,19 6.628 0,29

27 Ninh Thuan 0 0,00 2.262 0,10 2.262 0,10

28 Binh Thuan 45.600 2,01 5.275 0,23 50.875 2,24

29 Kon Tum 5.007 0,21 4.878 0,21 9.885 0,43

30 Gia Lai 3.453 0,15 1.135 0,05 4.588 0,20

31 Dak Lak 0 0,00 9.630 0,42 9.630 0,42

32 Dak Nong 33.716 1,45 10.999 0,48 44.715 1,93

33 Lam Đong 22.519 0,97 4.763 0,21 27.282 1,18

Total 543.602 23,58 192.516 8,37 736.117 31,95
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Appendix9: Detailed report on working with provinces in the field.

Appendix9.1:Update list of provincial reservoirs.

No. Provinces
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

Updated until 5/2019 Note

Name of reservoir Large Small

1. Son La 8 7 1 6 Removed: 1

1 Ban O Ban O x

2 Noong Chay Noong Chay x

3
Huoi Nha - Kho
Mu

Huoi Nha - Kho
Mu x

4 Xa Can Xa Can x

5 Xum Lo Xum Lo x

6 Ban Cu Ban Cu x

7 Na Bo Na Bo x

8 Ban Lem Removed

2. Tuyen Quang 14 14 7 7 Replace: 1

1 Ngoi La 2 Ngoi La 2 x

2 Trung Long Trung Long x

3 Hai Mo Hai Mo x

4 Khe Thuyen Khe Thuyen x

5 Cay Gao Cay Gao x

6 Minh Cam Minh Cam x

7 Na Vang Na Vang x

8 Ao Buc Ao Buc x

9 Khuoi Thung Khuui Thung x

10 Hoang Khai Hoang Khai x

11 Na Heng Na Heng x

12 Cay Dau Cay Dau x

13 O Ro O Ro x

14 Na Lua Noong Mo x Replace

3. Vinh Phuc 12 11 3 8 Removed: 1

1 Tan Binh Tan Binh x

2 Bo Lac Bo Lac x

3 Suoi Sai Suoi Sai x

4 Khuon Khuon x

5 Trai Trau Trai Trau x

6 Đa Mang Đa Mang x
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No. Provinces
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

Updated until 5/2019 Note

Name of reservoir Large Small

7 Vinh Thanh Vinh Thanh x

8 Rung Vau Rung Vau x

9 Đa Bac 2 Đa Bac 2 x

10 Đong Mo Đong Mo x

11 Đa Ngang Đa Ngang x

12 Rung Anh Removed

4. Phu Tho 14 14 14 Replace: 5

1 Ban Ban x

2 Nha Giac Nha Giac x

3 Ba Gac Ba Gac x

4 Tram Sat Tram Sat x

5 Đam Gai Đam Gai x

6 Vo Vo x

7 Da Den Da Den x

8 Nui Đau Nui Đau x

9 Dat Doi Dat Doi x

10 Dong Mau Cay Quyt x Replace

11 Tram Co Su x Replace

12 Dong Phai Duc Hep x Replace

13 Go Cao Doc Gao x Replace

14 Tha Hua Vinh Lai x Replace

5. Quang Ninh 12 9 4 5 Replace: 1;
Removed: 3

1 Khe Che Khe Che x

2 Chuc Bai Son Chuc Bai Son x

3 Quat Đong Quat Đong x

4 Dong Do 1 Dong Do 1 x

5 Da Trang Da Trang x

6 Sau Lang Sau Lang x

7 Roc Cung Roc Cung x

8 Khe Tau Khe Tau x

9 Tan Lap Roc Chay x Replace

10 Khe Loi Removed

11 Tan Binh Removed

12 Khe Ca Removed

6. Hoa Binh 23 27 7 20
Replace: 10;
Additional: 3
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No. Provinces
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

Updated until 5/2019 Note

Name of reservoir Large Small

1 Subproject 1 Dai Thang Dai Thang x

2

Subproject 2

Coc Coc x

3 Hoi Kha Hoi Kha x

4 Men 1 Men 1 x

5 Mền 2 x

6 Tuan Lo Tuan Lo x

7 Đong Ben Đong Ben x

8 Na Mang Na Mang x

9 Roc Khao Roc Khao x

10 Ra Ra x

11 An Thinh An Thinh x

12

Subproject 3

Dom Dom x

13 Nhoi Vo Queo x Replace

14 Sung Sung x

15 Cham Sy Cham Sy x

16 Roc At Du x Replace

17 Khong Me x Replace

18 Mac Luong Bai x Replace

19 Mui Thong Nhat x Replace

20 Roc Co Ngọc Vo x Replace

21 Roc Coc Thuong x Replace

22 Ban Na Ai x Replace

23 Bai Bong Nang x Replace

24 Lay Dang x Replace

25 Cau x Bố sung
26 Tha x Bố sung
27 Khoang Chia x Bố sung
7. Thanh hóa 24 24 10 14 Replace: 10

1 Subproject 1 Dong Be Dong Be x

2

Subproject 2

Kim Giao Kim Giao x

3 Doi Doc Doi Doc x

4 Bai Ma Bai Ma x

5 Bai Den Bai Den x

6 Bai Ngoc Bai Ngoc x

7 Lang Mo Lang Mo x

8 Ao Sen Ao Sen x

9 Ngoc Re Ngoc Re x
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No. Provinces
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

Updated until 5/2019 Note

Name of reservoir Large Small

10 Dap Cau Dap Cau x

11 Ben Sen Thung Sau x Replace

12 Cay Troi Nam Son x Replace

13

Subproject 3

Khe Tuan Khe Tuan x

14 Cua Trat Cua Trat x

15 Cua Hon Cua Hon x

16 Dap Ngang Dap Ngang x

17 Hon Dua Thung Bang x Replace

18 Cay Su Mau Lam x Replace

19 Dong Vien Tay Trac x Replace

20 Dong Dong Hon Kin x Replace

21 Ong Gia Phung Khanh x Replace

22 Hon Man Eo Lim x Replace

23 Da Mai Cay Quyt x Replace

24 Roc Cuc Ngoc Do x Replace

8. Nghe an 27 33 2 31
Replace: 9;
Additional:

6

1 Subproject 1 Khe Gang Khe Gang x

2 Subproject 2 Khe San Khe San x

3

Subproject 3

La Nga La Nga x

4 Thanh Thuy Thanh Thuy x

5 Rao Bang Rao Bang x

6 271 271 x

7 Do Hung Do Hung x

8 Hon Mat Hon Mat x

9 Khe Du Khe Du x

10 Hoc Nghet Hoc Nghet x

11 Khe Dung Khe Dung x

12 Thung Bau Ke Sat x Replace

13 Ho Lim 3/9 x Replace

14 Trung Tuan x Replace

15 Ke Ninh Khe Dua x Replace

16 Xuan Duong Lang Sinh x Replace
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No. Provinces
Decision

4638/QD-BNN-
HTQT

Updated until 5/2019 Note

Name of reservoir Large Small

17

Subproject 4

Bau Nai Xo x Replace

18 Thanh Thanh x

19 Lo Lo x

20 Diem Moi Diem Moi x

21 Dong Nen Dong Nen x

22 Khe Chua Khe Chua x

23 Xuan Nguyen Xuan Nguyen x

24 Ba Khe Ba Khe x

25 Doi Tuong Dong Vanh x Replace

26 Khe Buoi Dong Kho x Replace

27 Truc Dong Trang Khong x Replace

28 Ho 3-2 x Additional

29 Hao Hao x Additional

30 Khe Giay x Additional

31 Tre Vang x Additional

32 Dap Be x Additional

33 Khe Giang x Additional
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Annex 9.2: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement of
the project (WB8)

Annex 9.2.1: Monitoring results of the dam repair in Son La province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General

The WB8 subproject in Son La province is under construction simultaneously
including 7 reservoirs of various types: Ban O reservoir, Noong Chay reservoir, Huoi
Nha - Kho Mu reservoir, Xa Can reservoir, Xum Lo reservoir, Ban Cu reservoir, Na Bo
reservoir. The construction volume is estimated up to 80% of the volume of the
subproject. The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure. Regarding to CSC
hires a separate CSC with legal status.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

Regarding design documents: All design documents have been verified,
reviewed and approved.

- The components of the dossier comply with the procedures specified in the dam
safety framework and the current Vietnam standards (Dam safety report, action plan for
dams, project preparation records, and design of as-built drawings).

- Quality of documents: A quick review of the as-built drawings design
documents of the third party ISC evaluated the following items:

+ Design documents of all the dams that are more prone to safety, missed the
Annexes of stability and structure calculation, need to be supplemented as prescribed to
complete the file.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

c) Construction activities in the field

The supervision delegation (ISC) has implemented checking Ban Cu 1, Ban Cu 2
reservoirs and Xum Lo reservoir.

1) Ban Cu reservoir 1, 2:

- The implemented works according to the design document include: (1) Earth
dam: Covering with the downstream structure to expand the dam face, reinforcing the
downstream grass in the hexagonal concrete frame, drain water as per downstream attic
type. Reinforcing the upstream roof with reinforced concrete poured in place,
concreting the dam surface (2) Flood spillway + energy dissipation, (3) demolishing the
old drain to get new water and rebuilding the new one, (4) Construction of a service
road. 5) Reverting the construction road. 6) Arrange monitoring equipment. 7) Build an
administrative house to operate the project cluster at Xum Lo reservoir.
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- The work has been done at the time of checking: At the time of checking, the
work items have completed the water intake and Ban Cu 1 spillway. Under construction
of earth dam, reinforces the roof downstream and Ban Cu 2 spillway.

- Regarding the actual construction progress compared with the progress in the
contract signed: the actual construction progress exceeds the construction progress in
the contract.

- Regarding the quality control dossier of construction works: Basically, the
quality control dossier met the requirements and scientific presentation, however, it is
necessary to supplement to complete the dossier according to the following opinions:

+ Checking uniformly the acceptance objects between construction logs,
acceptance test records, sampling records and concrete testing.

+ Construction diary: Additional information of the project, the construction
units, supervision consultants. In a number of construction days, it is suggested to add
comments on the work of environmental sanitation and labor safety, and must be fully
signed by the parties.

+ Supplementing the minutes of testing samples, steel formwork of precast
concrete components.

+ For reinforced concrete items, there is only R7 (testing after 7 days)
experiment, without R28 (testing after 28 days) concrete experiment. It is necessary to
supplement the acceptance test minutes after getting R28.

+ Check the date in the records and construction diary accordingly.

- Regarding construction quality:

+ Bearing steel joints of spillway are not technically correct (lack of overlapping
length, continuous arrangement of joints), has suggested editing in the field.

- Regarding labor safety:

+ Construction workers have protective clothing (hats, shoes, gloves ...).

About CSC: At the time of checking the unit, CSC had one person.

2) Xum Lo reservoir:

- The implemented works according to the design document include: (1) Earth
dam: Covering with the downstream structure to expand the dam face, reinforcing the
downstream grass in the hexagonal concrete frame, drain water as per downstream attic
type. Reinforcing the upstream roof with reinforced concrete poured in place,
concreting the dam surface (2) Flood spillway + energy dissipation, (3) demolishing the
old drain to get new water and rebuilding the new one, (4) Construction of a service
road. 5) Arrange monitoring equipment. 6) Build an administrative house to operate the
project cluster at Xum Lo reservoir.
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- The work has been done at the time of checking: At the time of checking, the
work items have completed the water intake covering downstream slope surface,
reinforcing upstream slope. Under construction of spillway, reinforces of the
downstream slope and service road. The administrative house has still not constructed
yet.

- Regarding the actual construction progress compared with the progress in the
contract signed: the actual construction progress exceeds the construction progress in
the contract.

- Regarding the quality control dossier of construction works: All reservoirs
containing in one package, therefore, the comments like Ban Cu reservoir aforesaid.

- Regarding the construction quality:

+ Supplementing the minutes of testing samples, steel formwork of precast
concrete components.

+ The concrete surface is relatively flat, regularly maintained, generally no big
problem.

- Regarding labor safety:

+ Construction workers have protective clothing (hats, shoes, gloves ...).

About CSC: At the time of checking, CSC had one person here.

1.3. Bidding and contract management

1.3.1. Reality

a) Bidding:

- Consulting package (Consultancy): Completed 6/6 packages.

- Construction and installation bidding package (erection): 100% of the bidding
package has been awarded.

b) Contract management:

The disbursement value is about VND 76,232 billion / Total contract price is
VND 132,383 billion.

In which:

- Consultant: 6/6 Consultancy packages have paid 6.49 billion VND.

- Construction and installation package: have paid VND 69.742 billion.

1.3.2. Some measures

a) Bidding:

- The work of gathering records, legal and complete bidding documents.

- Bidding package of construction and erection: has not been highly competitive
due to the large value of the bidding package, so few contractors can participate.
Therefore, it is necessary to cooperate with up to 5 contractors to perform.
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b) Contract management:

Progress and quality: Compared with the schedule in the contract, these works
meet the schedule.

+ Managing investment costs in the construction process: Compliance and
ensure regulations.

+ Labor safety and sanitation: please see comments of construction supervision
and environmental experts.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

The WB8 subproject in Son La province is under construction, including 07
reservoirs of all kinds.

The cumulative disbursement value till date of December 31, 2018 was
76.232,74 million VND.

The organizational structure of an accounting includes 01 chief accountant,
cashier and accountant.

The system of financial statements and full accounting books as prescribed.

2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection:

The unit recognizes economic transactions arising in foreign currencies which
are not in accordance with the provisions of Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the Ministry
of Finance guiding accounting policies applicable to the Owners.

When making payment to contractors, the Management Board has not yet
reflected the foreign currency payment rate according to the exchange rate using the
weighted average method.

Therefore, as of December 31, 2018, the Bank Deposits item reflected a lack of
VND 1,701,820,126. At the same time, the balance sheet of total assets/Total capital of
the project is missing correspondingly VND 1,701,820,126.

b) Cause:

Due to units has not yet transferred payment to contractors, the Management
Board has not yet reflected the foreign currency payment rate according to the exchange
rate according to the weighted average price method as prescribed.

c) Solutions:

The Management Board should comply with the provisions of Article 13.
Accounting guidance applicable to investment PMUs, as per Circular 195/2012/TT-
BTC of the Ministry of Finance, guiding accounting applies to Owner. Accordingly, the
content of instructions for accounting to the Accounts 413 - Exchange rate differences
prescribed:
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"Differences in exchange rate increases (or decreases) arising in the period are
reflected in Account 413 "Exchange rate differences" are offset between the increase
and decrease and follow up to the project time, sub-projects, constructions and work
items completed and handed over ”

Management board should additionally record the entry of exchange rate
difference accordingly. Correction entry: Reflecting an increase in bank deposits, an
increase in the exchange rate difference amount of VND 1,701,820,126.

Debit Account 1122/ Credit in Account 413: Amount 1.701.820.126 VND.

3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement

3.1.1. Reality

Subproject in Son La has 7 reservoirs located in the areas of Mai Son and Thuan

Chau districts, which are currently under construction.

During May 6 and 7, 2019, the resettlement ISC came to work at Son La PMU

and went on field work at Cu 1 and Cu 2 reservoirs in Chieng Ban commune and Xum

Lo reservoirs, in Chieng Mung commune.

The consultant went on a field trip to the aforementioned reservoirs and met with

village leaders and representatives of effected households. The policy of Son La

province is to mobilize households to donate land for project implementation. Based on

the meeting minutes of the implementation of compensation for land clearance for

Repair and Improvement of dam safety project on November 12, 2018, between the

Investor's representative (Son La PPMU) and the representative of Mai Son PC and PCs

of Na Bo, Chieng Ban, Chieng Chin, Muong Bon, Chieng Mung communes and

representatives of households agreed to support the construction of the project, the

concrete roads to manage the lake and the people agreed voluntarily donate land and

assets on the land affected to ensure adequate road surface as approved before. There

are not any graves around the construction site having to be relocated, not to be

resettled.

For Noong Chay lake, Muoi Noi commune, Thuan Chau district, is currently

under construction and expected to be completed by the end of May 2019. District

Compensation Council has completed compensation payment to affected households.

There are a total of 39 effected households with the compensation amount of

432,609,100 VND; the total recovered area is 7,925.7 m2. In which, wet rice cultivation

land is 511 m2, and perennial crop land is 7,414.7 m2. There are no graves around the

construction site to be relocated, not to be resettled.
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3.1.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Information disclosure and community consultation:

The process of information disclosure and community consultation follows the
requirements of the World Bank; the affected households have been consulted at the
commune/village people’s committee. There are two ethnic groups, the Kinh and Thai,
so the language used in the consultation is both Kinh and Thai

Do not distribute project leaflets as required in WB's safeguard policy.
Information disclosure is done on the commune loudspeaker system and through
community meetings.

b) Inventory of damaged properties and make compensation plan and payment:

The unit performing the land clearance is the Land Fund Center of Thuan Chau
district, which has carried out inventory and made compensation plan. The time for
surveying, making cadastral maps for land plots and counting from January 23, 2019 to
April 23, 2019. In April 2019, the construction contractor had advance to pay
compensation to effected households.

c) Support, stabilize and improve life:

The consultant went on field trips to Cu 1, Cu 2 and Xum Lo lakes and saw in
these constructions, the contractor focused on recruiting local people, especially
affected households (land donation) to work in suitable jobs, in accordance with agreed
salary.

d) Internal monitoring:

Son La PPMU appoints a full-time staff to coordinate with the clearance
Committee, to cacth the issue, report to the Project director and put information in
periodic progress reports.

Specialized officers of PPMU do not have any forms of internal supervision:
officers briefing and coordinating with the District Compensation Council if any arise,
reporting to Director of WB8 project of PPMU for resolution.

e) Support vulnerable people and stable to improve their lives:

All 39 effected households receiving compensation are all Thai people. The
province does not have specific policies for these households according to the World
Bank's (WB) safety policy. They are entitled to the state and province program
commonly.

Subsistence allowances to improve living have been converted into money and
included in the compensation unit price, without separate program.

f) Complaints:

Because people donate land, so they have requirements for construction
contractors. If not supported by the contractor, they will cause difficulties for the
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contractor, such as road barriers, not allowing vehicles to transport materials into the
works, etc.

g) Other issues at PPMU:

Regarding to the capacity of Son La PPMU: Safety policy issues have not been
focused and not well understood by implementation agencies.

Son La PPMU assigned a staff of safety policy.

The storage of papers and documents: is done well by specialized staff.
Compensation dossier, support and resettlement records of Noong Chay lake are
currently relatively stored at PPMU.

3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Reality about gender

a) Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

1) The indexes have reached:

All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children

participating in the labor and construction contracts between contractors and PMU also

mentioned this clause.

All subprojects: male and female labors will receive the same wage for the same

type of work; Remuneration ranges from 180 - 280 thousand VND / day, excluding

lunch. Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

There have been recruited labors who are affected households to participate in

unskilled labor. Affected households near the dam site if there is a need for unskilled

labor are usually recruited by contractors.

2) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to

participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and

local authorities in the communes.

b) Result 2: Strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the

subproject.

Activities of this result have not been implemented yet to reach a minimum of

30% of women participating the training of encouraging agricultural expansion.

c) Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable

groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.
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- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled).

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women's Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health

services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,

prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.

- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to

integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising

programs for workers and the community including information, education, and

communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV

to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people

living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)

for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers

and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when

needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and

communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.

d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.
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Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Regarding to ethnic minorities

a) Causes of not implemented GAP-EMDP yet:

- At all sub-projects surveyed there are staffs who are assigned tasks on social
security policies. However, it has not been trained or practiced in safeguard policies of
the World Bank.

- No experience in implementing projects of donors, so don't know how to do it.

- Consultancy on the implementation of SA/ESIA reports which have not yet
been clearly told to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's
safeguard policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA report is
approved, it is not clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented. Who
does it? Where does the budget come from?

- On the side of the committee having difficulty in reciprocal capital overtaking
the public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more
capital to deploy. Conduct integration of activities; make use of available local
resources.

3.2.3. Other social issues

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting

workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,

medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention

yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not

been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no

garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators

or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without

condoms are still poor with few drugs.

- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have

damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the

roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People

reflect a lot about the dusty situation.
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- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction
process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are
aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish
farming.

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of
fire extinguishers…).

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Workload and construction schedule:

Son La province has 07 reservoirs under the WB8 project, invested by the PMU
in constructing agricultural and rural development works.

Currently, the project is implementing and constructing all reservoirs of the
project simultaneously. It is estimated that the amount of work performed is about 85-
90%.

4.2 Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- The organizational structure of the PMU is full of different specialized sections,
including 01 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.

- The Contractor and Construction supervisor consultant have 01 person in
charge of environmental safety.

4.3   Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Organizing human resources
and training on environmental
safety:
- Personnel in charge of
environmental safety and labor
hygiene of the contractor and
CSC are not regularly present
on the construction site.
- The contractor has not trained
on environmental safety and
hygiene on the construction site
for workers

PPMU should check and request CSC and
contractors to have full-time officials on
environmental safety and labor hygiene
regularly present at the construction site to
ensure the inspection and checking the
contractor to comply with the environmental
impact mitigation measures during
construction.
- Contractors need to organize training on
safety for all workers before participating in
construction. CSCs need to fully check and
ensure that trained workers can participate in
the construction site.

2 Did not provide the documents
fully:
- Papers verifying the equipment
being engaged in construction

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents, especially note that the equipment
put into construction must be technically
verified by competent authorities.
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Index Detection Recommendations

- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes
- Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.

3 The contractor has a
construction diary but has not
updated the environmental issue
frequently

The Contractor's construction diary and CSC,
beside information about the construction
schedule, the work carried out during the day,
should include additional information
regarding the use of machinery, manpower,
and other equipment, environmental problems
arise within the day.

4 The construction site has a
construction plate but there is a
lack of information on the
leader with contact phone
numbers of the Owner, CSC and
Contractor.

The sign should include full information
about the project, the developer, CSC and
Contractor, information about the leader who
can handle complaints with the phone number
of the owner, CSC and contractors

5 Warning signs, internal
regulations on behavior,
environmental sanitation, labor
safety ... in camps, construction
sites have not yet

At the construction site and workers' camps,
the contractor should supplement the signs of
conduct, labor safety signs, environmental
sanitation signs, ...

6 Construction area is not hedged
surrounding, especially
dangerous locations such as the
heading end of Ban Cu 2
construction site area next to the
road, without warning signs

Contractor has to arrange the fence at points
which are dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light.

7 Means of transportation when
entering or leaving the building
must not be covered with
regulations

The Contractor should obey to the covering of
materials during transportation to ensure
traffic safety and avoid dispersion of materials
into the environment. CSC and PPMUs need
to closely monitor contractors throughout the
process of material transport

8 The roads around the
construction site have facilities
for construction and
transportation of non-watered
materials daily

For roads with material transport facilities for
the project as well as the area around the
construction site, it must be regularly watered
to make moisture, especially on dry days to
minimize dust generation and minimize
impacts to region
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Index Detection Recommendations

9 Collecting and processing waste
matter of workers

- Contractor has not equipped
trashcan to keep waste in site
and camp according to
regulations.

- Construction area has not any
domestic waste collection
companies, therefore Contractor
has to collect and treat by
himself by burning on site.

- The camp area has toilet but
not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
consciousness has not met
requirement.

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to keep
domestic waste in construction site and site
hut follow undertakes in the Environmental
protection Plan (each place having 2 to 3
cans)
- Installing cautions board about sanitation
and having sanctions to workers in
construction site and camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

10 Harmful waste:

- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. Has not been
collected as per regulations.

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

11 Contractor has to equip
medicine cabinet, fire hydrants
at construction camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine
and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at places
which are flammable, explosive in
construction site ( area for gathering
materials,…) and keep during construction
period.

5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Sub-projects in Son La province have not implemented the integration of GAP
and EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.
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5.2. Recommendation

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss

clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As

well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard

policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety

policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also

need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project

implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should

also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with

contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the

provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor

and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not

implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the

implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and

practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,

with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting

unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor's camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for the

workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the

contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need

to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune

health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to

be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s.

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health

insurance.
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6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Camp for workers has not enough safety and
sanitation

Building materials has not any measure to protect

Harmful waste (oil tank) has not collected
according to regulations

Domestic and inorganic waste is burned right
on the construction site

Means of transportation of material has not
covered carefully yet
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Annex 9.2.2: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Tuyen Quang province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Tuyen Quang province is under 1st phase construction:

Ngoi La 2 Lake: finished construction of spillway and bridge over spillway, reinforcing

downstream roofs, drilling and treating foundation and dam body. Under construction

reinforced upstream roofs, administrative house and roads on the dam surface.

The second phase consists of 13 lakes of different types. Surveying and

designing document is submitting to MARD and CPO.

The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure.

ISC is hired a separate ISC unit with legal status.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

All design documents have been verified, reviewed and approved. However,

after reviewing the dossier, the ISC delegation makes a 3rd party proposal to review

and additionally calculate the following items:

- Ngoi La 2 reservoir: Walls of section 1, section 2 of overflow body are

concrete without steel, little small, in Annex of calculating the soil pressure is only

calculated from the top of the wall to the toe, lack of soil pressure of the inclined roof

from the top of the wall to the road surface. The spillway has been completed. It is

suggested to recalculate and have solutions if it is handled to ensure long-term stability.

- Regarding the construction of the scene: The completed items are relatively

sharp, complete quality management records.

All the issues on the 3rd party ISC delegation met and asked the PPMU to direct

relevant units to review and reorganize for quality works.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

c) Construction activities in the field:

The supervision delegation (ISC) has implemented checking Ngoi La 2, in Trung
Mon commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang.
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- The implemented works according to the design document include: (1) Earth
dam: Covering with the downstream structure to expand the dam face, reinforcing the
downstream grass, reinforcing concrete frames + paving stones upstream roof,
concreting dam face and berms. Reinforcing the upstream roof with reinforced concrete
poured in place, concreting the dam surface (2) Flood spillway+ chute + energy
dissipation, (3) Drainage: renew the valve operation, replace valve gasket rubber seals
repairing and installing VĐ5 opening and closing machine, (4) Building operation
management road.

- Works that have been performed at the time of checking:

+ Spillway items combined with bridges, chute, slopes, and dissipation tanks:
Completed.

+ Items for planting downstream grasses: Completed.

+ Reinforcing upstream roof with concrete beam frame + Paving stone: 70%
complete.

+ Operation Management Road: Completed.

+ Water intake (Water intake: to renew the operation valve gate, replace the
rubber gasket to repair, install VĐ5 open and close machines): Not yet constructed.

+ Concrete surface dam + Curb: No construction.

- Regarding the quality of construction: The completed items are relatively
sharp, complete quality management records.

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

a) Bidding:

SUBPROJECT 1:

- Consultant: hav implemented whole 17/17 packages.

- Construction: awarding construction package of Ngoi La 2.

SUBPROJECT 2:

- Only awarded two packages, which are Consultancy to create FS & dam safety
package and bidding for social environmental safety policies.

b) Contract management

The disbursement value is about 34.4 billion VND/ Total contract price is 49.9
billion VND.

- Consulting is 12.4 billion VND.

- Construction: 22 billion VND.
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1.3.2. Some findings

a) Bidding:

Short on of supporting documents for the capacity declaration (personnel,
machinery and equipment) and credit commitment for the bidding package.

b) Contract management:

- Managing schedule and quality: See comments of CSC. However, it should be
noted now that the Investor is considering adjusting, not reinforcing, dredging the
channel after the flood spillway, taking that funding to make more management roads.
This may affect the progress of contract performance.

- Managing investment costs in the construction process:

+ It is necessary to supplement all minutes of A-B acceptance into the payment
document.

+ The payment to the consultancy units should take into account the actual
mobilization time of consultants compared to the mobilization plan as in the proposal /
contract signed.

- Approving the payment authorization and transferring money to the account of
the leading tender in the joint venture may lead to risks for investors in case of disputes
between contractors.

- Safety and sanitation management: See comments of construction supervision
and environmental Experts.

1.3.2. Cause

- Subjective / inexperienced in the evaluation of Bid dossier.

- Works just under construction but still serving production

1.3.3. Solutions

- Strengthening capacity for the Expert team.

- Based on the actual conditions, re-prepare the construction schedule, taking
into account the abnormal factors of the weather, change the design to ensure the
completion time as in the contract signed.

- Comply with the regulations on payment documents and instructions on
contract management.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

The WB8 subproject in Tuyen Quang province includes 02 subprojects:

+ Subproject 1: Repair, upgrade and reservoir safety of Ngoi La 2, Trung Mon
commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province.
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+ Subproject 2 under the Dam repair and dam safety improvement project
(WB8) (Including 13 irrigation works: Trung Long, Hai Mo, Khe Thuyen, Cay Gao,
Minh Cam, Na Vang, Ao Buc, Khuoi Thung , Hoang Khai, Na Heng, Cay Dau, O Ro,
Na Lua).

- The total accumulated disbursement value as of December 31, 2018 is
33,103,654,000 VND.

- Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant, cashier and
accountant.

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.

2.3. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection:

The inventory of cash fund has not been carried out quarterly, the cashier,

accountant and the leader of the unit only carry out the inventory on 31/12 to close the

closing balance of the year and make minutes of cash inventory whole year.

The making and sending of debt reconciliation minutes with suppliers has been

implemented, but the time for making and sending the debts is much delayed after the

end of the year, leading to the situation that the number of debt reconciliation records

recovered later when the supplier has confirmed that it is still incomplete, specifically:

+ The advance payment paid to sellers against the value of 4,286,872,000 VND /

balance amount at December 31, 2018 was 5,646,122,000 VND, equivalent to 76%;

+ The reconciliation of payable accounts with the seller is 2,734,383,500 VND /

balance amount at December 31, 2018 is 3,887,959,500 VND, equivalent to 70%

b) Reason

The balance of cash funds at different times of the year is usually not much, so
the accounting and cashier units have not focused on quarterly inventory work.

Because the work of closing data to make and send a record of debt comparison
of the unit is still slow, it has not been made right after the time of locking data.

c) Solution

Inventory of cash funds according to funds: the leaders need to revise the
performance of the accounting and cashier departments, strictly comply with
regulations and have timely supervision.

Debt reconciliation: finance and accounting department needs to quickly close
annual data to make and send a debt reconciliation record, and actively contact and
speed up suppliers to check and confirm data, in order to promptly detect any
differences, if any, for handling.
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3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement:

a) Reality

The sub-project "Repair and improvement to ensure safety of Ngoi La 2

reservoir" is one of 12 sub-projects identified to be implemented in the first year of the

Dam Repair and Safety Improvement Project in Vietnam (DRSIP). The DRSIP is

funded by the World Bank to support the Dam Safety Program, which is overwritten by

the Vietnam Government to upgrade, repair, and secure a number of priority dams and

reservoirs.

Aims of the project: Ensuring the safety of the reservoir to adapt to climate

change, ensuring stable irrigation for 1,054 ha of rice and vegetable production area per

year (in which one crop having 414 ha of rice and 113 ha farm produce); for 354.13

hectares of 2-crop rice, 6.11 hectares of winter farm produce crops belonging to the

existing irrigation area in Trung Mon and Kim Phu communes of Yen Son district,

wards of Y La, Tan Ha and Hung Thanh of Tuyen Quang city; supplying irrigation

water for 15 ha for aquaculture and limiting negative impacts on environment,

landscape of reservoir and downstream areas.

Scope of influence:

+ The implementation of upgrading and repairing Ngoi La 2 reservoir impacts on

35 households and 1 organization in 2 communes Chan Son and Trung Mon. In which:

01 effected household about house and structures (have to resettlement arrangement),

the remaining effected household only have slightly effect.

+ The total recovered area is 58,664.5 m2, of which:

• Agricultural land: 12,387.9 m2

• Aquatic land: 419.2 m2

• Forest land: 1,337.7 m2

• Other land (public land): 44,519.7 m2

b. Detection, cause, solution.

Information disclosure and community consultation:

Monitoring results shown that, the information dissemination, community

consultation and participation of people in the subproject area have been implemented

quite fully. Information dissemination activities of the project were started from May

15, 2017 to May 18, 2017.
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At least 04 community consultation meetings were conducted in Chan Son and
Trung Mon communes, with a total of 107 participants (85 men and 22 women). The
content of the community consultation meeting includes: information dissemination of
the subproject; guide the process of implementation of site clearance compensation;
dissemination of site clearance compensation policies ... Participants in the community
consultation meeting included: representatives of the PMU, representatives of PCs of
communes /wards, heads of villages and hamlets and households are affected by the
sub-project.

Inventory of damaged properties and make a compensation plan

On April 26, 2017, the People's Committee of Yen Son district issued Notice No.
36 / TB-UBND on land acquisition to implement construction works: Repairing and
upgrading to ensure the safety of Ngoi La 2 reservoir, Trung Mon commune, Yen Son
district, Tuyen Quang province.

The process of tallying for affected households is divided into 2 phases:

+ Tally stage 1 - Phase 1: From May 23, 2017 to July 30, 2017

+ Tally stage 2 - Phase 1: From June 7, 2018 to August 30, 2018

All interviewed households said that the results of the tallying were informed to
the households after the end of the tally and posted at the commune People's Committee
headquarters. Inventory minutes of each affected household are clearly shown the type
of land, land position, type and number of trees, and the area of crops which are
affected.

After finishing the inventorying process, the branch of Yen Son District Land
Fund Development Center (now the Yen Son District Land Fund Development Center)
has made compensation plan and published a draft compensation plan, absorb and
resolve the recommendations of the affected people, submit to the People's Committee
of Yen Son district to consider and approve the compensation options as follows:

On October 25, 2017, the People's Committee of Yen Son district issued
Decision No. 164 /QD-UBND approving the plan of compensation, support and
resettlement of repairing and upgrading safety Ngoi La 2 reservoir project, in Trung
Mon commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province (step 1, phase 1)

On December 18, 2017, the People's Committee of Yen Son district issued
Decision No. 209 / QD-UBND approving additional plans for compensation, support
and resettlement of repairing and upgrading works to ensure safety of the Ngoi La 2
reservoir, in Trung Mon commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province (step 2,
phase 1)

On March 14, 2019, the People's Committee of Yen Son district issued Decision
No. 96 / QD-UBND approving additional plans for compensation, support and
resettlement of repairing and upgrading works to ensure safety of Ngoi La 2 reservoirs,
in Trung Mon commune, Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province (step 3, phase 1).
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Pay compensation

The payment of support to households is divided into 2 times and paid at the

Cultural Houses of the villages

- The first time: (from 06 to 07/02/2018): Payment under Decision of PC of Yen

Son District as per No. 164 / QD-UBND dated October 25, 2017 and Decision No. 209

/ QD-UBND dated 18 /12/2017 approving the plan for compensation, support and

resettlement of Repairing and upgrading Ngoi La Reservoir 2, Trung Mon commune,

Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province

- Second payment: Pay on March 22, 2018. Payment under Decision No. 96 /

QD-UBND of March 14, 2019 of Yen Son District People's Committee, approving the

additional compensation plan

By the time of reporting, there are 35/35 households and 01/01 organizations

have received compensation. Total amount paid for compensation is

3,659,550,000/3,659,550,000 VND

Internal monitoring

Tuyen Quang PPMU had a full-time staff in charge of the implementation of
compensation, assistance and resettlement of subproject. The resettlement officer of the
subproject also understands the compensation policies of the donors and the project.
The resettlement officer has closely followed the work and built a good and close
relationship and connection between the PMU, Compensation Council and Commune
People's Committee in compensation and support for land clearance.

However, the issues of safety policy have not been focused and understood by
implementing agencies, especially policies related to social issues and implementation
of the GAP.

Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives

Policies to support and restore livelihoods for affected households (AHH) are

implemented according to the project's resettlement framework and Decision No.

06/2015 / QD-UBND dated April 16, 2015 of Tuyen Quang PPC.

The PPMU has collaborated with the members of the Assisting Team for the

Compensation Council, reviewing, verifying the subjects and applying the level of

support for career change from 3-5 times the value of the affected land to all family

directly engaged in agricultural production, to ensure people can restore their

livelihoods after land acquisition.

Support policies for AHHs who are vulnerable: Support for 01 household headed

by a single woman, the support level is 2,000,000 VND / household
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Complaints

According to the results of working with local authorities and related units, only
Mr. Nguyen Duy Thanh’s household in the subproject areahas not handed over the
whole ground. They want to claim to buy land for resettlement.

The PMU has issued documents No. 334 /DANN-QLDA on March 19, 2019;
No. 401 / DANN of April 8, 2019, asking Yen Son district PC to arrange resettlement
for Mr. Thanh's household. In the coming time, the PMU will continue to monitor and
propose Yen Son district PC to coordinate implementation. Expect to be completed in
May 2019.

Other issues at PPMU

Tuyen Quang PPMU also wants more guidance on the implementation and
monitoring of social safeguard policies, so that it can be implemented better in the next
sub-projects.

The keeping records and documents in archives: All records and papers related
to compensation and support for affected households are kept very well.

3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1 Reality about gender

a. Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

1. The indexes have reached

All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children
participating in the labor and construction contracts between contractors and PMU also
mentioned this clause.

All subprojects: male and female labors will receive the same wage for the same
type of work; Remuneration ranges from 180 - 280 thousand VND/day, excluding
lunch. Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

b) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no specific statistics on unskilled labor (about 30%) of the local and
priority to female labor in subproject in Tuyen Quang.

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes. However, some contractors often connect directly
with village heads to find local labor such as in Tuyen Quang or recruit affected
households near construction site of subprojects.

b. Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the subproject

Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.
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c. Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled).

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women's Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.

- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.
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d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2 Regarding to ethnic minorities

a) Causes of not implemented GAP-EMDP yet:

- At all sub-projects surveyed there are staffs who are assigned tasks on social

security policies. However, it has not been trained or practiced in safeguard policies of

the World Bank.

- No experience in implementing projects of donors, so don't know how to do it.

- Consultancy on the implementation of SA/ESIA reports which have not yet been

clearly told to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's safeguard

policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA report is approved, it is not

clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented. Who does it? Where does

the budget come from?

- On the side of the committee having difficulty in reciprocal capital overtaking

the public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more

capital to deploy. Conduct integration of activities; make use of available local

resources.

3.2.3 Other social issues

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting

workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,

medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention

yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not

been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no

garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators

or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without

condoms are still poor with few drugs.
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- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have
damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the
roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People
reflect a lot about the dusty situation.

- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction
process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are
aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish
farming.

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of
fire extinguishers…).

3.3. Conclusion-Recommendation

a) Conclusion:

Sub-projects in Tuyen Quang province have not implemented the integration of

GAP and EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not

using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected

households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

b) Recommendation:

About PMU

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss
clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should
also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

On the Contractor side

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the
provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.
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- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor's camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for the
workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s.

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Workload and construction schedule

WB8 Subproject has 14 reservoirs managed and invested by Tuyen Quang PMU
in constructing agricultural and rural development works.

The 1st stage implementing Ngoi La 2 reservoir with estimated amount
performed is about 85-90%.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- The organizational structure of the Tuyen Quang PMU is full of different
specialized sections, including 02 staffs in charge of environmental and social safety.

- Officer in charge of environmental safety of CSC and construction contractor at
the time Supervision delegation checking is not present at the construction site

4.3. Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Organizing human resources
and training on environmental
safety:
- Personnel in charge of
environmental safety and labor
hygiene of the contractor and
CSC are not regularly present
on the construction site.

PPMU should check and request CSC and
contractors to have full-time officials on
environmental safety and labor hygiene
regularly present at the construction site to
ensure the inspection and checking the
contractor to comply with the environmental
impact mitigation measures during
construction.
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Index Detection Recommendations

- The contractor has not trained
on environmental safety and
hygiene on the construction site
for workers

2 Did not provide the
documents fully:

- Papers verifying the
equipment being engaged in
construction

- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes

- Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents, especially note that the equipment
put into construction must be technically
verified by competent authorities.
- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.

3 Environmental safety training
for workers participating in the
construction site

The Contractor should provide proof of the
safety training for all workers which
conducted. Supervision consultants need to
fully check and ensure that trained workers
can participate in the construction site.

4 The construction site has a
construction plate but there is a
lack of information

Require Contractor supplement full
information about the leader who can handle
complaints with the phone number of the
owner, CSC and contractors

6 Construction area locations such
as the excavation pit is not
hedged surrounding, especially
dangerous , without warning
signs

Contractor has to arrange the fence at points
which are dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light

7 Workers are not yet equipped
with labor safety and protection
equipment.

The Contractor should equip immediately and
adequately workers with labor safety and
protection equipment and impose sanctions
on unused workers.

8 Harmful waste:
- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with company who can
collect and handle harmful
waste on construction site and
camps

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage base,
cautions board…)
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Index Detection Recommendations

9 Worker’s camp at construction
area has not enough ensure, just
temporary; sanitation and safety
is not ensured to workers.

- Remind frequently workers keep sanitation,
tidying up surrounding the camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Sub-projects in Tuyen Quang province have not implemented the integration of
GAP and EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

5.2. Recommendation

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss
clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should
also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the
provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.
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- At the contractor's camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for the
workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s.

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Toilet for workers is temporary and not enough hygienic and safety

Workers participating in the construction do
not guarantee labor protection attire during

construction

Materials is covered carefully

Domestic waste was classified carefully Site steering committee
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Annex 9.2.3: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Vinh Phuc province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Vinh Phuc province is carrying out the construction
simultaneously including 11 lakes of all kinds. The completed volume is reached up
15% of the subproject's volume. The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure.
ISC is hired a separate ISC unit with legal status.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

All design documents have been verified, reviewed and approved.

- The components of the dossier comply with the regulations specified in the
DSF and the current Vietnam standards (Dam safety report, action plan for dams,
project preparation records, and reservoirs, as-built drawings design).

- Quality of documents: Quick review of the design documents of the
independent third party ISC's delegation proposed to review and additionally calculate
the following items:

+ Bo Lac project: The bottom of the dissipation tank has a thin thickness, not
monolithic with 2 walls of the tank. It is easy to push when flooding by uplift, so it is
necessary to calculate and check the stability of dissipation panels

+ Suoi Sai Project: The structure of underground walls of 2 underground sections
overflow is arranged with small wall section, without calculation Annex of the
structure. It is necessary to calculate the structure to check the cross section and steel.

+ Trai Trau project: The structure of Trai Trau project is arranged in combination
of upper spillway and lower sluice. Due to the excavating of the foundation for the
construction is too large, so the spillway bridge is on the embankment, but it has been
offset but not reasonable. Should open reasonable foundation and the bottom of the
overflow bridge must be filled with concrete fillers, the single girder bridge over the
overflow should be arranged into a super static box structure will be more economical
and stable.

+ Vinh Thanh project: drawings of overflow do not have layout plans,
longitudinal section, just cross sections; the bottom of the drainage tank is similar to the
Bo Lac project. Need to calculate and re-check stability.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.
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c) Construction activities in the field:

The supervision delegation (ISC) has implemented checking 2 reservoirs are Da
Mang and Bo Lac reservoirs.

 Da Mang reservoir

- The implemented works according to the design document include: (1)
Waterproofing drill, (2) demolishing the old drain sluice and renewing ones, (3)
rebuilding dam crest, (4) ) reinforcing the roof and downstream of the dam, (5)
renewing the administrative house.

- The works which have been performed at the time of inspection: (1)
construction of waterproofing drills reached up 80% of the volume, but have not yet
been tested (due to the completion of experimental drilling to achieve the acceptance);
(2) filling embankment and demolishing old sluice and under construction of new ones.
The volume archived about 30% and has not been checked and accepted.

- Regarding the actual construction progress in comparison with the schedule in
the signed contract: The progress is slow in comparison with the contract. The reason is
that the lake still has to store water to serve the downstream irrigation (not yet allowed
to be drained). Now, it is the beginning of the flood season so the construction work
will be almost stopped and only can start in the dry season next year.

- Regarding organization on the construction site, there are some outstanding
points as follows:

+ The construction unit does not provide the construction organization chart on
the construction site: project director, commander, department of technical, internal
work, materials and construction teams.

+ There is no commitment on the plan to reduce environmental pollution during
the construction (must be approved by the district Department of nature and
environment). There is no agreement with the locality and residents on the use of roads
to transport of materials and waste soil.

+ Failure to provide verification certificates for construction machinery on the
site.

+ Failure to provide detailed construction method documents approved by CSC
of the Investor.

- Regarding construction quality:

+ The steel joints of the intake sluices which bearing horizontal force are not
correct technique (lack of overlapping length, the joints are arranged continuously).

+ Failure to provide quality management records, CQ, CO certificates and test
results of input materials. Cement and reinforced materials without warehouses and
covered not meeting the material preservation standards.

- Regarding to labor safety:
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+ Without engineer who in charge of labor safety. There have not organized any
training for workers about safety on site yet.

+ Construction workers do not have any protective equipment (hats, shoes,
gloves ...).

+ Wires for welding, steel cutting and drilling are hung on indiscriminately on
the construction site, even into wet puddles right on the way. Soil excavated from
culverts is piled high to the side of the excavated roof, which will easily slip if it rains,
which may affect the safety of the construction workers.

- About CSC: At the time of testing, there was only one person in CSC, unable to
provide organization chart and quality management dossier.

 Bo Lac reservoir

- The works to be implemented under the design document include: (1)
rebuilding the entire water drainage channel on the downstream dam; (2) waterproofing
drilling; (3) rebuilding the dam crest; (4) renewing the chute and dissipation tank of the
spillways; (5) making the road from the main dam to the secondary dam.

- The works which have been performed at the time of inspection: (1) Renewing
the draining water trench on downstream and completed; 2) waterproofing drills
reached up 80% of the volume, but have not yet been tested (due to the completion of
experimental drilling to achieve the acceptance); (3) renewing the chute and dissipation
tank of the spillways, reached up 40% of the volume and has not accepted yet.

- Regarding the actual construction progress in comparison with the schedule in
the signed contract: The progress is slow in comparison with the contract. The reason is
that the spillway has one household has not come to get compensation, so just done a
part of the chute. The left part, dissipation tank is still stuck. Now, it is the beginning of
the flood season so the construction work will be almost stopped and only can start in
the dry season next year.

- Regarding organization on the construction site, there are some outstanding
points as follows:

+ The construction unit does not provide the construction organization chart on
the construction site: project director, commander, department of technical, internal
work, materials and construction teams.

+ There is no commitment on the plan to reduce environmental pollution during
the construction (must be approved by the district Department of nature and
environment). There is no agreement with the locality and residents on the use of roads
to transport of materials and waste soil.

+ Failure to provide verification certificates for construction machinery on the
site.
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+ Failure to provide detailed construction method documents approved by CSC
of the Investor.

- Regarding construction quality:

+ According to the design of the spillway is reinforced concrete M250. The
construction unit has also provided the certificate of CO, CQ and results of testing
materials and compressing concrete samples. However, when inspected by visually and
mechanically, there were some serious problems as follows: (1) The quality of concrete
may not reach the design grade (taking a stone and knocking on slightly also breaking
the concrete), ( 2) Watertight joints to wait between bottom plates have not welded tidy
yet, just been opened, (3) The surface of concrete is porous, not smooth, in some places
the contractor still uses mortar to re-plaster, (4) The transition part between bottom
plate of the chute and the side wall are not continuous with the bottom plate, but the
constructor filled it up after the bottom plate has been completed.

- Regarding to labor safety:

+ Without engineer who in charge of labor safety. There have not organized any
training for workers about safety on site yet.

+ Construction workers do not have any protective equipment (hats, shoes,
gloves ...).

+ Wires for welding, drilling is lying on the dam crest, even into wet puddles
right on the way.

- About CSC: At the time of testing, there was only one person in CSC, unable to
provide organization chart and quality management dossier.

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1 Actual status:

a) Bidding:

- Consultant: have implemented 7/8 packages (just EPP bidding package is in the
process of submitting TOR for approval and cost estimation)

- Construction: 100% awarding construction package

b) Contract management:

The disbursement value is about 53,321 billion VND/ Total contract price is
142.47 billion VND. In which:

Consulting, there are 6/7 consultancy packages that have paid in accordance with
the value of signed contracts, only CSC package has advanced. The total payment value
is 15.35 billion VND.

Construction packages: The packages are only advanced under a contract with a
value of 39.614 billion VND.
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1.3.2 Some findings

a) Bidding:

The work of gathering dossiers has not been focused, lacking legal documents
attached to the bid evaluation report.

Bids and Construction bidding evaluation reports have not paid attention to
documents proving the capacity declaration (personnel, machinery and equipment).

It is necessary to review the feasibility of mobilizing the site commander
(because it is being mobilized for another bidding package).

b) Contract management:

- Managing schedule and quality:

See comments of CSC. However, it should be noted now:

-These bidding packages, the contractor has not set a detailed construction
schedule for items to ensure consistent with the overall construction schedule.

- In comparison with the schedule in the proposal, these works are delayed
schedule from 2 to 3 months.

- Managing investment costs in the construction process:

- Consultant and non-consultant: obey to and ensure the current regulations of
the Government

- Construction: Because the contracts are only advanced, it is not possible to
assess the compliance of cost management.

Labor safety and hygiene Management: see reviews of Construction Supervision
Consultant and Environmental Experts

1.3.3 Cause

- Regarding bidding: According to the consultants, the main reason is due to
subjective or inexperienced expert group.

Regarding contract management:

- For contractors: (i) Technical workers do not comply with the regulations on
construction techniques; (ii) The staff who in charge of technical is limited in number,
relax of discipline and lack of sense of responsibility.

- With CSC: (i) Due to the number of field supervisors less; (ii) relax of
discipline, lack of sense of responsibility; (iii) The implementation capacity of CSC’s
staff / units is somewhat limited.

- About PMU / Owner: Trust and authorize CSC units without monitoring and
supervising the implementation process.
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1.3.4 Solutions

In order to perform well the bidding task, it is necessary to: Improving more
professional skills or organize seminars to share the bidding experience;

Improving quality management needs to: (i) Review and improve solutions to
overcome errors during the implementation process; (ii) Review and re-evaluate the
performance of CSC units if needed, supplementing more personnel or replacements;

Based on the actual conditions, prepare again the construction schedule, taking
into account the abnormal factors of the weather, the time of stopping construction for
production and design changes to ensure the completion time as the contract signed
before.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

The WB8 subproject in Vinh Phuc province is carrying out the construction
simultaneously including 11 lakes of all kinds. The total accumulated disbursement
value till January 31, 2019 is 50,574,567,000 VND (of which the WB capital is
46,275,591,000 VND; the Reciprocal capital is 4,298,976,000 VND).

- Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant, 01 cashier.

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.

2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection

Disbursement of Reciprocal capital is delayed as per schedule: Accumulated to
December 31, 2018, the disbursement rate reached up 20% of the plan. The project has
not made compensation for site clearance yet.

Presentation of fiscal statements: The accountant stated other capital construction
investments (account number 4418) are not in accordance with the provisions of
Circular 95. Therefore, the Report on capital sources is not appropriate.

In 2018, the accounting receipt of capital in July 2018 with amount of
22,067,966,942 VND (equivalent to 914,026.09 USD) is not consistent with the
prescribed exchange rate.

b) Reason

Disbursement of reciprocal capital is slow in comparison with to the plan: The
provincial budget has not been timely, the procedure and payment for households are
slow.

Presentation of fiscal statements: Due to automatic errors in the accounting
software of the PMU and the accountant has not been detected in time.
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The accounting is not in accordance with the prescribed exchange rate: the
negligence due to the failure to update the exchange rate at the time of receiving capital.

c) Solution

Situation of Reciprocal capital disbursement is delayed to schedule: The PMU
continues to speed up the completion of payment procedures

Presentation of fiscal Statements: Specialized sector worked with software
vendors to revise and send the revised report to ISC

Accounting: The Specialized division edited the report and returned it to ISC

3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1 Regarding to resettlement

a) Reality

Vinh Phuc subproject has 11 lakes (Vinh Thanh, Bo Lac, Suoi Sai, Da Bac 2, Ho
Khuong, Da Ngang, Da Mang, Dong Mo, Rung Vau, Tan Binh, Trai Trau) distributing
in the area of 10 communes ( Dao Tru, Dong Que, Lang Cong, Thai Hoa, Hai Luu,
Bach Luu, Van Quan, Lieu Son, Ngoc My, and Ngoc Thanh) belong to 3 districts and
one city (Tam Dao, Song Lo, Lap Thach, Phuc Yen City). According to the progress
report of Vinh Phuc PPMU on April 23, 2019, the project is currently in progress of
construction of all lakes of the project started in December 2018.

Within 2 days, on April 23 and 24, 2019, the resettlement ISC came to work with
the PMU of Vinh Phuc and went on field work at Da Mang Dam (Van Quan commune,
Lap Thach district) and Bo Lac (Dong Que commune, Song Lo district).

The consultant had a field trip to Da Mang dam area, Van Quan commune, Lap
Thach. The project will build a road for managing lake, about 300m long and about 4m
wide. At present, the old road foundation is 3.5m, expected to expand by 0.5m on either
side, to build concrete roads. There approximately 20-25 households will be
permanently and temporarily affected when constructing this road with a total acquired
area of about 400-500m2.

Currently counting, it is expected that the tally will be completed by the first
week of May 2019. In the area of Bo Lac dam (Dong Que commune, Song Lo district),
there are 3 households which affected by reclaimed land of about 200m2 planting
peanuts and sesame, measured, doing inventory, no recovery decision and
compensation plan. Expectation to 15/5 shall have compensation plan. According to the
Consultant's observation, the contractor has carried out some construction items such as
cement reinforcement of dam crest at Da Mang dam and expansion of spillways of Bo
Lac dam.
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b) Detection, cause, solution.

Information disclosure and community consultation:

The process of information disclosure and community consultation complies
with WB requirements. The affected households have been consulted at the Commune
PC (at the end of 2017). There are two ethnic groups: Kinh and San Diu, San Diu
people know common language (Vietnamese), so consultations do not need to be
consulted in ethnic languages.

Do not distribute project leaflets as required in WB's safeguard policy.
Information disclosure is done on the commune loudspeaker system and through
community meetings.

Inventory of damaged properties and make compensation plan and payment:

Vinh Phuc PPMU has transferred 2% of land acquisition compensation to the
District's Land Fund Center, to carry out inventory, make plans and pay compensation.
At present, there is just Suoi Sai dam completed compensation, 03 other dams are in the
process of tallying: Dong Mo dam, Lien Son commune, Lap Thach disctrict; Da Mang
dam, Van Quan commune, Lap Thach; and Vinh Thanh dam, Dao Tru commune, Tam
Dao district.

The Vinh Phuc subproject has difficulty in identifying the origin of land,
reclaiming land. People still claim compensation even though they start exploitation
after the cut-off date and the local has no basis to identify because they not regularly
cultivated, due to the terrain is dry for half of a year and inundated for half of a year
remaining.

Paying compensation

The payment of compensation is in accordance with the regulations of Vietnam,
made publicly at the Commune People's Committee, with representatives of the
Compensation Committee, Vinh Phuc PPMU, Contractors and Commune People's
Committees participating. Affected households received compensation plan, households
signed for compensation payment to the list and no receipts were issued. Only Suoi Sai
dam has been completed for compensation, specific data will be gathered in the
progress report

Internal monitoring

PPMU Vinh Phuc appoints a full-time staff to coordinate with the Resettlement
Compensation Committee, to catch the issue, report to the Project director and put
information in periodic progress reports.

Specialized officers of PPMU do not have any forms of internal supervision:
officers briefing and coordinating with the District Compensation Council if any arise,
reporting to Director of WB8 project of PPMU for resolution.
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Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives

There total of 9 vulnerable households, belong to poor and ethnic minorities in
all 11 lakes of the subproject in Vinh Phuc. The province does not have specific
policies for these households according to the World Bank's (WB) safety policy. They
are entitled to the state and province program commonly.

Subsistence allowances to improve living standards have been paid and included
in the compensation unit price, with no separate program.

The province proposes that the project will provide additional support for poor
households to reclaim and improve land.

Complaints

There is no case of a written complaint. Basically, all the households who have
met and interviewed said that, in the past, the reservoir bed had a little water so there
was a shortage of irrigation water for farmers. When being repaired, upgraded will
ensure irrigation water for production, people are very supportive of the project. Land
acquisition of households does not affect livelihoods as the area of land acquisition is
insignificant.

Opinions of affected households on the impact of the process of upgrading and
repairing dams: during the construction process, it affects people's travel. Therefore,
people want to speed up the construction of the dam to make it easier for people to
travel.

Other issues at PPMU

Regarding to the capacity of Vinh Phuc PPMU’s staff: Safety policy issues have

not been focused and not well understood by implementing agencies. Vinh Phuc PPMU

has difficulties in organizing activities because it is not aware of the requirements to

implement the propaganda of the safety policies of the communication programs, and

support to improve people's lives. Previously, in other projects, mainly implemented by

the Central committee, the PPMUs officials were still confused in the implementation.

Vinh Phuc PPMU assigned a resettlement officer of PPMU. However, due to the

absence of 6 months (maternity leave) at the time of the field trip, this problem was due

to specialized environmental staff are response and exchange.

The storage of papers and documents: is done very well by specialized staff.

However, at the time of the checking, because the inventory and compensation work

were not completed yet, so after completing the compensation procedures for land

acquisition in each lake, be suggested that, the officer in charge of safety policies of

Vinh Phuc PPMU gather records and archive fully.
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3.2 Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1 Reality about gender

a. Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

1) The indexes have reached

All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children
participating in the labor and construction contracts between contractors and PMU also
mentioned this clause.

All subprojects: male and female labors will receive the same wage for the same
type of work; Remuneration ranges from 180 - 280 thousand VND/day, excluding
lunch. Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

2) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes.

b. Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the subproject

Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

c. Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled).

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women's Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.
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- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.

d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2 Regarding to ethnic minorities

a) Causes of not implemented GAP-EMDP yet:

- At all sub-projects surveyed there are staffs who are assigned tasks on social
security policies. However, it has not been trained or practiced in safeguard policies of
the World Bank.

- No experience in implementing projects of donors, so don't know how to do it.

- Consultancy on the implementation of SA/ESIA reports which have not yet been
clearly told to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's safeguard
policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA report is approved, it is not
clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented. Who does it? Where does
the budget come from?

- On the side of the committee having difficulty in reciprocal capital overtaking
the public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more
capital to deploy. Conduct integration of activities; make use of available local
resources.
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3.2.3 Other social issues

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting
workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,
medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention
yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not
been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no
garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators
or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without
condoms are still poor with few drugs.

- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have
damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the
roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People
reflect a lot about the dusty situation.

- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction
process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are
aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish
farming.

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of
fire extinguishers…).

3.3. Conclusion-Recommendation

a) Conclusion:

Only Dong Be subproject in Thanh Hoa province has implemented GAP and
EMDP integration. Meanwhile, the remaining provinces have not yet implemented
these two plans. However, some of the GAP indicators have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employing local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dam.

b) Recommendation:

About PMU
- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss

clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities
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- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should
also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

On the Contractor side
- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the

provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor's camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for the
workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s.

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Workload and construction schedule

The WB8 subproject has 11 lakes located in 10 communes of 3 districts of Tam
Dao, Song Lo, Lap Thach and Vinh Phuc City. The construction of all 11 lakes is being
carried out simultaneously by the project, which is estimated to have completed about
15-20% of the workload.

4.2 Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- The organizational structure of the Vinh Phuc PMU is full of different
specialized sections, including 01 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.
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- Officer in charge of environmental safety of CSC and construction contractor at
the time Supervision delegation checking is not present frequently at the construction
site

- Construction unit: Phuc Thanh An Co., Ltd. in Da Mang reservoir, Lap Thach
district, does not have any person in charge of environmental safety when the
supervision delegation came to check.

4.3 Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Organizing human resources
and training on environmental
safety:
- The contractor has not
arranged staff in charge of
environmental safety for the
project
- The contractor's workers have
not been trained on
environmental safety and
sanitation on the construction
site

CSC should arrange full-time officials in
charge of environmental safety and labor
hygiene. This officer must be fully qualified
in the field of environmental safety and must
be regularly on site to supervise construction
contractors.
- The construction contractor must appoint at
least 01 part-time officer to work in
environmental safety and site sanitation.
These officers must be trained in
environmental safety and must understand the
tasks that the contractor must perform to
ensure environmental safety and hygiene
during construction.

2 Failure to provide the
documents fully:

- Construction organization
chart, construction schedule,
schedule of mobilizing
workers, equipment and
machines

- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes

Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste
- The contractor fails to

produce all the documents to
verify the equipment that is
participating in the
construction

- Internal monitoring reports
of PPMU have not been
prepared

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents, especially note that the equipment
put into construction must be technically
verified by competent authorities.
- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.
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Index Detection Recommendations

- Legal documents related to
waste transportation along
with specific transport routes

- Contract of collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

3 Environmental safety training
for workers participating in the
construction site

The Contractor should provide proof of the
safety training for all workers which
conducted. Supervision consultants need to
fully check and ensure that trained workers
can participate in the construction site.

4 The contractor has a construction
diary but has not updated the
environmental issue frequently

The Contractor's construction diary and CSC,
beside information about the construction
schedule, the work carried out during the day,
should include additional information regarding
the use of machinery, manpower, and other
equipment, environmental problems arise within
the day.

5 The construction site has a
construction plate but there is a
lack of information about the
leader….

Require Contractor supplement full
information about the leader who can handle
complaints with the phone number of the
owner, CSC and contractors.

6 Warning signs, internal
regulations on behavior,
environmental sanitation, labor
safety ... in camps, construction
sites have not yet

At the construction site and workers' camps,
the contractor should supplement the signs of
conduct, labor safety signs, environmental
sanitation signs, ...

7 Dangerous  construction area
such as the area of installation
of water pipe  at Da mang
reservoir has not enclosure,
without warning signs

Contractor has to arrange the fence at points
which are dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light.

8 The yard for gathering materials
is still indiscriminate, has not
been cleared, and has no
measures to preserve raw
materials.

It is recommended that the contractor collect
and tidy daily and take measures to protect
from washing materials into the lake and
causing unsanitary in the areas.

9 Workers are not yet equipped
with labor safety and protection
equipment.

The Contractor should equip immediately and
adequately workers with labor safety and
protection equipment and impose sanctions
on unused workers.
CSC should monitor and resolutely prevent
workers from participating in the construction
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Index Detection Recommendations
if they do not use protection equipment and
clothing.

10 Collecting and processing waste
matter of workers
- Contractor has not equipped
trashcan to keep waste in site
and camp according to
regulations.
- The camp area has toilet but
not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
consciousness has not met
requirement.

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to
keep domestic waste in construction site and
site hut follow undertakes in the
Environmental protection Plan (each place
having 2 to 3 cans)
- Training on safety and environmental
sanitation for all workers
- Installing cautions board about sanitation
and having sanctions to workers in
construction site and camps.

11 Harmful waste:
- The contractor does not have
any contract with any agency to
collect and treat hazardous
waste at the construction site
and workers' camps.
- Hazardous wastes such as oil
tanks, waste oil, etc have not
been collected in accordance
with regulations

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

12 Contractor has to equip
medicine cabinet, fire hydrants
at construction camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine
and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at places
which are flammable, explosive in
construction site (area for gathering
materials,…) and keep during construction
period.

13 Worker’s camp at construction
area has not enough ensure, just
temporary; sanitation and safety
is not ensured to workers.

- Remind frequently workers keep sanitation,
tidying up surrounding the camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.3. Conclusion

The sub-projects in Vinh Phuc province implemented GAP and EMDP.

However, some of the GAP indicators have been achieved such as not using child labor;

contractors employing local labor, female workers and affected households near the

construction area of the lakes, dam.
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5.4. Recommendation

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss

clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As

well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard

policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety

policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also

need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project

implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should

also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with

contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the

provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor

and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not

implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the

implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and

practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,

with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting

unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor’s camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for
the workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the

contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need

to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune

health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to

be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s.

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health

insurance.
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6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Building materials has gathered but has not any measure to protect, and risk of drifted to
the reservoir

Construction site has not any cautions for
labor safety

Harmful waste (oil tank) has not collected
according to regulations

Camp for workers has not enough safety
and sanitation

At dangerous excavation pits  has not
bared of fence up and put cautions around

Means of transportation of material has not
covered carefully yet during transportation
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Annex 9.2.4: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Phu Tho province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Phu Tho province is developing 02 subprojects:

- Phase 1 subproject has 1 lake (Ban lake) implemented at Tien Luong
commune, Cam Khe district, Phu Tho province.

+ Implementation situation: In progress, reached up about 20% of the volume.

- Subproject 2 (13 reservoirs): the surveying and designing document has been
submitted to MARD and CPO.

The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure.

The PMU hires a independent CSC which has the legal status to supervise the
construction.

1.2. Detection, cause, solution

Regarding design documents: All design documents have been verified,

reviewed and approved, however, after reviewing the documents, the 3rd party ISC

delegation suggested a proposal for review and additional calculations the following

items:

- Ban Lake works: Upstream wing wall of concrete culverts without reinforced

steel structure is not reasonable, in the calculation Annex of the bottom plate and

arranging steel layout D = 12, a = 20cm, drawing and construction without

reinforcement may cause crack bottom plate.

- Spillway item: Structure from upstream wall, bridge over spill, chute body and

dissipation sink is wrong basic. Calculation Annex of the soil pressure only from the

top of the wall to the toe, lack of soil pressure of the inclined roof from the top of the

wall to the ground. Currently, overflow is under construction. Propose recalculate to

ensure long-term stability of the work.

- Regarding construction on site: Construction units as well as CSC are weak,

skilled in traffic, not for hydraulic structure, quality control records are not available at

the scene. Steel putting into construction is still intact but was rusty.

Ram dams with compactors using for road.

All the issues aforesaid, the 3rd party ISC delegation met and asked the PPMU to

direct relevant units to review and reorganize for quality works.
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1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

1) SUBPROJECT 1:

Consultant: Completed all 8/8 packages.

- Construction: Has been awarded the tender package for construction of Ban
Lake.

2) SUBPROJECT 2:

Only has been awarded two packages, creating FS& Dam Safety and package for
social environmental and safety policies.

Contract management

The disbursement value is about 6,135 billion VND/ Total contract price is
20,274 billion VND. In which:

- Consultancy: Disbursement for 6/8 packages with a value of 4,035 billion
VND.

- Construction: Only advanced under a contract with a value of 2.1 billion VND.

a) Some findings:

1) Bidding:

- In the Bidding Documents, requirements on equipment types have not defined
clearly types of equipment which suitable for construction works.

- The work of gathering documents has not been focused, lacking legal
documents attached to the bid evaluation report.

- The expert team has only 2 members, so it is likely that the evaluation results
will be difficult to agree in case of not having the same opinion.

2) Contract management:

- Managing schedule and quality: See comments of CSC. However, it is noted
that the contractor has not set a specific construction schedule to ensure the construction
works are consistent with the overall construction progress

- Managing investment costs in the construction process:

+ Consultant: Compliance and ensure the current regulations. However, there is a
concern that there is not enough reciprocal capital for payment of packages and the
payment is unfair between Contractors (there Contractor has paid up to 97%, but some
Contractors have not been paid yet).

+ Construction: Because the contract has only been advanced, the assessment of
compliance in cost management is assessed.

b) Safety and sanitation management: See comments of construction supervision
and environmental Experts.
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1.3.2. Cause

Regarding bidding work: Negligence and subjectivity in the formulation and
evaluation of bidding dossiers

Regarding to Contract management:

- For contractors: (i) Technical workers do not comply with the regulations on
construction techniques; (ii) The staff who in charge of technical is limited in number,
relax of discipline and lack of sense of responsibility.

- With CSC: (i) Due to the number of field supervisors less; (ii) relax of
discipline, lack of sense of responsibility; (iii) The implementation capacity of CSC’s
staff / units is somewhat limited.

- About PMU / Owner: Trust and authorize CSC units without monitoring and
supervising the implementation process.

1.3.3. Solutions

In order to do well the work of bidding, it is necessary to: Add more members to
the expert group and the steps of bidding implementation should be carefully
considered.

Improving quality management needs to: (i) Review and improve solutions to
overcome errors during the implementation process; (ii) Review and re-evaluate the
performance of CSC units if needed, supplementing more personnel or replacements;

Based on the actual conditions, prepare again the construction schedule, taking
into account the abnormal factors of the weather, the time of stopping construction for
production and design changes to ensure the completion time as the contract signed
before.

- The Contractor should comply with the commitments and measures to ensure
labor safety and sanitation as in the Proposal.

- Investors need to strengthen inspection and supervision.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

The WB8 subproject in Phu Tho province is under construction including 14
lakes.

The total accumulated disbursement value up to December 31, 2018 is 6,140
million VND.

Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant, cashier and
accountant

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.
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2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection:

- Some bidding packages using the provincial reciprocal capital source have been
completed but not yet paid to the contractor in accordance with the contract.

- Up to the time of auditing (April 26, 2019), the Project has not had a record of
receivable accounts (balance of account 331) for contractors at the end of the fiscal
year.

- Target "Payables to suppliers" - Code 312 on the balance sheet is presented
according to the net of the credit and debit balance of Account 331 - payable to the
seller.

- In the year, the PMU has not recorded a number of expenses such as salaries,
allowances, stationery, expenses for a business trip.

b) Reason:

- Due to the lack of the reciprocal capital cannot arrange timely and the
contractor having difficulty in preparing payment documents.

- PMU has sent Minutes of debts balance but has not received a response.

- PPMU has not yet presented the financial statements according to current
regulations.

- Reciprocal capital source has not been arranged in time according to the project
implementation situation. Due to most of the committee members are part-time; PMU
prioritizes reciprocal capital for other urgent tasks such as paying contractors.

c) Solution:

The PMU should work with the relevant authorities so that the reciprocal capital
can be arranged timely according to the needs of the PMU. And coordinate with the
contractor to find and resolve difficulties in the payment process.

The PPMU should continue to check the debt balance with the contractor at the
end of the year and adjust the difference, if any.

Accounting reflects the account balance of Account 331 on the index "Payables
to sellers" - Code 312 and the debit balance of Account 331 on the index "Prepayment
to the seller"- code 122 on the Balance Sheet.

3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL &
SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement

3.1.1. Actual status

The 1st phase of WB8 Phu Tho province subproject has 01 lake (Ban lake)
implemented in Tien Luong commune, Cam Khe district, Phu Tho province. Phase 2nd

subproject will renovate and upgrade 13 dams, now has selected consultants for
preparation of environmental and social safeguard report and submitted to CPO for
review and approval. According to the progress report of Phu Tho PPMU on April 25,
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2019, the current compensation for site clearance for the first phase of Ban reservoir
project is under the plan approved by Cam Khe district PC in Decision No. 3209 / QD-
UBND dated October 31, 2018 has been completed. The PMU, through the District
Resettlement Compensation Committee, paid all the approved funding to households
(1.31 billion VND) on January 19, 2019 and handed over the site to the contractor.
Total 21 households and Tien Luong PC are affected by the subproject with a total
acquisition area of 3,885.8 m2 of land types.

Within 2 days, on April 25 and 26, 2019, the ISC resettlement consultant came to
work at Phu Tho PPMU and field trip to Ban reservoir.

3.1.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Information disclosure and community consultation:

- Process of information disclosure and community consultation has to comply
with WB’s requirements. Information dissemination is well coordinated between the
PMU, Compensation Council and Tien Luong PC. All affected people are Kinh people.

- Do not distribute project leaflets as required in WB’s safeguard policy.
Information disclosure is done on the commune loudspeaker system and through
community meetings.

b) Inventory of damaged properties and make a compensation plan:

- The compensation price is applied according to the legal bases of the
Government and the Province. The consultant checked a sample of some compensation
decisions and found that the price application was accurate.

- The tally process is conducted publicly and according to regulations, people are
involved in the tally process. The tally team consisted of the village head, commune
authority, compensation council and PPMU’s staff.

c) Pay compensation:

The payment of compensation is in accordance with the regulations of Vietnam,
implemented publicly at the commune People's Committee, with representatives of the
Compensation committee, Phu Tho PPMU and commune People's Committee. Affected
households will be provided with a record of assets inventory, compensation and
support plan, a decision on approval of compensation plan, a decision on land
acquisition, and households sign compensation receipt and receive a receipt.

d) Internal monitoring:

Phu Tho PPMU appoints a full-time staff to coordinate with the clearance
Committee, to cacth the issue, report to the Project director and put information in
periodic progress reports.

Specialized officers of PPMU shall monitor closely the process of compensation
and land clearance.
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e) Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives:

- There is one vulnerable household belonging to the poor household of Phu Tho
subproject. The province does not have specific policies for these households in
accordance with the World Bank's (WB) safety policy; they are entitled to the regime,
under the general program of the state and the province.

- Subsistence allowances to improve living have been converted into money and
included in the compensation unit price, without separate program.

- According to in-depth interviews with households, the compensation price is
lower the market.

f) Complaints:

- Currently, the Commune PC has not received any complaints from households
about compensation and site clearance. People support the project because they
recognize the benefits of upgrading the dam and building new roads (the road
connecting the dams and constructing management roads, pouring concrete 5m wide)
due to it is now dirty roads, difficult to travel in the rainy season.

- Opinions of affected households on the impact of the process of upgrading and
repairing the works: The construction process affects people's traveling, the dirty and
the noise of material trucks affecting daily activities of people. The regulation of
irrigation water is also limited. Therefore, people want to speed up the construction
progress of the project to make it easier for people to travel.

g) Other issues at PPMU:

- Regarding to capacity of officials in Phu Tho PPMU: Safety policy issues have
not been focused and not well understood by implementing agencies. Phu Tho PPMU
would like more guidance on social security policy monitoring.

- Phu Tho PPMU assigns a full-time resettlement officer of Phu Tho PPMU,
follows the work closely and builds a good and close relationship, connection between
the PMU, the Compensation Council and Commune People's Committee in
compensation, support and site clearance.

- The storage of paper documents very carefully.

3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Actual status

a) Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

The indexes have reached

Phu Tho also had recruited workers who are affected to participate in unskilled
labor. Affected households near the dam site if there is a need for unskilled labor are
usually recruited by contractors.
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Box: interviewing affected households / common labor– Ban reservoir - Phu Tho

Mrs: Nguyen Thi L. - 48 years-old

Ms. L's house is one of the households
directly affected by the project. Her house
is located next to the contractor's house /
camp. She was recruited by the contractor
to provide maintenance and cooking for
officials and employees from February
2019. Main job: Daily cleaning, cooking 3
meals for 15-16 people of the Contractor.
Collecting domestic waste of contractors'
workers and workers bringing it to the
home garden for treatment (burning)
because the locality has no garbage
collection and treatment team.

Ms. L's salary is 4 million VND/month but
without contract, without insurance, and
without health checkups.

Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes.

b) Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the
subproject

c) Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled)..

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women’s Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers..
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Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.

- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.

d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Regarding to ethnic minorities: N/A

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Workload and construction schedule

The project is invested by Phu Tho DARD, and assigned Phu Tho Agriculture
and Rural Development Construction PMU managing. The project is currently
executing phase 1 with Ho Ban project in Tien Luong commune, Cam Khe district. The
construction volume till to date is about 30%. Phase 2 includes 13 lakes of all kinds and
has completed the design survey and now is submitting to MARD and CPO for
approval.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- The organizational structure of the Phu Tho PMU is full of different specialized
sections, including 01 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.
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- Officer in charge of environmental safety of CSC and contractor at the time
Supervision delegation checking is not present at the construction site

4.3. Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Organizing human resources
and training on environmental
safety:
- The contractor has not
arranged staff in charge of
environmental safety for the
project
- The contractor's workers have
not been trained on
environmental safety and
sanitation on the construction
site

CSC should arrange full-time officials in
charge of environmental safety and labor
hygiene. This officer must be fully qualified
in the field of environmental safety and must
be regularly on site to supervise construction
contractors.
- The construction contractor must appoint at
least 01 part-time officer to work in
environmental safety and site sanitation.
These officers must be trained in
environmental safety and must understand the
tasks that the contractor must perform to
ensure environmental safety and hygiene
during construction.

2 Failure to provide the
documents fully:
- Construction organization

chart, construction schedule,
schedule of mobilizing
workers, equipment and
machines

- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes

- Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

- The contractor fails to
produce all the documents to
verify the equipment that is
participating in the
construction

- Internal monitoring reports
of PPMU have not been
prepared

- Legal documents related to
waste transportation along
with specific transport routes

- Contract of collection and

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents, especially note that the equipment
put into construction must be technically
verified by competent authorities.
- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.
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Index Detection Recommendations
transportation of hazardous
waste

3 - Periodic environmental
monitoring and supervision at
the construction site area under
ESIA has not been implemented

It is suggested that PPMU should strictly
comply with the regulations on periodic
environmental monitoring and monitoring in
accordance with the commitments in the
approved ESIA / EIA.

4 - The training of environmental
safety for workers participating
in construction has not been
conducted

The contractor should organize safety training
for all workers before participating in the
construction. Supervision consultants need to
fully check and ensure that trained workers
can participate in the construction site

5 The contractor has a
construction diary but has not
updated the environmental issue
frequently

The Contractor's construction diary and CSC,
beside information about the construction
schedule, the work carried out during the day,
should include additional information
regarding the use of machinery, manpower,
and other equipment, environmental problems
arise within the day.

6 The construction site has not
any construction plate

It is required that contractors should
immediately install construction signs at
construction sites and workers' camps. The
sign should include full information about the
project, the developer, CSC and Contractor,
information about the leader who can handle
complaints with the phone number of the
owner, CSC and contractors

7 Warning signs, internal
regulations on behavior,
environmental sanitation, labor
safety ... in camps, construction
sites have not yet

At the construction site and workers' camps,
the contractor should supplement the signs of
conduct, labor safety signs, environmental
sanitation signs, ...

8 Construction area is not hedged
surrounding, especially
dangerous locations such as in
the excavation pit of C dam,
without warning signs

Contractor has to arrange the fence at points
which are dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light.

9 The yard for gathering materials
is still indiscriminate, has not
been cleared, and has no
measures to preserve raw
materials.

It is recommended that the contractor collect
and tidy daily and take measures to protect
from washing materials into the lake and
causing unsanitary in the areas.

10 Means of transportation when
entering or leaving the building

The Contractor should obey to the covering of
materials during transportation to ensure
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Index Detection Recommendations
must not be covered with
regulations

traffic safety and avoid dispersion of
materials into the environment. CSC and
PPMUs need to closely monitor contractors
throughout the process of material transport

11 The roads around the
construction site have facilities
for construction and
transportation of non-watered
materials daily

For roads with material transport facilities for
the project as well as the area around the
construction site, it must be regularly watered
to make moisture, especially on dry days to
minimize dust generation and minimize
impacts to region

12 Workers are not yet equipped
with labor safety and protection
equipment.

The Contractor should equip immediately and
adequately workers with labor safety and
protection equipment and impose sanctions
on unused workers.
CSC should monitor and resolutely prevent
workers from participating in the construction
if they do not use protection equipment and
clothing.

13 Collecting and processing waste
matter of workers
- Contractor has not equipped
trashcan to keep waste in site
and camp according to
regulations.
- Construction area has not any
domestic waste collection
companies, therefore Contractor
has to collect and treat by
himself by burning on site.
- The camp area has toilet but
not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
consciousness has not met
requirement.

-- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to
keep domestic waste in construction site and
site hut follow undertakes in the
Environmental protection Plan (each place
having 2 to 3 cans)
- Training on safety and environmental
sanitation for all workers.
- Installing cautions board about sanitation
and having sanctions to workers in
construction site and camps.

14 Harmful waste:
- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with company who can
collect and handle harmful
waste on construction site and
camps
- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. Has not been
collected as per regulations.

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

15 Contractor has not equipped Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
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Index Detection Recommendations
medicine cabinet, fire hydrants
at construction camp and camp

cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine
and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at places
which are flammable, explosive in
construction site ( area for gathering
materials,…) and keep during construction
period.

16 Environmental sanitation at
workers' camps is not
guaranteed

- Remind frequently workers keep sanitation,
tidying up surrounding the camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Sub-projects in Phu Tho province have not implemented the integration of GAP
and EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

5.2. Recommendation

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss

clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As

well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard

policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety

policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also

need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project

implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should

also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with

contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side:

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the
provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.
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- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor’s camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for
the workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s..

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Excavation pits  has not bared of fence up
carefully

Toilet in camp for workers is still
temporary, not safety

Camp for workers of Contractor has not
enough safety and sanitation

Yard for gathering materials
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Waste is thrown uncontrolled in the construction site

Harmful waste has not collected according
to regulations

Means of transportation of material has
not covered carefully yet during

transportation
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Annex 9.2.5: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Quang Ninh province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Quang Ninh province - subproject 1 has only one lake
and is currently under construction is Khe Che, estimated construction volume is about
90% completion of the subproject's volume.

Subproject 2 has 8 reservoirs which need to be repaired and upgraded; currently
bidding for construction and installation is expected to sign contracts in May 2019.

The project management board has a full-fledged organizational structure.

CSC of PMU carries out construction supervision by itself.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

Design document:

- Components of document have conformed to sequence that regulated in the dam

safety framework and current Code of Vietnam (Report of dam safety, Action plan for

dam, project documents, and construction drawing design).

- Quality of document: there are some shortcomings in provinces that third party

Independent Supervision Consultant has required considering again:

Filling upstream slope of some reservoirs is currently having compacted soil

factor K> = 0.95 which is not to meet up to the standard (from grade III dams and

compacted embankment must reach K> = 0.97).

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

c) Construction activities in the field:

The supervision delegation (ISC) has implemented checking only one, Khe Che

reservoir.

- The implemented works according to the design document include: (1)

expanding the spillways (2) repairing the drain valve house and replacing the valve

gates and the opening and closing systems, (3) rebuilding the dam crest and covering

concrete with wave walls, (4) constructing rescue lines, (5) renewing the administrative

houses.
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- Works that were carried out at the time of inspection: (1) expanding spillway to
reach 80% of volume but not yet checked and accepted; (2) repairing completed drain
valve house without installing new valve gates; (3) the wall of the dam face wave
retaining wall has been completed for about 50%; (4) construction of the house has
been completed.

- Regarding the actual construction progress compared with the progress in the
signed contract: The actual construction progress is relatively consistent with the
progress in the contract.

- Regarding organization on the construction site, there are some outstanding
points as follows:

+ The construction unit does not provide the construction organization chart on
the construction site: project director, site commander, technical, internal works,
supplies and construction teams.

+ There is without commitment on the plan of environmental pollution
minimization during the construction (it must be approved by the DONRE). There is
also without agreement with the local and residents on the use of roads to serve
transportation of materials and overburden.

+ Failure to provide verification certificates for construction machinery on the
site.

+ Failure to provide documents of detailed construction method which approved
by the CSC of Investor.

+ The construction unit filling temporary road close to the foot of the dam, it
may speed up the progress and minimize compensation for land acquisition. But there is
also a problem to note as follows: Because the embankment road is close to the
drainage stone band, so it has created a number of watery puddles right at the foot of the
band. Present, the rainy season is starting, if it does not drain well in these low regions,
leading to rising water table in the dam body. The dam is likely to be dangerous in the
case of prolonged heavy rainfall and flood coming rapid.

- About construction quality:

+ Construction of the dam crest: In order to speed up the construction progress,
the construction unit has poured dozens of meters of continuous tape with concrete.
This is not true of the approved design drawings (every 5m there must be aranged an
asphalt potting joint). As a result, horizontal cracks appeared on the poured dam
sections. In order to match the design, the contractor used a concrete cutter to cut every
5m long of the band (but not cut whole 20cm thickness, only cut 10cm), and then
poured the bitumen into those slots. However, ISC also found that, such a job did not
meet the technical requirements. Because the joints, beside the task preventing water
penetrating into the dam body, it also had other tasks, which were to increase the
flexibility of the concrete slab, to prevent cracking the slab in case uneven settlement,
and not let arise tensile stresses in the concrete when exposed to thermal expansion.
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+ Failure to provide quality management records, CQ CO certificates and test
results of input materials.

- Regarding labor safety:

+ There are not any engineers on labor safety. Without training courses for
workers on safety practices have been organized yet.

+ Construction workers do not have protective equipment (hats, shoes, gloves
...).

+ The camp for workers is very temporary.

+ Wires for welding, steel cutting and constructing spillway are laid right on the
aisle

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

a) Bidding:

Subproject 1:

- Consultancy: Completed all 12/12 packages.

- Construction: Awarding package of Khe Che Construction.

Subproject 2:

- Consultancy: Completed all 9/9 packages.

- Construction: is completing the contract.

b) Contract management:

- SUBPROJECT 1: Total disbursement value is 22,453 billion VND/ Total
contract price is 30,734 billion VND.

In which:

+ Consultancy package: The total disbursement for the packages is 5.786 billion
VND.

+ Construction and installation package: Total disbursement is 16.67 billion
VND.

- SUBPROJECT 2: Total disbursement value of 18.0 billion VND/ Total contract
value: 27.25 billion VND.

In which:

+ Consultancy package: The total disbursement for this is: 18.0 billion VND.

+ Construction and erection package: Total disbursement for the package is: 0
billion VND.
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1.3.2. Some findings

a) Bidding:

- The task of gathering document is relatively complete, legal documents are
attached to the bid evaluation report.

- The construction and installation package belonging to SUBPROJECT 1,
evaluated the bidding documents with wrong process in the error correction content
(fixing the bidding price of the contractor offered, in principle, this content will be
implemented in the contract negotiation step).

b) Contract management:

- About schedule: Progress of completion reached up 90% of the workload,
ensure progress according to the contract.

- Cost management:

+ Consultancy: The disbursement progress of the reciprocal capital source is
slow, for example, the consultancy package of preparation of Safety Policy Reports
belonging to the subproject 2 has been completed, but the disbursement rate reaches
47.87%.

+ Construction: Compliance and ensure current regulations, disbursement
progress consistent with the accepted workload.

- Labor safety and sanitation: See comments of construction supervision experts
and environmental Experts.

1.3.3. Reason

- The main reason is due to subjective or inexperienced expert group in bidding
evaluation.

- Works just under construction, but still serving production.

- For contractors: (i) Technical workers do not comply with the regulations on
construction techniques; (ii) The staff who in charge of technical is limited in
number, relax of discipline and lack of sense of responsibility.

- With CSC: Due to the number of field supervisors less

1.3.5 Solutions

-Based on the actual conditions, prepare again the construction schedule, taking
into account the abnormal factors of the weather, the time of stopping construction for
production and design changes to ensure the completion time as the contract signed
before.

- Contractors mobilize human resources in accordance with the proposal and the
contract signed.
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- The Contractor should comply with the commitments and measures to ensure
labor safety and sanitation as offered in the Proposal.

- Investors need to strengthen inspection and supervision.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

-The WB8 subproject in Quang Ninh is under construction including 9 lakes.

- The total accumulated disbursement value up to December 31, 2018 is 39,887
million VND.

- Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant and 01 cashier.

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.

2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection:

- Package 06 - Surveying consultant, creating construction drawing designs, cost

estimates (including worm-eater survey). Tho contractor is joint venture between

Vietnam Irrigation Construction Consultant Corporation - JSC, An Thinh Consulting

and JSC, the Institute of Engineering and the Institute of Ecology and Protection of

works, uses the provincial reciprocal capital source have been completed but not yet

paid to the contractor as defined in the contract.

- Up to the end of the audit, the Project does not have sufficient debt

reconciliation records for contractors at the end of the fiscal year.

- The accountant has not recorded the bank deposit interest of the project

warranty deposit amount of 44,652 VND.

- PMU is monitoring the property that the printer is priced at <VND 10 million

as a fixed asset. According to current regulations, one of the conditions for an asset to

be recognized as a fixed asset is its original cost > 10 million VND.

b) Causes:

- Due to the lack of timely arrangement of the reciprocal capital and the

contractor having difficulty in preparing payment documents.

- PMU has sent minutes to compare debts but has not received a response.

- PMU is not sure how to record interest, so it is not recorded.

- The PPMU has not mastered the current regulations on fixed assets

management and use.
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c) Solution:

- The PPMU should work with the relevant authorities to get reciprocal capital to
be promptly arranged according to the needs of the PMU, and coordinate with the
contractor to find and resolve difficulties in the process of making payment records.

- The PPMU should continue to check the debt balance with the contractor at the
end of the year and adjust the difference, if any.

- The accountant records additionally recording the entry of Debit in Account
112 / Credit in Account 441: 44,652 VND.

- PMU should monitor and record fixed assets according to current regulations.

3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement

a) Actual status:

- The WB8 subproject "Repairing and upgrading the clue cluster of Khe Che
reservoir" in Quang Ninh province, carried out in An Sinh commune, Dong Trieu town,
Quang Ninh province. The whole subproject has 8 households and 01 Dong Trieu
Water Resources One Member Co.Ltd., (which is the management and operation unit of
Khe Che reservoir) is affected by the project. Land acquired is the land at the foot of the
dam, total area of acquisition is 4.75ha. All households are compensated for crops and
trees on the land and are not compensated for the value, because this is a reclaimed
land, without a certificate of land use rights. Dong Trieu One-member Co., Ltd. has
land acquisition and will not be compensated, because the later works will be handed
over to this company for management. The total compensation for households is
251,718,000 VND. The compensation payment was completed on January 31, 2019.

- During the two days of May 2 and 3, 2019, the independent resettlement
consultant came to work at the PMU of Quang Ninh province and field trip to Khe Khe
Lake.

b) Detection, cause, solution:

Information disclosure and community consultation:

- Information disclosure and community consultation process complies with
WB’ requirements. The contractor took the initiative in organizing consultations with
the PMU, the compensation council and the An Sinh commune PC. All affected
households are Kinh people. Consultation meetings are held in the village.

- During interviewing, do not distribute project leaflets as required in WB’s
safeguard policy. Information disclosure is done on the commune loudspeaker system
and through community meetings.
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Inventory of damaged properties and make a compensation plan:

Compensation rates are applied according to the legal bases of the Government
and the Province. The consultant checked a sample of some compensation decisions
and found that the price application was accurate.

The tally process was conducted publicly and according to regulations, people
were involved in the tally process. The tally team consists of the village leader,
commune authority, compensation council and PPMU’s staff.

After the inventory, the inventory list is posted publicly at the commune PC
office.

Pay compensation:

The payment of compensation is in accordance with the regulations of Vietnam,
made publicly at the Commune People's Committee, with representatives of the
Compensation Committee, Quang Ninh PPMU, and Commune People's Committees
participating.

Affected households will be provided with a dossier including a property
inventory record, compensation and support plan, a decision on approval of
compensation plan, a decision on land acquisition and a receipt of full compensation.

Internal monitoring:

PPMU Quang Ninh appoints a full-time staff to coordinate with the Resettlement
Compensation Committee, to catch the issue, report to the Project director and put
information in periodic progress reports.

- Specialized staff of PPMU monitors closely the process of site clearance
compensation.

Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives:

Quang Ninh subproject does not have any vulnerable households according to
WB policies.

Subsistence allowances to improve living, have been converted into money and
included in the compensation unit price, without separate program..

According to the in-depth interviews of households, the compensation price for
plants is lower in comparison with the market. Most of the households grow eucalyptus
for years but have not yet harvested and ornamental plants (ochna atropurpurea), but
the compensation unit price is lower than the market price.

Complaints:

Currently, the Commune People's Committee has not received any complaints
from households regarding compensation and site clearance. People support the project
because they perceive the benefits of upgrading the dam and building new roads.
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Opinions of affected households on the impact of the process of upgrading and
repairing the works: The construction process caused road subsidence, broken ditches,
affecting people's travel, dirt and noise from vehicles carrying materials affects the
daily life of the people. Therefore, people want to speed up the construction progress of
the works so that people can easily travel.

The expansion of the dam foot has to reclaim land from reclaimed land since
1991, when applying compensation price, they want to be compensated more wages of
reclaiming.

Other issues at PPMU:

Regarding to the capacity of Quang Ninh PPMU staff: Safety policy issues have
not been focused and not well understood by implementing agencies. Quang Ninh
PPMU desires more guidance on social security policy monitoring.

Quang Ninh PPMU assigned a resettlement officer belonging to Quang Ninh
PPMU, who was invited by CPO to train on World Bank's safeguard policies. However,
when the consultant came to work, it was known that the new employee quit, this job
was passed to a part-time technical staff.

The storage of paper documents: is basically complete.

3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Actual status

a) Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

1) The indexes have reached

All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children
participating in the labor and construction contracts between contractors and PMU also
mentioned this clause.

All subprojects: male and female labors will receive the same wage for the same
type of work; Remuneration ranges from 180 - 280 thousand VND/day, excluding
lunch. Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

2) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes.

b) Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the
subproject

Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.
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c. Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled)..

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women’s Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.

- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.
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d) Result 4: Project management.

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Regarding to ethnic minorities

Causes of not implemented GAP-EMDP yet:

- At all sub-projects surveyed there are staffs who are assigned tasks on social
security policies. However, it has not been trained or practiced in safeguard policies of
the World Bank.

- No experience in implementing projects of donors, so don't know how to do it.

- Consultancy on the implementation of SA/ESIA reports which have not yet been
clearly told to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's safeguard
policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA report is approved, it is not
clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented. Who does it? Where does
the budget come from?

- On the side of the committee having difficulty in reciprocal capital overtaking
the public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more
capital to deploy. Conduct integration of activities; make use of available local
resources.

3.3. Other social issues

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting

workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,

medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention

yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not

been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no

garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators

or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without

condoms are still poor with few drugs.
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- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have
damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the
roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People
reflect a lot about the dusty situation.

- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction
process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are
aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish
farming.

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of
fire extinguishers…).

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Workload and construction schedule

- Quang Ninh province has 09 reservoirs under the WB8 Project, which is
managed by the Vietnam-Germany Plantation Management Board, which is both a
management unit and a construction supervision unit.

- The project is divided into 02 sub-projects including:

+ Subproject 1: Repairing and upgrading the safety of Khe Che reservoir in
Quang Ninh province, currently the construction contractor has implemented
construction and estimated the completed work volume of about 90%.

+ Subproject 2: Repair and upgrade to ensure safety of 08 approved reservoirs.
Currently, the subproject has selected the construction contractor and is negotiating to
sign a construction contract. It is expected in May 2019, the land layout will be handed
over to the contractors.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

Quang Ninh PPMU is not only a project management unit but also a
construction supervision unit.

- The organizational structure of the PMU is full of different specialized sections,
including 01 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.

- Contractor does not have any staff in charge of environmental safety

4.3. Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Organizing human resources and
training on environmental
safety:
- The contractor has not arranged

CSC should arrange full-time officials in
charge of environmental safety and labor
hygiene. This officer must be fully qualified
in the field of environmental safety and must
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Index Detection Recommendations

staff in charge of environmental
safety for the project
- The contractor's workers have
not been trained on
environmental safety and
sanitation on the construction
site

be regularly on site to supervise construction
contractors.
- The construction contractor must appoint at
least 01 part-time officer to work in
environmental safety and site sanitation.
These officers must be trained in
environmental safety and must understand
the tasks that the contractor must perform to
ensure environmental safety and hygiene
during construction.

2 Failure to provide the
documents fully:

- Construction organization
chart, construction schedule,
schedule of mobilizing
workers, equipment and
machines

- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes

Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste
- The contractor fails to produce

all the documents to verify the
equipment that is participating
in the construction

- Internal monitoring reports of
PPMU have not been prepared

- Legal documents related to
waste transportation along
with specific transport routes

- Contract of collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents, especially note that the
equipment put into construction must be
technically verified by competent authorities.
- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.

3 - Periodic environmental
monitoring and supervision at
the construction site area under
ESIA has not been implemented

It is suggested that PPMU should strictly
comply with the regulations on periodic
environmental monitoring and monitoring in
accordance with the commitments in the
approved ESIA / EIA.

4 - The training of environmental
safety for workers participating
in construction has not been
conducted

The contractor should organize safety
training for all workers before participating
in the construction. Supervision consultants
need to fully check and ensure that trained
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Index Detection Recommendations

workers can participate in the construction
site

5 The contractor has a
construction diary but has not
updated the environmental issue
frequently

The Contractor's construction diary and
CSC, beside information about the
construction schedule, the work carried out
during the day, should include additional
information regarding the use of machinery,
manpower, and other equipment,
environmental problems arise within the day.

6 The construction site area has a
construction signboard but
insufficient information is
lacking

It is required that contractors should
immediately install construction signs at
construction sites and workers' camps. The
sign should include full information about
the project, the developer, CSC and
Contractor, information about the leader who
can handle complaints with the phone
number of the owner, CSC and contractors

7 Warning signs, internal
regulations on behavior,
environmental sanitation, labor
safety ... in camps, construction
sites have not yet

At the construction site and workers' camps,
the contractor should supplement the signs
of conduct, labor safety signs, environmental
sanitation signs, ...

8 Construction area is not hedged
surrounding, especially
dangerous locations such as in
the excavation pit of spillway,
without warning signs

Contractor has to arrange the fence at points
which are dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light.

9 The yard for gathering materials
is still indiscriminate, has not
been collected, and has no
measures to preserve raw
materials when raining.

It is recommended that the contractor collect
and tidy daily and take measures to protect
from washing materials into the lake and
causing unsanitary in the areas.

10 Workers are not yet equipped
with labor safety and protection
equipment.

The Contractor should equip immediately
and adequately workers with labor safety and
protection equipment and impose sanctions
on unused workers.
CSC should monitor and resolutely prevent
workers from participating in the
construction if they do not use protection
equipment and clothing.

11 Collecting and processing waste
matter of workers
- Contractor has not equipped
trashcan to keep waste in site

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to
keep domestic waste in construction site and
site hut follow undertakes in the
Environmental protection Plan (each place
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Index Detection Recommendations

and camp according to
regulations.
- Construction area has not any
domestic waste collection
companies, therefore Contractor
has to collect and treat by
himself by burning on site.
- The camp area has toilet but
not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
consciousness has not met
requirement.

having 2 to 3 cans)
- Installing cautions board about sanitation
and having sanctions to workers in
construction site and camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

12 Harmful waste:
- The contractor does not have
any contract with any agency to
collect and treat hazardous waste
at the construction site and
workers' camps.
- Hazardous wastes such as oil
tanks, waste oil, etc have not
been collected in accordance
with regulations

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

13 Contractor has to equip medicine
cabinet, fire hydrants at
construction camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine
and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at
places which are flammable, explosive in
construction site (area for gathering
materials,…) and keep during construction
period.

14 Worker’s camp at construction
area has not enough ensure, just
temporary; sanitation and safety
is not ensured to workers.

- The contractor should immediately build
the worker camp at the construction site, or
hire a house for the workers but the
construction site needs to install toilets
immediately for the workers.
- Remind frequently workers keep sanitation,
tidying up surrounding the camps.
- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation  daily

15 The erection of electricity is not
guaranteed, potentially many
risks for workers, especially in
the process of welding, cutting,
etc (power line is laid right on
the aisle)

The contractor have to fix and reinstall the
electric line system for construction, the
wires need to be hung on high, less people
passing by, with a protection system....
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5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Sub-projects in Quang Ninh province have not implemented the integration of
GAP and EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

5.2. Suggestion

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss
clearly with the committee why WB's safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implementation. In case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should
also pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side:

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the
provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women's union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor’s camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for
the workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s..
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- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Construction area of dam-slope Workers participated construction but not have
worn labor safety clothes

Waste has not collected according to regulations
but thrown uncontrolled on the construction site

Camp for workers has not enough requirement on environmental safety and sanitation
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Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations
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Annex 9.2.6: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Hoa Binh province

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject Hoa Binh province is developing 03 subprojects:

-Total project 1: Repairing and improving safety of Dai Thang reservoir, Hoa
Binh province.

+ Implementation situation: Completed construction, submitting documents for
handover and putting into use.

- Subproject 2 (10 reservoirs): Repairing and improving safety of dams of
reservoirs: Hoi Kha, Dong Ben, Ra, Men 1 + 2, Tuan Lo, Na Mang, Coc, Roc Khao,
and An Thinh

+ Implementation situation: The consultant has prepared a FS document and the
consultant made a main Report on environmental and social safety policy which
approved by the General Department of Irrigation, CPO and WB approved, and is
submitting to the DARD in Hoa Binh province for approval.

- Subproject 3 (16 reservoirs): Repairing and improving safety of dams of
reservoirs: Du reservoir, Me reservoir, Tua reservoir, Thong Nhat reservoir, Ban Khua
reservoir, Vo Queo reservoir, Quai reservoir, Luong Bai reservoir, Nhoi reservoir, Dom
reservoir, Thuong reservoir, Sung reservoir, Chan Sy reservoir, Tun reservoir, Ban
reservoir, and Ngoc Vo reservoir.

+ Implementation situation: The consulting unit is preparing a FS dossier and
making a report on environmental - social safety policy.

The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure.

The PMU also cum supervises the construction of works.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

1) Subproject 1: Repairing and improving dam safety of Dai Thang reservoir, in
Hoa Binh province.

- Regarding design document: All design documents have been checked, verified
and approved.

- Components of document have conformed to sequence that regulated in the dam

safety framework and current Code of Vietnam (Report of dam safety, Action plan for

dam, project documents, and construction drawing design).
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- Quality of document: The drawing with arrangement is easy to view, stable

structural items.

2) Subproject 2 (10 reservoirs): Repairing and improving dam safety of
reservoirs: Hoi Kha, Dong Ben, Ra, Men 1 + 2, Tuan Lo, Na Mang, Coc, Roc Khao,
and An Thinh.

- Regarding design document: Due to the FS document and the Consultant
preparing the main report on environmental and social safety, which is submitting to the
DARD for appraisal, the ISC cannot check it. ISC will view records in the next
monitoring shift.

3) Subproject 3 (16 reservoirs): Repairing and improving safety of dams of
water reservoirs: Du reservoir, Me reservoir, Tua reservoir, Thong Nhat reservoir, Ban
Khua reservoir, Vo Queo reservoir, Quai reservoir, Luong Bai reservoir, Nhoi reservoir,
Dom reservoir, Thuong reservoir, Sung reservoir, Chan Sy reservoir, Tun reservoir,
Ban reservoir, and Ngoc Vo reservoir.

- Regarding design document: Due to the FS document and the Consultant is
preparing the main report on environmental and social safety. ISC will view records in
the next monitoring shift.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

c) Construction activities in the field:

ISC consultant conducted a monitoring of Dai Thang Lake in An Binh
Commune, Lac Thuy District, Hoa Binh Province under subproject No. 1.

- The work has been implemented according to the design document including:
(1) Earth dam: filling additaionally downstream in order to expand the dam face,
reinforcing downstream grasses, reinforcing concrete frames + paving stones upstream
roof, concreting dam face and breakwaters wall; (2) Spillway + energy dissipation; (3)
Demolishing the old water sluice and rebuilding new one; (4) Building the operation
management road .

- The works which have been performed at the time of inspection: At the time of
checking, the items have been completed and are cleaning the ground to hand over and
put the works into use.

- Regarding to the actual construction progress in comparison with the schedule
in the signed contract: The progress is exceeded in comparison with the contract.

- Regarding to quality control dossier of construction: Basically, the quality
management dossier meets the requirements, scientific presentation, however it needs to
be supplemented to better complete the dossier.
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+ Regarding to construction diary: Adding information of the project, the
construction units, CSC. In some construction days, it is suggested to add comments on
the work of environmental sanitation and labor safety.

+ All concrete work: Add more test samples. Particularly, the concrete frame
girder to reinforce the roof of the upper section, should add test results of M100
concrete lining, stone 4x6.

+ Part of concrete of wave-wall and concrete surface of the dam crest,
supplementing R28 concrete test results (In the document there are only R14 concrete
test results).

+ Supplementing minutes of acceptance of operation management road (Length
79.80m).

- Regarding to construction quality:

+ Reinforcing the concrete beams + paving stone without mortar for upstream
roof: not flat, not beautiful.

+ Reinforcing downstream grasses: Planting grass is very sparse, not in
accordance with the design document.

+ Wave-wall on the dam crest: The joints do not use paper impregnated with
asphalt as designed, but leave the formwork during the construction of the slot.

- Regarding to environmental sanitation: has not cleaned the premises after
construction completed.

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

a) Bidding:

Subproject 1:

- Consultancy: Completed all 11/11 packages.

- Construction: Completed, be finishing and handing over.

Subproject 2:

- Just awarded the package of Consultancy for preparation of FS & Dam Safety,
and environmental & social safety policy.

Subproject 3:

- Just awarded the package of Consultancy for preparation of FS & Dam Safety,
and environmental & social safety policy.

b) Contract management:

The disbursement value is about 25,642 billion VND/ Total contract price is
29,811 billion VND.

In which:

- Consultancy package is 14.383 billion VND.
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- Construction package is 11.258 billion VND.

1.3.2. Some findings

a) Bid:

- The work of gathering documents has not been focused, lacking legal
documents attached to the bid evaluation report.

- In the bidding documents, there is a lack of Environment and Social Safety
Policy.

- It is necessary to review the feasibility of replacing the site commander
personnel (because of the lack of documents proving that they have participated in the
implementation of similar works).

b) Contract management:

- Progress and quality: Reviewing the comments of the CSC. Currently, basically
meets the progress, there are two packages of 01 and 02 belonging to SUBPROJECT 3,
which are about 3 months delayed of the schedule.

- Disbursement: The packages complied with and ensured regulations.

- Labor safety and environmental sanitation: See comments of CSC and
environmental experts.

1.3.3. Cause

- Works just under construction, but still serving production.

- For CSC: Investors performed by themselves

- Complied with the regulations on payment documents and instructions on
Contract management.

1.3.4. Suggestion

- The construction contractor requires additional documents proving that the
personnel replacing the site commander must have a degree and experience that better
or equivalent to the personnel proposed.

- The Contractor should comply with the commitments and measures to ensure
labor safety and sanitation as per proposed in the Proposal.

- Investors need to strengthen inspection and supervision.

- Comply with the regulations on payment records and instructions on Contract
management.

- To ensure progress at the bidding packages, it is required that the contractor set
a detailed and realistic schedule to monitor and manage

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

- The WB8 subproject in Hoa Binh province includes 03 subprojects, of which
Dai Thang Lake is currently under construction.
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- The total accumulated disbursement value up to December 31, 2018 is
25,361,576,000 VND.

- Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant, cashier and
accountant

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.

2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detection:

- The unit has not opened a detailed accounting account to monitor the
operations of receiving and paying bank deposits in USD from foreign capital, and has
not opened an account outside the table to track the increase of the amount of USD
currency, increasing and decreasing during the year. This is not in accordance with the
provisions of Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the Ministry of Finance guiding accounting
applied to the investor.

- The unit recognizes economic transactions that arise in foreign currencies
which are not in accordance with the provisions of Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the
Ministry of Finance, accounting instructions applicable to the investor.

- When transferring payment to contractors, the PMU has not yet reflected the
foreign currency payment rate according to the exchange rate using the weighted
average price method.

- When receiving fund in USD, the unit has not yet reflected the value of the
capital source at the exchange rate on the date of receipt of fund in the accounting
account 441 - Investment capital.

- Therefore, it is necessary to open additional accounts 1122 - Foreign currency
deposits at banks to monitor, and on the date of December 31, 2018, the balance of
bank deposits should reflect an increase of 592,020,918 VND.  At the same time, the
balance of the total assets/total capital of the project is missed a corresponding amount.

b) Causes:

- Regarding to the issue of opening accounts: Due to the accountant makes the
declaration of information about the operations of receiving capital and paying to
suppliers on the accounting software system and the function reflecting the data of the
software not exactly.

- Because before payment to the contractors, the PMU has not reflected the
foreign currency payment as per the exchange rate according to the weighted average
price method, which prescribed and when recording the capital source has not yet
reflected at the actual exchange rate.

c) Solution:

- Repairing, upgrading software functions, adding an account opening feature to
monitor in detail the increase and decrease of USD cash flow from foreign capital.
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- The Management Board should comply with the provisions of Article 13.
Guidance on accounting application of the Investment Project Management Board,
Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the Ministry of Finance guiding the accounting applied
to Investor. Accordingly, the content of instructions for accounting accounts:

+ Account 1122 - Foreign currency: reflecting money deposited in, withdrawn
out and currently deposited at banks, treasuries in foreign currencies of various kinds
already converted into Vietnam dong.

+ Account 413 - Exchange rate differences prescribed:

* "Differences in exchange rate increases (or decreases) arising in the period are
reflected in Account 413" Exchange rate differences" are offset between the increase
and decrease, and follow-up accumulated until the project time, sub-projects, works,
construction items completed and handed over ".

* PMU should record additionally the entries of exchange rate differences in
accordance with regulations. Adjusted accounting entry: Reflecting an increase in bank
deposits of 592,020,918 VND, an increase in investment capital of 592,019,110 VND,
an increase in the exchange rate difference amount of 1,808 VND.

* Debit in Account 1122: The amount of 592,020,918 VND.

* Credit 441: amount of 592,019,110 VND.

* Credit 413: Amount of 1,808 VND

3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL &
SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement

a) Actual status:

- The subproject in Hoa Binh has 27 lakes divided into 3 subprojects. Sub-
project DA1 has Dai Thang lake in An Binh commune, Lac Thuy district, which has
been completed and is being put into use. Sub-project 2 has 10 lakes and Subproject 3
has 16 lakes which are currently in the process of FS preparation and environmental &
social safeguard policy.

- Within 2 days, May 8 and 9, 2019, independent resettlement consultant came to
work at Hoa Binh PMU and went on a field trip to Dai Thang Lake.

- The consultant went on a field trip to Dai Thang dam area in An Binh
commune, Lac Thuy district and met with leaders of commune/village and
representatives of affected households. There are about 14 affected households with the
total acquired area of about 24,488.6 m2 of annual crop land, 2-crop rice land… owned
by households and of An Binh CPC. Currently, the assigment of compensation payment
to affected households has been completed with the total amount of 252,267,950 VND.
There are not any graves around the construction site to be relocated, no households
have to relocate houses and resettle.
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b. Detection, cause, solution:

Information disclosure and community consultation:

-The process of information disclosure and community consultation follows the
requirements of the World Bank, the affected households have been consulted at the
commune/village people’s committee. There are two ethnic groups, the Kinh and
Muong, so the language used in the consultation is Kinh due to Muong can speak
common language.

- Do not distribute project leaflets as required in WB’s safeguard policy.
Information disclosure is done on the commune loudspeaker system and through
community meetings.

Inventory of damaged properties and make a compensation plan:

- The unit in charge of land clearance is Lac Thuy District's Land Fund Center,

which inventoryed, made plans and paid compensation to 14 affected households. Time

of conducting inventory of land and assets on land for land clearance was done in

October 2017. The time for paying compensation did in February 2018.

- Subproject in Hoa Binh has difficulty identifying the origin of land, reclaiming

land around the dam toe area; people still claim compensation for reclaimed land.

Pay compensation:

The payment of compensation is in accordance with the regulations of Vietnam,
made publicly at Duc Binh and Dai Thang hamlet, An Binh Commune, with
representatives of the Compensation Committee, and Commune People's Committees
participating. Affected households received compensation plan, households signed for
compensation payment to the list and no receipts were issued.

Internal monitoring:

-Hoa Binh PPMU appoints a full-time staff to coordinate with the Resettlement

Compensation Committee, to cacth the issue, report to the Project director and put

information in periodic progress reports.

Specialized officers of PPMU do not have any forms of internal supervision:

officers briefing and coordinating with the District Compensation Council if any arise,

reporting to Director of WB8 project of PPMU for resolution.

Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives:

In 14 effected households, received compensation is Kinh ethenic, in which 01

poor household (Mr. Dinh Duc Hai in Duc Binh hamlet). The province does not have

specific policies for these households according to the World Bank's (WB) safety

policy. They are entitled to the state and province program commonly.
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- Subsistence allowances to improve living, have been converted into money and
included in the compensation unit price, without separate program..

Complaints:

- There are some households who have complaints to CPC and district PC about
not being paid compensation for reclaimed land at the foot of Dai Thang lake dam. The
consultant has collected these documents and will present them in more detail in the
progress report.

- Opinions of affected households on the impact of the dam upgrading and
upgrading process: during the process of transporting materials for construction, it
affects the village's road. Therefore, people expect contractors and related parties to
repair or upgrade roads for people.

Other issues at PPMU:

- Regarding the capacity of Hoa Binh PPMU staff: Safety policy issues have not
been focused and not well understood by implementing agencies. Hoa Binh PPMU has
difficulties in organizing activities because it is not fully aware of the requirements for
conducting propaganda of the safety policy of communication programs, and
supporting the improvement of people's lives.

- PPMU Hoan Binh assigned a full-time staff in charge of safety policy and was
invited to train by CPO.

- The storage of papers and documents: done by specialized staff is not really
good. Compensation, support and resettlement documents of Dai Thang lake project are
not fully stored at PPMU, please request the personnel in charge of safety policy of
PPMU Hoa Binh to collect and record them fully.

3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Actual status

a) Result 1: Improving dam safety, improving irrigation conditions

1) The indexes have reached

- All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children
participating in the labor and the construction contract between the contractor and PMU
mentioned this clause.

- All male and female subprojects will receive the same wage for the same type
of work; Remuneration ranges from 180-280 thousand VND / day, excluding lunch.
Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

2) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes.
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b. Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the subproject

c. Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled).

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women’s Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.

- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.
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d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Regarding to ethnic minorities: Dai Thang reservoir Subproject has
not implemented EMDP

a) Causes of not implemented GAP-EMDP yet:

- At all sub-projects surveyed there are staffs who are assigned tasks on social
security policies. However, it has not been trained or practiced in safeguard policies of
the World Bank.

- No experience in implementing projects of donors, so don't know how to do it.

- Consultancy on the implementation of SA/ESIA reports which have not yet been
clearly told to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's safeguard
policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA report is approved, it is not
clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented. Who does it? Where does
the budget come from?

- On the side of the committee having difficulty in reciprocal capital overtaking
the public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more
capital to deploy. Conduct integration of activities; make use of available local
resources.

b) Other social issues:

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting
workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,
medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention
yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not
been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no
garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators
or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without
condoms are still poor with few drugs.
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- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have
damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the
roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People
reflect a lot about the dusty situation.

- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction
process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are
aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish
farming..

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of
fire extinguishers…).

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Workload and construction schedule

WB8 sub-project in Hoa Binh invested by PMU in constructing agriculture and
rural development works in Hoa Binh province manages and consults construction
supervision. The project consists of 27 lakes divided into 03 phases.

+) Phase 1: Repairing and upgrading Dai Thang Lake - Lac Thuy District. This
project has been completed and is waiting for acceptance.

+) Phase 2: Including 10 lakes, the project has completed the preparation of
environmental impact assessment (EIA), is preparing environmental and social
assessment (ESIA) and implementing the next job.

+) Phase 3: Including 16 lakes, in progress of building legal documents in order
to submit to WB.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- PPMU Hoa Binh is not only a project management unit but also a construction
supervision unit.

- The organizational structure of the Board is full of different specialized
sections, including 1 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.

- The construction contractor and construction supervisor have a person in
charge of environmental safety.

4.3. Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Did not provide the documents fully:
- Report environmental monitoring and

monitoring periodically.

Phase 1 to upgrade and repair Dai
Thang lake has been completed.

Advised PPMU on how to
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Index Detection Recommendations
- Documents proving that the contractor

does not have environmental safety
training for construction contractors.

- Legal documents related to waste
transportation along with specific
transport routes

- Contract of collection and transportation
of hazardous waste

implement and implement the
environmental protection plan in the
next phase.

2 Bidding documents, bids and contracts
addressing environmental safety issues are
incomplete

The PPMU should consider signing
Appendix / supplementing of the
contract, which sets out the
contractor's responsibility in
organizing and implementing
environmental and social safeguards
as mentioned in ESIA / EIA.

3 At the upgrading project of Dai Thang
Lake - Lac Thuy District, the construction
has been completed, but the reverting to the
original state of environment is not
complete. Specifically

- Machinery, equipment and contractors
have not been completely transferred

- Raw materials have not been collected
and transported to other places

- Cement bags are scattered everywhere

- Not yet leveled alluvial sand.

PPMU speed up the contractor to
promptly revert the environment,

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

a) Conclusion:

The sub-projects in Hoa Binh have not implemented the integration of GAP and
EMDP. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not using
child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected households
near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

b) Suggestion:

1) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss
clearly with the committee why WB’s safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities.

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.
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- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implement in case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should also
pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a notice to stakeholders and coordinate with contractors,
local authorities to implement the indexes as mentioned in GAP-EMDP.

2) On the Contractor side:

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the
provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor
and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not
implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the
implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and
practiced on WB policies..

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village leader, the village women’s union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor’s camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for
the workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the
contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need
to have an available condom placed in them.

- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s..

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Waste oil has not collected Waste oil has not collected
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Construction materials are scattered
indiscriminately near the construction

road

Old containers on the construction site
have not been removed

Status refund is not yet completed
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Annex 9.2.7: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Thanh Hoa

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Thanh Hoa is developing 3 subprojects:

- Sub-project implemented in the first year: Repairing, upgrading to ensure
safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa province.

+ Implementation: Completed up to 95% of the workload, expected to complete
construction and installation in September 2019 and handed over to use in November
2019.

- Subproject 1 (11 reservoirs): Repair, upgrade and ensure the safety of lakes:
Kim Giao, Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Han Pineapple, Cay Su, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc, Dong Van,
Dong Dong, Ong Gia and Mo Village.

+ Implementation of feasibility study report and dam safety report:

* For 6 reservoirs of Phase 1 (Kim Giao, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc, Mo Village, Doi
Doc, Bai Ma): Completed the FS report, dam safety report (DSR); has approved the
second phase contractor selection plan in Decision No. 631/QD-UBND dated February
15, 2019. Currently, the PMU is organizing the selection of contractors for survey
consultancy, design of as-built drawing and cost estimation.

* For the remaining 5 reservoirs of phase 2: Consultants are preparing a
feasibility study report (FS).

+ Implementation of safety policy:

* For 6 reservoirs belonging to Phase 1 (Kim Giao, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc, Lang
Mo, Doi Doc, Bai Ma): EIA report was approved by President of Thanh Hoa PPC at
Decision 3914 / QD-UBND dated October 10, 2018; Reports: SIA report;
Environmental - Social Impact Assessment report (ESIA); Report of Resettlement
Action Plan (RAP) and Report of Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP) is being
submitted to the World Bank for approval.

* For the remaining 5 reservoirs of phase 2: Consultants are preparing safety
policy reports.

- Subproject 2 (12 reservoirs): Repairing and upgrading safely the reservoirs of
Sen Sen, Khe Tuan, Thung Sau, Cua Tram, Ngoc Re, Hoc Man, Cua Hoc, Da Mai, Ro
Cuc, Dam Bridges, Dam Ngang and Nam Son.

+ Implementation of feasibility study report and dam safety report:

* For 5 reservoirs (Ao Sen, Ngoc Re, Dam Cau, Thung Sau and Nam Son):
MARD has commented on the Feasibility Study Report, Dam Safety Report in Official
Letter No. 1236/BNN-TCTL dated 22/02/2019. Currently submitting documents to
CPO board for approval via WB, which is the basis for submission to PPC for approval
of the feasibility study report.
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* For the remaining 7 reservoirs under phase 2: Consultants are preparing a
feasibility study report (FS).

+ Implementation of safety policy:

* For 5 reservoirs (Ao Sen, Ngoc Re, Dam Cau, Thung Sau, Nam Son):
Environmental - Social screening report was approved on March 26, 2019. The
proposal for safety policy report has been approved and is being submitted to the PPC
for approval of the EIA Report.

* For the remaining 7 reservoirs of phase 2: Consultants are preparing safety
policy reports.

The PMU has a full-fledged organizational structure.

The PMU concurrently supervised the construction of works.

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

Sub-project implemented in the first year: Repairing and upgrading to ensure
safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa province.

- Regarding design document: All design documents have been approved,
verified and approved.

- Components of the dossier fully comply with the order specified in the dam
safety framework and current Vietnamese standards (Dam safety report, action plan for
dams, project preparation documents, and design documents of as-built drawing).

- Document quality: A quick look at the design document of the independent
third party CSC's as-built drawing found that: The drawing is easy to view, stable
structural items.

Sub-project implemented in the first year: Repairing and upgrading to ensure
safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa province.

- Regarding design document: All design documents have been approved,
verified and approved.

- Components of the dossier fully comply with the order specified in the dam
safety framework and current Vietnamese standards (Dam safety report, action plan for
dams, project preparation documents, and design documents of as-built drawing).

- Document quality: A quick look at the design document of the independent
third party CSC's as-built drawing found that: The drawing is easy to view, stable
structural items.

1) Subproject 1 (11 reservoirs): Repair, upgrade and ensure the safety of lakes:
Kim Giao, Doi Doc, Bai Ma, Hon Dua, Su Su, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc, Dong Vy, Dong
Dong , Ong Gia and Mo Village.
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- Regarding to Design document:

* For 6 Phase 1 reservoir (Kim Giao, Bai Den, Bai Ngoc, Mo Village, Doi Doc,
Bai Ma): The current document for preparation of the FS report and DSR has been
assessed and are implementing the following steps. The supervision mission will view
the as-built drawing design - estimation in the next monitoring.

2) Subproject 2 (12 reservoirs): Repair and upgrade to ensure safety of
reservoirs of Ao Sen, Khe Tuan, Thung Sau, Cua Tram, Ngoc Re, Hoc Man, Cua Hoc,
Da Mai, Ro Cuc, Dam Cau, Dap Ngang and Nam Son.

- About design document:

* For 5 reservoirs (Ao Sen, Ngoc Re, Dam Cau, Thung Sau and Nam Son): The
current document for preparation of a FSR and a DSR is being submitted to CPO for
approval by the World Bank, basis for PPC approving. The supervision mission will
review the design document of as-built drawing – estimation cost in the next visit.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

c) Construction activities in the field:

ISC conducted field inspection of Dong Be Lake in Xuan Du, Nhu Thanh district and
Trieu Thanh commune, Trieu Son district, Thanh Hoa province under the first year subproject.

- General information about construction package:

+ Name of construction and installation package: Package 11 (C1-TH-ĐB-W1):
Construction and insurance for construction and repair works and safety improvement
of Dong Be reservoir.

+ Contractor: Joint venture between Thanh Hoa Agricultural Construction JSC;
Phuc Thanh Construction Investment JSC; Thanh Hoa Agriculture and Rural
Development Construction Corporation - JSC.

+ Site commander: Bui Thanh Tuan

+ Contract's value: 33,082 million VND, construction is in 18 months (From
February 2018 to August 2019).

+ Supervision consultancy unit: PMU of Construction Investment of Agriculture
and Rural Development works in Thanh Hoa province.

- Work implemented under the design document includes: (1) Main dam: filling

additionally downstream to expand the dam face, reinforcing downstream grasses,

reinforcing concrete frames + paving stones without mortar on the upstream roof,

concreting dam crest, (2) Sub-dam: Raising the crest of the dam, reinforcing the dam

crest by concrete M200, 20cm thick, 3.5m wide; (3) Flood spillway + energy

dissipation tank, (4) demolishing the old drains and rebuilding new sewers, (5)

Construction of administrative houses, service roads and power lines for management

and operation.
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- Works that have been performed at the time of checking: At the time of
checking, the work items have completed up to 95% of the workload, exceeding the
progress of the contract that signed.

- Regarding the actual construction progress compared with the schedule in the
signed contract: the actual construction progress exceeded the construction progress in
the contract.

- During the construction of the operation management road: there is a difference
between the design dossier and the actual, which needs to be adjusted accordingly.

- Regarding the quality management documents:

+ Construction diary: Taking full notes, but some pages have erased the
construction work.

+ Acceptance of input materials before putting them into use: Not yet tested the
permeability coefficient of the embankment soil.

+ All concrete work: There is no acceptance record of concrete work.

+ There is no record of the completion of the acceptance test of payment of
hidden items.

- Regarding to construction quality: After checking at the scene, there are some
following problems:

+ Concrete on the dam face in some locations appears horizontal cracks.

+ Some locations of concrete of downstream lock, wave walls adjacent to
concrete on dam crest have unusual cracks.

+ Drainage hole on the roof of the spillway is not arranged.

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

a) Bidding:

Subproject Dong Be:

- Consulting and non-consulting package: Completed all 14/14 bidding
packages.

- Construction: has been awarded the Dong Be package.

Subproject 2: Only has been awarded two packages, creating FS& Dam Safety
and package for social environmental and safety policies.

Subproject 3: Only has been awarded two packages, creating task and estimation
cost for FS& Dam Safety and package for social environmental and safety policies.

b) Contract management:

The disbursement value is about 34.6 billion VND / Total contract price is 40.2
billion VND.
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In which:

- Consulting and non-consulting is 6.7 billion VND.

- Construction: 27.9 billion VND.

1.3.2. Some findings

a) Bidding:

- Legal documents: Lack of Bidding Appraisal report and contractor selection
result.

- Lack of documents to demonstrate the capacity declaration (personnel,
machinery and equipment) and credit source commitment for the bidding package.

- The similar contract (No. 03/2014/HD-XD between Dai Binh Prison and Phuc
Thanh contractor (the awarded unit) shows signs of honest storage.

- The discount of the bidding package for selecting consultant of as-built
drawing and estimation cost of Dong Be resulted in the Proposal Document had
unusually low price, but the Bid solicitor not asked the Bidder to clarify and evaluate
inaccurate (content of social costs in the specific salary analysis table of expert) may
result in incorrect awarding.

b) Contract management:

- Managing progress and quality: See comments of CSCs. However, it should be
noted that the current part of the management road is being considered for design
adjustments that may affect the progress of the bidding package. Therefore, the
contractor needs to re-prepare the schedule when there is a revised plan to ensure the
time for completing the project is on the committed schedule.

- Managing investment costs in the construction process: Comply with and
ensure applicable regulations.

- Safety and sanitation management: See comments of construction supervision
and environmental Experts.

1.3.3. Cause

- To subjective or inexperienced expert group during selection of the Bid

- For contractors: (i) Technical workers do not comply with the regulations on
construction techniques; (ii) The staff who in charge of technical is limited in number,
relax of discipline and lack of sense of responsibility.

- With CSC: (i) Due to the number of field supervisors less; (ii) relax of
discipline, lack of sense of responsibility; (iii) The implementation capacity of CSC’s
staff / units is somewhat limited.

1.3.4. Suggestion

- Improving more professional skills for Experts.
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- Due to design changes, the contractor should be requested to re-prepare the
construction schedule to ensure the completion time as in the signed or adjusted
contract.

- For some quality concerns, it is necessary to follow up and provide appropriate
solutions.

- Investors need to strengthen inspection and supervision.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Actual status

- The WB8 sub-project in Thanh Hoa province is under construction including
24 lakes.

- The cumulative disbursement value up to December 31, 2018 is 34,712 million
VND.

- Accounting organization structure includes 01 chief accountant, cashier and
accountant

- The system of financial statements and accounting books are full as prescribed.

2.2. Detection, cause, solution

a) Detections:

- Up to the date of the audit (May 7, 2019), Package 1: Consulting on updating
investment projects (FS), creating DSR, consulting with SUBPROJECT1 community
and Package No. 02 : Consultancy for preparation of socio-environmental impact
assessment (ESIA and EIA) reports, resettlement action plan (RAP) reports, on-going
EMDP development reports (EMDP) behind schedule. Specifically:

Index Name of package
Date to

sign

Estimated
completion

date

Acceptance
volume (%)

1

Package 1: Consulting on updating
investment projects (FS), creating
dam safety newspaper, with
community consulting -
SUBPROJECT1

17/10/2017 2/1/2019 90%

2

Package No. 02: Consultancy for
making report on environmental -
social impact assessment (ESIA and
EIA), report on resettlement action
plan (RAP), report on ethnic
minority development plan (EMDP))

13/11/2017 13/1/2018 90%

- By the end of the audit, the Project has not had a full debt reconciliation record
for contractors at the end of the fiscal year.
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- The unit recognizes economic transactions arising in foreign currencies which

are not in accordance with the provisions of Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the Ministry

of Finance, guiding the accounting applied to the Investor. When making payment to

contractors, the PMU has not yet reflected the foreign currency payment rate according

to the exchange rate, using the weighted average method. Therefore, as at December 31,

2018, the bank deposit item reflected a shortage of 491,236,211 VND. At the same

time, the balance of total assets/total capital of the project is lacking correspondingly

491,236,211 VND.

b) Reason:

According to the PMU's feedback, the Consultants have submitted consultancy

reports for approval, but until the time of the audit, they have not been approved and

accepted.

PMU has sent minutes to compare debts but has not received a response.

When making payments to contractors, the PMU has not yet reflected the foreign

currency payment rate at the exchange rate using the weighted average method as

prescribed.

c) Solution:

- The PPMU should coordinate with the World Bank and stakeholders to review

and accept the advisory reports in time to ensure the progress.

- The PPMU should continue to check the debt balance with the contractor at the

end of the year and adjust the difference, if any.

- The PMU needs to comply with the provisions of Article 13. Guidance on

accounting application to PMU, Circular 195/2012/TT-BTC of the Ministry of Finance,

guiding accounting applied to applications the Investor. Accordingly, the content of

instructions for Account 413 - Exchange rate differences prescribed:

"The Differences in exchange rate increases (or decreases) arising in the period

are reflected in Account 413 "Exchange rate differences" are offset between the

increase and decrease and follow up to the project time, sub-projects, constructions

and work items completed and handed over ”

Management board should additionally record the entry of exchange rate

difference accordingly. Correction entry: Reflecting an increase in bank deposits, an

increase in the exchange rate difference amount of 491,236,211 VND.

Debit Account 1122/ Credit in Account 413: Amount 491,236,211 VND.
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3. SUPERVISION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL SAFETY POLICIES

3.1. Regarding to resettlement

a) Actual status:

Subproject: Repair, upgrade to ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa
province under repair and improvement project for dam (WB8) sponsored by World
Bank sponsored by President of Thanh Hoa PPC approved the FS Report in Decision
No. 777/QD-UBND dated March 8, 2016, approved the construction drawing design
and construction cost estimates in Decision No. 3049 / QD-UBND on August 21/2017.

Investment objective: Repairing and upgrading Dong Be reservoir to ensure
safety for works and downstream areas, ensuring stable irrigation water supply for 255
ha of cultivated land of Hop Thanh communes, Trieu Thanh, Trieu Son district and
Xuan Du commune, Nhu Thanh district, Thanh Hoa province.

Scope of influence:

- The implementation of the sub-project on Repairing and upgrading the safety
of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa province affects on 30 households (05 households in
Xuan Du commune, 25 households in Trieu Thanh commune) are affected due to loss
of land and structures, trees, crops, etc. and public utility land of 01 organization is
Trieu Thanh commune PC. There are no severely affected households (due to loss of
20% of the total productive land area, or 10% for vulnerable households), no affected
households will be relocated. There are 29 Kinh and 01 Muong ethnic households. The
subproject is not affected by construction water cut.

- Construction of the subproject will affect 34,361.52 m2 of land. In which: Land
acquisition area is: 27,171.02 m2. Specifically, agricultural land is 5,535.92 m2,
residential land is 1,112.9 m2, aquaculture land is 919.7 m2, production forest land is
4,646.3 m2, and yearly crop land is 4,273.5 m2, other land area (transportation,
irrigation, unused flat land, other annual flat land): 10,682.70 m2. The land area
temporarily affected (without land acquisition) is: 7,190.5 m2.

b) Detection, cause, solution:

Information disclosure and community consultation:

- The monitoring results show that the information dissemination, community
consultation and participation of people in the subproject Area have been fully
implemented. Information dissemination activities of the project were started from
April 10, 2016 to April 15, 2016.
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- At least 06 community consultation meetings were conducted in Xuan Du and
Trieu Thanh communes, with a total of 141 participants (85 male and 56 female). The
content of the community consultation meeting includes: information dissemination of
the subproject; guide the process of implementation of site clearance compensation;
dissemination of site clearance compensation policies ... Participants in the community
consultation meeting included: representatives of the PMU, representatives of PPCs of
communes/wards, heads of villages and hamlets and households are affected by the
subproject.

Inventory of damaged properties and make a compensation plan:

- The tally process for affected households starts from August 9, 2017 to October
6, 2017

- All interviewed households said that the results of the tallying were informed to
the households after the end of the tallying session and posted at the commune PC
headquarters. Inventory minutes of each affected household are clearly showing. The
type of land, land position, type and number of trees, and the area of crops are affected.

After finishing the inventorying process, the People's Committees of Trieu Son
and Nhu Thanh districts approved the compensation options as follows:

+ Decision No. 3290/QD-UBND dated 13/12/2017 of Nhu Thanh district PC on
approving the plan of compensation, support and resettlement of repairing and
upgrading works to ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir for affected households in Xuan
Du commune, Nhu Thanh district.

+ Decision No. 4092 /QD-UBND dated July 2, 2018 of Nhu Thanh district PC,
approving the plan of compensation, support and resettlement of works for repairing
and upgrading to ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir for affected households in Xuan
Du commune, Nhu Thanh district.

+ Decision No. 7750/QD-UBND dated Dec 12, 2017 of Trieu Son district PC,
approving the plan of compensation, support and resettlement of works for repairing
and upgrading to ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir for affected households in Trieu
Thanh commune.

+ Decision No. 657/QD-UBND dated March 29, 2018 of Trieu Son district PC,
approving the plan of compensation, support and resettlement of works for repairing
and upgrading to ensure safety of Dong Be reservoir for affected households in Trieu
Thanh commune.

Pay compensation:

- Paying compensation support for households is started from December 25,
2017, ended on February 4, 2018 and is paid at the Cultural houses of villages.

- By the time of reporting, all 30 affected households have received
compensation and assistance. Total amount paid for compensation is 1.65 billion VND.
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- Site clearance is 100% completed, all affected households have received
compensation, assistance and handover of land.

Internal monitoring:

Thanh Hoa PPMU has a staff in charge of compensation, assistance and

resettlement implementation of the subproject. The resettlement officer of the

subproject also understands the compensation policies of the Donors and the project. He

has closely followed the work and built a good and close relationship and connection

between the PMU, Compensation Council and Commune People's Committee in

compensation and support, land clearance.

However, there are a number of compensation and assistance policies for

affected households, especially for vulnerable groups. There are differences between

the provincial policy and the policy framework of the project. Therefore, it causes some

difficulties in applying and paying compensation, support for vulnerable groups.

Support vulnerable and stable people to improve their lives:

- Policies to support and restore livelihoods for affected households are
implemented according to the project's resettlement framework and Decision No.
3162/2014 / QD-UBND dated September 26, 2014 of Thanh Hoa PPC.

Complaints:

- According to the results of working with local authorities and relevant

agencies, there are no cases of complaints from affected households in the subproject

area.

- However, currently there are 09 households in the vulnerable group who have

not received support from the project. According to the policy framework, female-

headed households, households with the disabled, and the elderly helpless folk) will

receive the same support as the poor households according to PPC's regulations.

However, according to Decision 3162/2014, the provisions on compensation for

resettlement when the state recovering land does not mention the support level for these

cases.

Other issues at PPMU:

- Thanh Hoa PPMU is also looking forward to further guidance by the consultant

and CPO on the implementation and monitoring of social safeguard policies so that it

can be implemented better in the next sub-projects, especially the support policy for

households with easy-to-vulnerable group.

- Storing texts, documents: All records, papers related to compensation and

support for affected households are kept very well.
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3.2. Gender and ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Actual status

a) Result 1: Improve dam safety, improve irrigation conditions.

1) The indexes have reached

All subprojects are: Do not hire child labor. In reality, there were no children
participating in the labor and construction contracts between contractors and PMU also
mentioned this clause.

All subprojects: male and female labors will receive the same wage for the same
type of work; Remuneration ranges from 180 - 280 thousand VND/day, excluding
lunch. Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

2) Indicators not achieved / not yet implemented:

There are no statistics on the priority of poor and vulnerable households to
participate in unskilled labor. There has been no connection between contractors and
local authorities in the communes.

b) Result 2: strengthening capacity for people to take advantage of the
subproject

c) Result 3: Strengthening awareness about potential social evils for vulnerable
groups.

- Failure to implement: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Failure to implement: Community-based risk reduction program: Information on
risk reduction will be transferred to effected communes and villages by the project
using a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female-headed households,
households having elderly and disabled).

- Failure to implement: Documents and information must be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially need to be translated into many ethnic
languages depending on the region.

- Failure to implement: The Women's Union, representatives of the center of
HIV/AIDS prevention and control, will train trainers for each commune/village in the
project area.

- Failure to implement: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Program to minimize risks during construction

- Failure to implement: PMU and contractor will work closely with health
services in communes and districts to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers.
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- Failure to implement: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and needs of men and women.

- Failure to implement: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education, and
communication to address the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Failure to implement: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Failure to implement: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Failure to implement: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
for workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for workers and workers who came to the commune health unit when
needed advice. At contractors, there is no specialized staff, experience in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases.

d) Result 4: Project management

Failure to implement: Gender awareness training/practicing will be provided to
PMU’s staffs, local organizations and contractors.

Failure to implement: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Regarding to ethnic minorities: Dong Be reservoir subproject has EMDP

a) Cause not yet implemented GAP-EMDP:

3.2.3. Other social issues

Through field surveys and interviews with some households, the consulting
workers found that there were some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,
medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention
yet.

- Some employees who are working without labor contract, as well as have not
been paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as no
garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not have medicine cabinets located at the camps, operators
or mobile medicine cabinets at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets without
condoms are still poor with few drugs.
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- The truck transporting construction materials exceeding the weight have

damaged sunk the roads of people. Or vehicles carrying materials to go along with the

roads of local people, dirty and dust, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road. People

reflect a lot about the dusty situation.

- Discharging and draining water in the dam reservoir during the construction

process should notify the household with much more frequency so that the people are

aware of avoiding shallow water of the lake, causing damage to the aquaculture/fish

farming.

- Construction unit lacks / does not have necessary signs (Construction signs,

cautions signs, phone numbers for contact, safety signs, construction site rules, lack of

fire extinguishers…).

4. ABOUT ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Workload and construction schedule

- The WB8 project in Thanh Hoa province, invested by the PMU of Thanh Hoa

Agriculture and rural development works, has been agreed upon by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). The reservoirs are 24 one, including:

+ 01 reservoir belonging to the first year subproject;

+ 11 reservoirs belonging to Subproject 1;

+ 12 reservoirs belonging to Subproject 2.

- The subproject implemented from the first year (Dong Be reservoir) is

currently estimated at 98% of the volume under the signed contract. Subproject 1 is

currently organizing to select contractors for survey consultancy and design. Subproject

2 is currently under preparation for project investment.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety supervision

- Thanh Hoa PPMU has an organizational structure with full of different

specialized sections, including 01 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.

- Officer in charge of environmental safety of CSC and Contractor at the time the

Supervision delegation checking was present at the construction site.
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4.3. Some shortcomings need to be overcome and recommendations of the
supervision delegation

Index Detection Recommendations

1 Failure to provide the documents
fully:
- Papers related to waste
transportation along with
transport routes
- Documents proving
contractor's environmental safety
training for workers
- Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous
waste

- Contractors need to prepare all safety
documents
- PPMU and CSC need to speed up the
contractor to fully comply with the
regulations and have all legal documents just
for construction.

2 Training on environmental
safety and sanitation on the
construction site

The Contractor should provide document of
the safety training for all workers conducted.
Supervision consultants need to fully check
and ensure that trained workers can
participate in the construction site

3 The gathering yard for materials
is still indiscriminate and has not
been cleared.

Requiure the contractor to collect and clean
daily and take measures to protect equipment
and machinery from damage.

4 Collecting and processing waste
matter of workers
- Construction area has not any
domestic waste collection
companies, therefore Contractor
has to collect and treat by
himself by burning on site.

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to
keep domestic waste in construction site and
site hut follow undertakes in the
Environmental protection Plan (each place
having 2 to 3 cans)

5 Harmful waste:
- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with company who can
collect and handle harmful waste
on construction site and camps
- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. Has not been
collected as per regulations.

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place  01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

6 Contractor has equipped
medicine cabinet, fire hydrants
at construction camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine
and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at places
which are flammable, explosive in
construction site ( area for gathering
materials,…) and keep during construction
period.
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5. CONCLUSION - RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

Only Dong Be subproject in Thanh Hoa province has implemented GAP and
EMDP integration. Meanwhile, the remaining provinces have not yet implemented
these two plans. However, some indicators of the GAP have been achieved such as not
using child labor; contractors employed local labor, female workers and affected
households near the construction area of the lakes, dams.

5.2. Suggestion

a) About PMU:

- The consultant supports committee reporting SA/ESIA should also discuss
clearly with the committee why WB’s safeguard policies need to be implemented. As
well as instructs PMUs on implementation, budgets for these activities..

- Expert / consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staffs who responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety
policies and programs, they also need to be trained and practiced. In addition, they also
need to commit to participate in long-term implementation throughout the project
implement in case the officer is no longer working in the project, he/she should also
pass on these contents to the successor of his/her task.

- PMU should also issue a letter/notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) On the Contractor side:

- Also need to set up forms to track personnel of the unit. In addition, the

provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the Contractor

and the PMU also need to be implemented. Avoid the case given but do not/not

implemented yet as present.

- The contractor must also send officers to monitor and take responsibility for the

implementation of social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and

practiced on WB policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,

with the village leader, the village women’s union about the needs of recruiting
unskilled workers, female workers and labors are the effected households.

- At the contractor’s camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for

the workers. Fixed and mobile medicine cabinets are also needed to equip in the

contractors. In medicine cabinets in addition to essential medicines, bandages also need

to have an available condom placed in them.
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- The contractor also needs a telephone number, hotline at least of the commune
health unit providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone numbers to
be posted right at the camp, the administrative house of the contractor’s..

- For labors, contractors have to sign labor contracts, fully pay social health
insurance.

6. PICTURES ON THE SCENE

Name plate is available, however at the time
of inspection, it’s damaged should be repaired

Toilet for workers is enough hygienic and
safety

Waste is thrown uncontrolled around the camp
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Annex 9.2.8: Monitoring results of the dam repair and dam safety improvement
(WB8) in Nghe An

1. MONITORING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1.1. General information

The WB8 subproject in Nghe An, 4 projects are under development:

- Subproject 1: Repairing and upgrading Khe Gang reservoir, Ngoc Son commune,
Quynh Luu district, Nghe An province.

+ Implementation situation: In progress of construction.

- Subproject 2: Repairing and upgrading Khe San reservoir, Quynh Thang
commune, Quynh Luu district, Nghe An province.

+ Implementation situation: In progress of construction.

- Subproject 3 (13 Lakes): Repairing and upgrading water reservoirs: La Nga,
Thanh Thuy, Lake 271, Hoc Nget, Khe Dung, Ho 3/9, Don Hung, Ke Sat, Ho Tuan,
Khe Du, Hon Mat, Rao Bang, Khe Dua.

+ Implementation situation: PMU does not report and provide documents.

- Subproject 4 (12 lakes): Repairing and upgrading water reservoirs: Ba Khe, Ho
Thanh, Dong So, Khe Buoi, Khe Chua, Ho Lo, Xuan Nguyen, Diem Moi, Tan Hoa, Ho
Xo, Lang Sinh, and Truc Dong.

+ Implementation situation: PMU does not report and provide documents.

Organizational structure of Nghe An Agriculture and Rural Development PMU:

- There are full appointments and assignments for each member.

- Nghe An Agriculture and Rural Development PMU concurrently supervises the
construction of works (There is a Decision assigning tasks to supervisors).

1.2. Designing and construction

a) Design document:

Subproject 1: Repairing and upgrading Khe Gang reservoir, Ngoc Son
commune, Quynh Luu district, Nghe An province.

Regarding design documents: All design documents have been verified,
appraised and approved.

- The components of the dossier comply with the procedures specified in the dam
safety framework and the current Vietnam standards (Dam safety report, action plan for
dams, project preparation records, and design of as-built drawings).

Subproject 2: Repairing and upgrading Khe San reservoir, Quynh Thanh
commune, Quynh Luu district, Nghe An province.
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- About Design document: All design documents hve verified appraised and
approved.

- The components of the dossier comply with the procedures specified in the dam

safety framework and the current Vietnam standards (Dam safety report, action plan for

dams, project preparation records, and design of as-built drawings).

Subproject 3 (13 reservoirs): Repairing and upgrading reservoirs: La Nga, Thanh

Thuy, Reservoir 271, Hoc Nget, Khe Dung, Reservoir 3/9, Don Hung, Ke Sat,

Reservoir Tuan, Khe Du, Hon Mat, Rao Bang, and Khe Dua.

- About design document: PMU has not reported and provided document so ISC

has not basis to review.

Subproject 4 (12 reservoirs): Repairing and upgrading reservoirs: Ba Khe,

Reservoir Thanh, Dong Nen, Khe Buoi, Khe Chua, Reservoir Lo, Xuan Nguyen, Diem

Moi, Tan Hoa, Reservoir Xo, Lang Sinh, Truc Dong.

- About Design document: PMU has not reported and provided document so ISC

has not basis to review.

b) Regarding to mechanism of PPMU:

There are full appointments and assignments for each member trong BQL.

c) Construction activities in the field:

ISC delegation has checked on site of Khe Gang reservoir, Ngoc Son commune,

Quynh Luu district, Nghe An and Khe San reservoir, Quynh Thang commune, Quynh

Luu, Nghe An.

Khe Gang reservoir:

+ Name of package: 148 /HĐXL-C1-NA-KG-W1 dated 26/7/2018

+ Contractor: Luc Nguyen Khanh Co. Ltd.,

+ Contractual amount: 27.463.752.000 VND, with construction time is 17
months (since date of 15/08/2018 to 15/01/2020).

+ Site commander: Nguyen Van Phu

+ Construction supervision Consultant: PMU of Agricultural and rural
development of Nghe An province; Chief of supervision: Bach Thanh Huyen.

- The work has been implemented according to the design document including:
main dam (raising up and expanding the crest towards upstream slope, reinforcing the
upstream slope by concrete beam – frame + paving stone without mortar, reinforcing
the downstream slope by grassing, reinforcing the crest by concrete #200, 20 cm thick),
the spillway, renew the sluice access road, and administrative house.
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- The works which have been performed at the time of inspection: At the time of

checking, the items: main dam, drainage channel on the downstream slope, sluice, and

administrative house are under construction and finishing.

- Regarding to the actual construction progress in comparison with the schedule

in the signed contract: The progress is relative slow in comparison with the contract.

- Regarding to quality control dossier of construction:

+ Construction diary: Recorded incompletely about sampling of experiments,

acceptance ..., without overlapping stamps, without full recording of bidding package

information.

+ Acceptance of input materials before putting them into use: Not yet tested the

permeability coefficient of the soil for filling embankment.

+ Acceptance of work: The basis for acceptance of work (certificates of origin

certificates of quality, test results of input materials) is not available.

+ There is no record of the completion of the acceptance test of the math scale of

hidden items.

- There are some shortcomings on the construction site:

+ No name board, cautions board, total construction progress.

+ The construction unit is unable to provide the construction organization chart

on the construction site: the site commander, technical, internal work, materials and

construction teams.

+ There is no commitment on the plan to minimize environmental pollution

during the construction process (it must be approved by the district Department of

NRE). There is no agreement with the local and residents on the use of roads to serving

transportation of materials and waste soil.

- Regarding labor safety:

+ Construction workers do not have protective equipment (hats, shoes, gloves
...).

+ The camp for workers is very temporary.

Khe San reservoir:

+ Name of package: 151 /HĐXL-C1-NA-KG-W1 dated 31/7/2018

+ Contractor: Joint venture between Tan An JSC and Chinh Minh Construction
Investment Co., Ltd.

+ Contractual amount: 16.772.203.000 VND, construction time is 18 months
(since 15/08/2018 to 15/02/2020).
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+ Construction supervision Consultant: PMU of Agricultural and rural
development of Nghe An province; Chief of supervision: Nguyen Van Anh.

- The work has been implemented according to the design document including:
main dam (raising up and expanding the crest towards upstream slope, reinforcing the
upstream slope by concrete beam – frame + paving stone without mortar, reinforcing
the downstream slope by grassing, reinforcing the crest by concrete #200, 20 cm thick),
the spillway, renew the sluice access road, and administrative house.

- The works which have been performed at the time of inspection: At the time of
checking, the items: main dam, drainage channel on the downstream slope, sluice, and
administrative house are under construction and finishing.

- Regarding to the actual construction progress in comparison with the schedule
in the signed contract: The progress is relative slow in comparison with the contract.

- Regarding to quality control dossier of construction:

+ Construction diary: Recorded incompletely about sampling of experiments,
acceptance ..., without overlapping stamps, without full recording of bidding package
information.

+ Acceptance of input materials before putting them into use: Not yet tested the
permeability coefficient of the soil for filling embankment.

+ Acceptance of work: The basis for acceptance of work (certificates of origin
certificates of quality, test results of input materials) is not available.

+ There is no record of the completion of the acceptance test of the math scale of
hidden items.

- There are some shortcomings on the construction site:

+ No name board, cautions board, total construction progress.

+ The construction unit is unable to provide the construction organization chart
on the construction site: the site commander, technical, internal work, materials and
construction teams.

+ There is no commitment on the plan to minimize environmental pollution
during the construction process (it must be approved by the district Department of
NRE). There is no agreement with the local and residents on the use of roads to serving
transportation of materials and waste soil.

+ Failure to provide inspection certificates for construction machinery on the
site.

- Regarding labor safety:

+ No engineer in charge of labor safety. No training courses for workers on
safety practices have been organized yet.
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+ Construction workers do not have protective equipment (hats, shoes, gloves
...).

+ The camp for workers is very temporary.

1.3. Bidding and Contract management

1.3.1. Actual status

a) Bidding:

Subproject 1 of Khe San and Khe Gang:

- Consultancy: Completed all packages.

- Construction: The bidding package for construction of Khe San Lake and Khe
Gang Lake has been awarded.

Subproject 2 and Subproject 3:

- Just awarded 2 packages of Consultancy for preparation of FS & Dam Safety,
and environmental & social safety policy.

b) Contract management:

The disbursement value is about19,1 billion VND/Total contract price is 50,3
billion VND.

1.3.2. Some findings

a) Bid:

The assessment between financial resources (as per Fin 3) and Commitment to
Existing Contracts (as per Fin4) has not been accurate (should not include the value of
incomplete contracts in the assessment).

The work of gathering documents has not been focused, lacking legal documents
attached to the bid evaluation report.

b) Contract management:

- Progress and quality: Reviewing the comments of the CSC. However, must pay
attention:

+ With these packages, Contractor has not created the detailed construction
schedule for items, aims to suitable to general schedule.

+ The replacement of key personnel has a document and a written approved from
the Investor.

+ The maintenance and storage of concrete samples have not been focused yet.

+ The creation of as-built document should be implemented in accordance with
regulations.

- Safety and sanitation management: See comments of construction supervision
and environmental Experts.
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1.3.3. Reason

- The work is just under construction but still serving production.

- For contractors: (i) Technical workers do not comply with the regulations on
construction techniques; (ii) The staff who in charge of technical is limited in number,
relax of discipline and lack of sense of responsibility.

- With CSC and Owner: relax of discipline, lack of sense of responsibility

1.3.4. Suggestion

- Based on the actual conditions of re-preparing the construction schedule, taking
into account the abnormal factors of the weather, the time of stopping construction to
serve production ensures the completion time as stated in the signed contract.

- Request contractors to mobilize personnel strictly according to the Suggestion
and the signed contract.

- Require the contractor to comply with the commitments and measures to ensure
occupational safety and sanitation as in the Technical Proposal.

- Investor strengthens inspection and supervision.

2. INTERNAL AUDIT

2.1. Current status

- WB8 subproject in Nghe An province is under implementation of 40 reservoirs
with different types.

- Total disbursement accumulated till 31/12/2018 is 11.168 million VND.

- Accounting mechanism included 01 chief accountant and treasurer, accountant.

- Finance system reports and accounting book as per provisions.

2.2. Detect, cause and solution

a) Detection:

Contract No. 148 / HDXL-C1-NA-KG-W1 dated July 26, 2018 for Luc Nguyen
Khang Co., Ltd, it is required PMU to pay advance 20% of the contract value at the
latest after 28 days as from the signing date of contract and contractor submit an
advance bank guarantee (August 3rd, 2018). Accordingly, by September 1st, 2018 the
PMU is required to pay advance to the contractor. However, in reality on September 24,
2018, the PMU paid advance to Luc Nguyen Khang Company.

- PMU does not record the total amount loaned from the World Bank but only
record the amount disbursed to contractors.

- PPMU will only balance and record cash and his deposits in bank at the end of
the year.
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Till end of the audit time, the Project has not had a full debt reconciliation record
for contractors by end of the fiscal year.

- In the year, the PMU has not recorded a number of expenses such as salaries,
allowances, stationery, per diem...

- PMU has not recorded value of the first acceptance value of the first phase of
contract No. 148 / HDXL-C1-NA-KG-W1 dated July 26, 2018 for Luc Nguyen Khang
Co., Ltd.

- PPMU has not yet tracked bank fees (receiving fee, paid fee to contractors ...).
According to the PMU interview, we learned that the PPMU is working with the
contractor and request the contractor to bear these fees.

- The unit recognizes economic transactions that arise in foreign currencies
which are not in accordance with the provisions of Circular 195/2012 / TT-BTC of the
Ministry of Finance guiding accounting applied to the investor. When making payment
to contractors, the Management Board has not yet reflected the foreign currency
payment rate according to the exchange rate using the average cost method. Therefore,
as of December 31, 2018, the bank deposit item reflected a lack of VND 232,556,881.
At the same time, the balance of total assets / total capital of the project is lacked with
corresponding value of 232,556,881 VND.

b) Cause:

- As per explanation from the PMU, the reason is due to delay in preparation of

payment document for disbursement.

- The PMU does not record the amount loaned by the WB, and records with of

disbursed value to the contractor.

- According to the finance principles, every month, the accountant has to record

and balance the case, review and balance if any difference. The PMU is not understood

yet well regulations by the WB.

- The PMU has submitted the final balance record, but not yet received response.

- The counter fund has not yet arranged accordingly to the project

implementation status. Because the staffs of PMU take various roles, so the counter

fund is priority used for other essential works such as payment to the contractors.

- The payment documents of year 2019 has delivered to the accountant.

- Because the PMU is now under consideration and discussion with contractor

for bearing bank fees.

- During payment, the PMU does not take exchange rate as per method of

average cost as provisions.
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c) Solution:

- The PMU is required to supervise the contract closely as per provisions
mentioned in the contract.

- The PMU is required to record fully amounts supplied by WB for the project.

- The PMU is required to check cash quarterly, and balance with the bank
deposit and recorded in minutes under supervision of the chief accountant and approved
by the Project manager.

- The PMU is required to compare final accounting balance with the contractor at
year end and revise if any difference.

- The PMU is required to work with related authorities to arrange counter fund
accordingly as per the demand of the PMU.

- The PMU is required to follow up and record the acceptance values of the
packages.

- It is required the accountant to follow up and record bank fee in the investment
value (if approved) or born by the contractor (if the contractor paid).

- PMU is required to confirm the Article 13: Guidance on accounting for PMU,
under Circular No. 195/2012/TT-BTC by Ministry of Finance applicable for project
owner. Accordingly, the guidance for the accounting is in the No. 413 – Difference of
exchange rate as below:

“Difference amount of exchange rate increased (or decreased) arising in the
period in the account No.  413 “Exchange rate difference” is made up with increased
and decreased value in the record till the project, subproject, and work item is taken
over”

- The PMU is required to enter in the account on exchange rate difference
accordingly. Revision in accounting entry: record an increase in bank deposit, increase
of exchange rate with value of 232.556.881 Dong.

- Debit: Account No. 1122/ Credit: Account No. 413: value: 232.556.881 Dong.

3. MONITOR IMPLEMENTATION OF SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY

3.1. Resettlement

a) Current status:

- Subproject “Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement for Khe San and Khe Gang
reservoirs in Nghe An province” is one of 12 subprojects to be implemented in the first
year under the “Vietnam Dam Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement Project (DRSIP).
The DRSIP is funded by WB as per proposal of Vietnam government on dam Ensure
the safety of the reservoirs through rehabilitation and upgrading priority dams.
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- Project objectives: Ensure safety for 1800 residents, 650 ha natural land with
infrastructure at downstream area; (ii) Ensure long term stability and safety for dam;
(iii) To water stably for 120 ha rice for Quynh Thang commune; and 175 ha rice of
Ngoc Son commune (iv) supply domestic water for human, animals; (v) Keep moisture,
forest fire protection, harmonize climate and ecological environment.

- Impacted scope of subproject:

+ According to the RAP reports prepared for the subprojects, the implementation
of the Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement for Khe San and Khe Gang reservoirs
will impact on land, assets of some households. However, in detailed design to
minimize site clearance, PMU and related units agreed to adjust the design plan
(lowering the dam elevation compared with the original design) (enclosed herewith
decision on design adjustment of reservoir).

+ According to the working results between PMU and related units, the repair
and upgrading to ensure the safety of Khe San and Khe Gang reservoirs in Nghe An
province does not cause impacts on land acquisition, and not required site clearance
compensation

b) Detect, cause and solution:

Information disclosure and community consultation:

Monitoring results show that the information disclosure, community consultation

and participation of people in the subproject are is fully implemented. During the

preparation of the RAP, the consultant also organized 02 consultation meetings in

Quynh Thang and Ngoc Son communes.

Making estimate of impacted assets and prepare compensation method:

It is not impacted on households, and not required any compensation.

Compensation payment:

It is not impacted on households, and not required any compensation.

Internal monitoring:

Inventory of damaged properties and make compensation plans:

- Nghe An PPMU had a responsible staff related to the subproject

implementation of compensation, assistance and resettlement, but this is a part-time

staff so there are still some limitations in understanding the project's compensation

policy and owner.

- In general, safety policy issues have not been taken full note and understood by

implementing agencies, especially policies related to social issues and implementation

of the Gender Action Plan.
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- PPMU Nghe An is also looking forward to further guidance on the
implementation and monitoring of social security policies so that it can be implemented
better in the next sub-projects.

- Document and paper storage: All documents relating to the project work are
kept very well.

3.2. Gender and remote ethnic minorities

3.2.1. Current status

a) Result 1: Dam safety rehabilitation, irrigation condition improvement.

1) Achieved criteria:

- All subprojects: not to hire child labor. Actual monitoring shows that no child
labor is hire and this condition is mentioned in the contract between contractor and
PMU.

- In all subprojects, male and female workers will receive the same wage for the
same type of work; Wage ranges from 180-280 thousand VND / day, excluding lunch.
Depending on the different job level, the salary will be different.

- The Khe San reservoir subproject - Nghe An Province has popular workers:
Currently, there are 31 local unskilled workers in total of 56 workers at site (accounting
for 55.4%) are local, 4/31 of them are female (accounting for 12.9%). Construction
contractor is Tay An Joint Stock Company and Chinh Minh Construction and
Investment Co., Ltd.

- Khe Gang reservoir subproject - Nghe An province has popular workers: there
are 20 workers out of 47 are unskilled, local workers (42.6%). Among 20 local workers,
there are 4 female laborers (accounting for 20%).

2) Un-achieved criteria:

Data on priority poor households are not yet available, who are vulnerable in the
unskilled workers, the connection between main contractor and local authority.

b) Result 2: Rehabilitee of local people to develop advantage of the subproject.

This activity of the result has not yet achieved, it required at least 30% female
participating on the agriculture encouragement.

c) Result 3: Improve awareness of potential social issues for the vulnerable
people.

- Not implemented yet: HIV/AIDS prevention and human trafficking program.

- Not implemented yet: Community-based risk reduction program: Information
on risk reduction will be transferred to communes and villages because the project is
used a participatory approach with a focus on poor households and vulnerable
households (for example, ethnic minority groups, female headed households, elderly,
disabled people).
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- Not implemented yet: Documents and information shall be appropriate in terms
of language, culture and gender, especially required to translate into many ethnic
languages accordingly to the region.

- Not implemented yet: The Women's Union, representatives of the center of
HIV / AIDS prevention and control, will train local for each commune / village in the
project area.

- Not implemented yet: The program will be implemented in the villages and in
the fair through distributing project documents, program documents and using
loudspeakers.

Mitigation program of risks during construction period:

- Not implemented yet: PMU and contractor will closely coordinate with
commune and district health services to implement awareness raising, training,
prevention, diagnosis and treatment programs for workers. .

- Not implemented yet: All programs and documents have been developed to
integrate gender issues, including the vulnerability and demand of men and women.

- Not implemented yet: The contractor will implement awareness raising
programs for workers and the community including information, education,
communication on the issue of HIV infection and guide prevention measures.

- Not implemented yet: Free counseling and encouraging workers to test for HIV
to make sure they all know about their health status.

- Not implemented yet: Support to access health services and encourage people
living with HIV to admit they have HIV.

- Not implemented yet: Providing medical equipment (free condom distribution)
to workers at the camp.

However, contractors also organized periodic health examinations for workers
and counselors for staff and workers who came to the local healthcare station if
required. In contractor’s place, there is no specific staff, experienced in training and
communication on HIV/AIDS prevention and sexual transmitted diseases.

d) Result 4: Project management

- Not implemented yet: Gender awareness training / training will be provided to
PMU staff, local organizations and contractors.

- Not implemented yet: All capacity development activities will include goals for
participating women and ethnic minorities.

3.2.2. Ethnic Minorities

a) Reason for not yet implemented GAP-EMDP:

In all the monitored subprojects, there is staff on social safety policy. However,
he is not been trained on safeguard policies of the World Bank.
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- Not experienced in implementing donor projects, so not yet known how to
implement.

- the Consultant who prepared  SA/ESIA reports, has not yet been clearly
informed to the departments about the importance of implementing WB's safeguard
policies during project implementation. When the SA/ESIA reports are approved, it is
not clear whether the activities will continue to be implemented or not, who does it?
From where does the budget come?

- Regarding to the PMU meet difficulties in counter fund, which is over the
public debt ceiling, therefore, it is necessary to consult the province to ask for more
capital to implement. it is integrated with activities, making use of available local
resources.

- The process of capital disbursement is complicated, required many procedures.
it is required to get approval from the Department of Planning who is not much
relevant. Meanwhile, irrigation works are urgent works that need to be constructed
quickly before the rainy season. Therefore, according to the proposal of this Capital
Committee, it should be taken to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development to
these projects, then  disbursement will be faster, meeting practical demand when
construction of dams in particular and irrigation in general. (Opinion of PMU Nghe
An).

3.3. Other social issues

Through field surveys at site and interviews with some households, workers it is
found with some shortcomings:

- Some contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to healthcare,
health care and medical counseling for officials/employees, workers.

- Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV / AIDS, STIs prevention.

- Some employees who are working without a contract, as well as have not been
paid insurance as prescribed.

- Some camps do not ensure environmental safety and sanitation, such as no
garbage cans and temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

- Some contractors do not first aid box at the camps, operator’s house or first aid
box is not available condoms are still poor with few drugs.

- The truck for materials transportation with over weight has damaged road, and
road subsidence. Or vehicles transporting materials are son the same road traveling of
local people, with dirt, lack of cover, not watered to wash the road were complained for
dust by local people.

- Water Discharging, releasing the reservoir is required to inform regularly to
local people to prevent shortage of water causing damage to the aquaculture / fish
farming of local people.
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- Construction unit is lacks of / does not have necessary signs (Construction
signs, warning signs of danger area, contact phone numbers, safety signs, construction
site rules, lack of fire extinguishers. fire fighting ...).

4. ENVIRONMENT

4.1. Work quantity and construction schedule

There are 33 reservoirs under WB8 projects in Nghe An provinces under
management of Nge An Agriculture and Rural development. Quantity of subprojects is
4 subprojects (33 reservoirs) included:

- Subproject 1- Khe Gang reservoir: under construction with 40% completed; it
is planned to put into operation in January 2020.

- Subproject 2 - Khe San reservoir: under construction with 30% completed; it is
planned to put into operation in February 2020.

- Subproject 3 (included 13 reservoirs): is being selected with civil contractor.

- Subproject 4 (included 18 reservoirs): was approved with list of reservoirs; The
World Bank has approved with screening result on social environmental safety policy;
is being selected contractor in preparation of feasibility study on dam safety in April
and May 2019.

4.2. Organization and personnel for environmental safety monitoring

- The organizational structure of the unit is full of different specialized sections,
including 1 staff in charge of environmental and social safety.

- Officer in charge of environmental safety of monitoring consultant and
construction contractor at the time the inspection team is not present at the construction
site.

4.3. Shortcomings needs improvement and recommendations for the monitoring
team

No. Detection Recommendation

1 - Organize personnel and training
on environmental safety:

- The contractor has not yet
arranges personnel for
environmental safety.

- The contractor is required to organize 01
personnel for part time of environmental
safety. This personnel is required to have
training on environmental safety, he deeply
understand and implement environmental
safety and sanitation during construction
period.

2 Documents have not been
supplied sufficiently:

- Papers related to waste
transportation along transport

- Contractors is required prepare sufficient
safety documents.

- PPMU and Supervising Consultant are
required to chase the contractor to fully
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No. Detection Recommendation

routes.

- Contract for collection and
transportation of hazardous waste

comply with the regulations and have all legal
documents for construction.

4 The construction site area has
construction signs but not
enough, and lack of necessary
information, some places are not
available (Khe San reservoir).

The sign should include information about the
project, the developer, supervision consultant
and construction contractor, information about
the head who can handle complaints with the
phone number of the owner. Investment,
supervision consultancy and construction
contractors.

6 The material site is still
indiscriminate, has not been
cleared, and has no measures to
preserve raw materials from rain.

It is recommended that the contractor collect
and clean daily and take measures to protect
from flowing materials into the reservoir and
causing unsanitary areas.

7 Workers are not yet equipped
with protective clothing and
equipment

The Contractor is required to arrange
adequately for workers with protective
clothing and equipment and impose sanctions
on unused workers.

8 Worker camps are not
guaranteed; Environmental
sanitation has not ensured
hygiene and safety for workers

- The camp site does not have a
toilet or is available but cannot be
used

- Training on safety and environmental
sanitation for all workers

- Installation of environmental sanitation signs
and sanctions for workers at the construction
site and workers' camps

- The construction site is required to arrange
toilets immediately for workers

9 Harm waste:

- The contractor does not have a
contract with a unit to collect and
treat hazardous waste at the
construction site and workers'
camps.

- Hazardous wastes such as oil
tanks, waste oil, etc. have not
been collected in accordance with
regulations

- At the construction site and workers' camps,
contractors need to equip at least 01 hazardous
waste container (labeled, with a lid)

- Arrange at least 01 location to collect
hazardous waste. This gathering place must be
built in accordance with regulations (covered,
waterproofed and signs, ...)

10 The contractor has not equipped
medical first aid box, fire
extinguishers at the construction
site and workers' camps

The contractor is required to arrange at least
01 box with all first-aid kits and supplies, and
4-6 fire extinguishers in the area prone to fire
and explosion at the construction site (fuel
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No. Detection Recommendation

gathering area). , ..) and maintain during
construction

11 The site for material collection is
still indiscriminate and has not
been cleared yet.

The contractor is recommended to collect and
clean daily and take measures to protect
equipment and machinery from damage.

5. CONCLUSION – RECOMMENDATION

5.1. Conclusion

Subprojects have not combined GAP and EMDP. However, some requirement of
GAP have achieved such as unused child labor, hiring local workers, female workers
and households near the construction area of reservoir and dam .

5.2. Recommendation

a) PMU:

- The consultant support the PMU preparing SA/ESIA reports, and required to
exchange to understand clearly why the WB's safeguard policies are required to be
implemented, as well as guideline for these activities.

- Expert/ consultant is required to guide the implementation of WB safeguard
policies as proposed in the SA/ESIA reports that have been prepared.

- From the staff responsible for monitoring the implementation of safety policies
and programs, they also need to be trained. In addition, they are required to commit to
participate in long-term during the project execution. In case the officer is no longer
working in the project, he/she is required to hand over these contents to the successor of
his / her task.

- The PMU should also issue a letter/ notice to stakeholders and coordinate with
contractors, local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in GAP - EMDP.

b) Contractor:

- It is required to prepare the forms to monitor personnel of the unit. In addition,
the provisions committed/signed on safety policies in the contract between the
contractor and the management unit also are required to implement, preventing the
current situation of given but not implemented.

- The contractor have to arrange staff to monitor to implement social safety
policy as per requirement. The staff is required to train on WB’s policies.

- The contractor needs to connect and notify recruitment to the local authorities,
with the village head, the village women's union on needs of recruiting unskilled
workers, female workers and laborers are the affected households.
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- At the contractor's camps, it is necessary to ensure safety and cleanliness for the
workers. It is required to arrange medical first aid box with essential medicines,
bandages and condom as well placed in the box.

- The contractor is required to arrange a telephone number, hotline at least of the
commune health station providing health care advice to officials and employees. Phone
numbers to be posted right at the camp, the operator’s place of construction unit.

- The contractor is required to have a labor contract with social health insurance.

6. PICTURES ON FEILD

Harmful waste has not collected according to regulations

Camp for workers is uncontrolled and not
enough sanitation

Asphalt is burned on site

Workers have not enough labor safety Yard for gathering materials and vehicles
for construction is not ensured safety
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Appendix 9.3:Summary of bidding - disbursement progress in the provinces

APPENDIX 9.3.1-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS - SON LA PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

No. Name of package

Package
value

according to
contractor
selection

plan

Estimated
value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Date of approval
of cost estimate/

bidding
documents
adjustment

Contract
signing

date

Execution
time

Execution
time as

prescribed
Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('9) ('10) ('11)

A WB FUNDED 128.166,88 127.325,68 126.760,74 126.760,74

I Consultancy package

1

Package 06: C1-SONLA-CS1. Consultancy
supervision of construction, Emergency
preparedness planning 1.889,76 1.999,15 1.998,76 1.998,76 9/25/2018 03/12/2018 69 210 Qualified

II Construction and installation package

2
Package 07: C1-SONLA-W1. Construction
works 126.277,12 125.326,53 124.761,98 124.761,98 2/5/2018 11/15/2018 283 180

Behind
schedule

B COUNTERPART FUND 5.631,01 5.622,61 6.346,18

I Consultancy package

1 Consultancy packages set up survey tasks,
construction investment projects and reports 36,503 36,503 36,503 36,50 27/10/2016

Appoint
contractors

2 Consultancy package for verification of
construction investment feasibility report 100,305 100,305 100,31 28/08/2017

Appoint
contractors

3 Package 02: Consultancy for feasibility study
report and dam safety report 1.754,29 1.754,29 1.752,41 1.752,41 11/22/2016 2/27/2017 97 90 Qualified

4
Package 03: Consultancy for making reports
on environmental and social safeguard
policies 1.541,20 816,604 814,756 814,76 10/22/2017 15/12/2017 54 90 Qualified
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5 Package 04: Survey consultants, set up
construction drawing design, cost estimates 3.642,62 2.923,30 2.918,64 3.642,21 2/5/2018 20/03/2018 43 90 Qualified

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan
- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate

APPENDIX 9.3.1-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS - SON LA PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

No. Content of the contract
Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementat
ion/contract

ratio (%)

Disbursement/
contract ratio

(%)
Comment

A WB FUNDED 126.760,74 126.760,74 56.062,15 70.586,66 44,23 55,68

I Consultancy package 1.998,76
1.998,76

844,009 844,009

1
Consultancy supervision of
construction, Emergency
preparedness planning

03/12/20
18

03/2020 1.998,76
1.998,76

844,009 844,009 42,23 42,23 Qualified

II
Construction and installation
package

124.761,98 124.761,98 55.218,14 69.742,65

1

Contract of construction package
No.07.C1-SONLA-W1. Construction
of works (including Ban O, Noong
Chay, Huoi Nha - Kho Mu, Xa Can,
Xum Lo, Ban Cu and Na Bo lakes)

15/11/20
18

03/2020 124.761,98
124.761,98

55.218,14 69.742,65 44,26 55,90 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 5.622,610 5.622,610 6.155,828 5.646,082 109,48 100,42

I Consultancy package 5.622,610
5.622,610

6.155,828 5.646,082

1

Economic contracts on: Delivery of
consultancy contract to set up survey
tasks, investment projects, dam safety
reports, social and environmental
safety policy reports

27/10/20
16

22/11/2016 36,503
36,503

36,503 36,503 100,00 100,00 Finished

2
Consulting contract verifying
construction investment feasibility
study report

28/08/20
17

27/10/2017 100,31 100,305 100,31 100,31 100,00 100,00 Finished
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3
Consulting contract for feasibility
study report and dam safety report

27/02/20
17

8/5/2017 1.752,41
1.752,406

1.562,05 1.493,19 89,14 85,21 Finished

4
Consultancy contract for making
environmental and social safeguard
reports

15/12/20
17

15/02/2018 814,76
814,756

814,756 737,87 100,00 90,56 Finished

5
Consulting contract, surveying,
seNo.ing up construction drawing
design and cost estimate

20/03/20
18

4/8/2018 2.918,64
3.642,212

3.642,21 3.278,21 100,00 90,01 Finished

APPENDIX 9.3.2-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS - TUYEN QUANG PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Name of package Package
value

Estimated
value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Date of approval
of cost

estimate/bidding
documents

Contract
signing

date

Execution
time

Execution
time as

prescribed
Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('9) ('10)

A WB FUNDED
47.442,1

6 47.442,06 47.316,40 47.233,26

I Consultancy package
12.871,6

6 12.871,55 12.828,95 12.745,81

I.1 Subproject 1

1

Consultancy and construction
supervision of Ngoi La 2 subproject
of Trung Mon, Yen Son district,
Tuyen Quang province (subproject 1)

699,10 699,00 695,84 695,84 11/1/2017 3/1/2018 120 210 Qualified

I.2 Subproject 2

1
Consultancy package, survey, prepare
feasibility study report (FS), dam
safety report (DSR)

4.994,83 4.994,83 4.984,82 4.901,67 2/9/2018 5/4/2018 84 210 Qualified

2

Consultancy package prepare
environmental and social safeguard
policies (ESIA, RAP, EMDP, SA),
Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) reports

2.643,26 2.643,26 2.617,46 2.617,46 10/27/2017 4/10/2018 165 210 Qualified
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3

Consultancy package prepares an
Emergency Response Plan (EPP) for
2 Subprojects (Subproject 1: Ngoi La
2 Lake and Subproject 2: Trung Long
Lake, Hai Mo, Khe Thuyen, Gao
Rice, Minh Cam, Na Vang, Ao Buc,
Khuoi Thung, Hoang Khai, Na Heng,
O Ro, Cay Dau, Noong Mo)

4.534,46 4.534,46 4.530,84 4.530,84 6/15/2018 9/21/2018 98 210 Qualified

II
Construction and installation
package

II.
1

Subproject 1
34.570,5

04
34.570,504 34.487,455 34.487,455

1

Constructing of Ngoi La 2 dam
rehabilitation and safety
improvement, Trung Mon commune,
Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang
province (subproject 1)

34.570,5
04

34.570,504 34.487,455 34.487,455 9/28/2017 3/1/2018 154 180 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 6.705,11 7.246,50 6.920,55

I Consultancy package

I,1 Subproject 1

1
Geological survey consultants and set
up investment projects

489,293 489,293 489,293 396,730 NA
11/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

2
Topographic survey consultants and
set up investment projects

342,092 342,092 342,092 302,750 NA
11/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

3
Consulting on making environmental
impact assessment report

358,000 358,000 358,000 300,000 NA
22/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

4
Consulting on making environmental
- social impact assessment report

450,000 450,000 450,000 300,000 NA
22/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

5
Consultancy on preparing dam safety
assessment report

298,653 298,653 298,653 200,000 NA
22/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

6
Consultancy on preparing
reseNo.lement action planning (RAP)

497,000 497,000 497,000 250,000 NA
22/04/2015

Appoint
contractors
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7
Consultancy on preparing
construction drawing design and
construction cost estimates

2.471,17
4

2.471,174 2.467,942 2.323,810 NA 02/8/2016

8
Consultancy on verification of
construction drawing design and
construction cost estimates

81,664 59,730 NA
28/11/2016

Appoint
contractors

9 Consulting audit works 367,718 367,718 367,704 367,700 NA
29/11/2017

Appoint
contractors

10

Consultancy on preparing
construction plans and cost estimates
of clearance of bombs, mines and
explosive objects

65,980 65,980 NA
09/11/2015

Appoint
contractors

11
Translate first year Subproject
documents (Ngoi La 2 and report
proposal of 15 lakes)

150,000 150,000 150,000 120,000 NA
22/04/2015

Appoint
contractors

12
Clearing and disabling bombs, mines
and explosive objects of construction

988,711 988,711 947,705 1.503,380 NA 15/6/2016

13 Site clearance work 438,000 438,000 NA 12/4/2017
Appoint

contractors

14
Measurement and the making of
cadastral measurement works

148,180 148,180 148,180 NA
08/02/2017

Appoint
contractors

15
Checking and acceptance of cadastral
measurement work

5,572 5,572 5,572 NA
08/02/2017

I,2 Subproject 2

1
Consultancy on verifying feasibility
study report

138,715 138,715 138,715 138,715 NA 01/8/2018
Appoint

contractors

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan

- Column (4): From the Decisionapproving the cost estimate

- NA: No information
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APPENDIX 9.3.2-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –TUYEN QUANG PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementatio
n/ contract
ratio (%)

Disbursement/
contract
ratio (%)

Comment

A WB FUNDED 47.316,40 47.233,26 28.562,95 27.708,85 0,60 0,59

I Consultancy package 12.828,947 12.745,806 7.882,704 5.421,613

I,1 Subproject 1 695,836 695,836 283,264 301,354

1

Consultancy and construction
supervision of Ngoi La 2 subproject of
Trung Mon, Yen Son district, Tuyen
Quang province (subproject 1)

3/1/2018 1/9/2019 695,836 695,836 283,264 301,354 40,71 43,31 Qualified

I,2 Subproject 2 12.133,111 12.049,970 7.599,440 5.120,259

1
Consultancy package, survey, prepare
feasibility study report (FS), dam safety
report (DSR)

5/4/2018
04/09/2018

4.984,815 4.901,674 4.347,855 2.514,025 88,70 51,29
Behind

schedule

2

Consultancy package prepare
environmental and social safeguard
policies (ESIA, RAP, EMDP, SA),
Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) reports

4/10/2018
15/07/2018

2.617,460 2.617,460 2.355,714 1.046,984 90,00 40,00
Behind

schedule

3

Consultancy package prepares an
Emergency Response Plan (EPP) for 2
Subprojects (Subproject 1: Ngoi La 2
Lake and Subproject 2: Trung Long
Lake, Hai Mo, Khe Thuyen, Gao Rice,
Minh Cam, Na Vang, Ao Buc, Khuoi
Thung, Hoang Khai, Na Heng, O Ro,
Cay Dau, Noong Mo)

9/21/2018 21/9/2020 4.530,836 4.530,836 895,871 1.559,250 19,77 34,41 Qualified

II
Construction and installation
package

34.487,455 34.487,455 20.680,244 22.287,241
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Subproject 1

1

Constructing of Ngoi La 2 dam
rehabilitation and safety improvement,
Trung Mon commune, Yen Son district,
Tuyen Quang province (subproject 1)

3/1/2018 11/7/2019 34.487,455 34.487,455 20.680,244 22.287,241 0,60 0,65 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 7.246,500 10.689,905 9.406,490 9.813,000 87,99 91,80

Consultancy package 7.246,500 10.689,905 9.406,490 9.813,000

I,1 Subproject 1 7.107,785 10.551,190 9.406,490 9.813,000

1
Geological survey consultants and set
up investment projects 11/04/2015

21/04/2015 489,293 396,730 396,730 357,050 100,00 90,00 Qualified

2
Topographic survey consultants and set
up investment projects 11/04/2015 26/04/2015

342,092 302,750 302,750 272,480 100,00 90,00 Qualified

3
Consulting on making environmental
impact assessment report 22/04/2015 22/06/2015

358,000 300,000 300,000 270,000 100,00 90,00 Qualified

4
Consulting on making environmental -
social impact assessment report 22/04/2015 22/05/2015

450,000 300,000 289,980 270,000 96,66 90,00 Qualified

5
Consultancy on preparing dam safety
assessment report 22/04/2015 22/06/2015

298,653 200,000 199,940 179,940 99,97 89,97 Qualified

6
Consultancy on preparing
reseNo.lement action planning (RAP) 22/04/2015 22/05/2015

497,000 250,000 250,000 225,000 100,00 90,00 Qualified

7
Consultancy on preparing construction
drawing design and construction cost
estimates

02/8/2016
02/10/2016

2.467,942 2.323,810 2.284,000 2.168,370 98,29 93,31 Qualified

8
Consultancy on verification of
construction drawing design and
construction cost estimates

28/11/2016 13/12/2016
81,664 59,730 59,730 59,730 100,00 100,00 Qualified

9 Consulting audit works
29/11/2017

367,704 367,700 110,300 - 30,00
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10
Consultancy on preparing construction
plans and cost estimates of clearance of
bombs, mines and explosive objects

09/11/2015 29/11/2015
65,980 65,980 65,980 65,980 100,00 100,00 Qualified

12
Clearing and disabling bombs, mines
and explosive objects of construction

15/6/2016 05/8/2016 947,705 1.503,380 1.503,380 1.353,040 100,00 90,00 Qualified

13 Site clearance work 12/4/2017 1/0/1900 438,000 3.754,00 3.754,00 3.754,00 100,00 100,00

14 Other expenses 303,752 727,11 727,11

I,2 Subproject 2 138,715 138,715 0,000 0,000

1
Consultancy on verifying feasibility
study report

01/8/2018 21/8/2018 138,715 138,715 0,000 0,000
Behind

schedule

APPENDIX 9.3.3-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS – VINH PHUC PROVINCE

NO. Name of package
Package

value
Estimated

value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Date of approval
of cost

estimate/bidding
documents

Contract
signing date

Execution
time

Execution
time as

prescribed
Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('9) ('9) ('11)

A WB FUNDED 149.081,58 137.001,80 135.459,00 135.459,00

I Consultancy package 9.627,58 9.219,80 8.646,00 8.646,00

1
Consultancy package prepares reports
on social environmental safety policies

1.296,66 1296,658 1.290 1.290 10/23/2017 18/05/2018 207 210 Qualified

2
Consultancy package surveying,
designing construction drawing, cost
estimation

6.365,92 5947 5.380 5.380 4/23/2018 6/1/2018 39 210 Qualified

3
Consultancy package supervision of
construction

1.965,00 1976,139 1.976 1.976 10/3/2018 30/11/2018 58 210 Qualified

II Construction and installation package 139.454,00 127.782,00 126.813,00 126.813,00 Qualified

4
Lot No.01 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Bo Lac Lake, Song

23.346,000 22008 21.974 21.974 7/2/2018 14/11/2018 135 180 Qualified
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Lo District

5
Lot No.02 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Suoi Sai Lake, Da
Ngang, Song Lo District

30.329,000 28409 28.401 28.401 7/2/2018 19/11/2018 140 180 Qualified

6

Lot No. 03 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Rung Vau, Da Bac 2,
Dong Mo, Da Mang, Lap Thach
district

31.445,000 31870 31.307 31.307 7/2/2018 19/11/2018 140 180 Qualified

7
Lot No. 01 - Package 02: Construction
and Insurance of Vinh Thanh Lake,
Tam Dao district

36.055,000 30327 30.211 30.211 7/2/2018 19/11/2018 140 180 Qualified

8
Lot No. 02 - Package 02: Construction
and Insurance of Tan Binh Lake, Trai
Trau, Phuc Yen City

11.850,000 9626 9486 9.486 7/2/2018 14/11/2018 135 180 Qualified

9
Lot No. 03 - Package 02: Treatment of
termites in the lakes of the project

6.429,000 5542 5.434 5.434 7/2/2018 14/11/2018 135 180 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 5.279,00 5.395,00 3.504,00 4.092,00

Consultancy package

1
Package: Surveying consultancy,
making dam safety report, preparing
feasibility study report

4.391 4.391 2.501 3.089 30/12/2016 Completed

2
Prepare environmental impact
assessment report

486 486 486 486 5/3/2017 Completed

3
Consulting on verification of
feasibility study report

102 102 102 102 21/07/2017 Completed

4
Measuring and drawing land
acquisition map

300 416 415 415 8/5/2018 16/08/2018 11 90 Qualified

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan

- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate

- NA: No information
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APPENDIX 9.3.3-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –VINH PHUC PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract

signing date
Completion

date
Original

contract value
Contract value

after adjustment
Accumulated

value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementati
on/contract
ratio (%)

Disbursement/
contract ratio

(%)
Comment

A WB FUNDED 135.459,00 135.459,00 6.670,00 46.275,59 105,65

I Consultancy package 8.646,00 8.646,00 6.670,00 6.660,82 77,15 77,04

1
Consultancy package prepares reports
on social environmental safety policies

18/05/2018 18/09/2018 1.290,00 1.290 1.290 1.290 100,00 100,00 Qualified

2
Consultancy package surveying,
designing construction drawing, cost
estimation

6/1/2018 3/7/2018 5.380,00 5.380 5.380 4.778 100,00 88,81 Qualified

3
Consultancy package supervision of
construction

30/11/2018 20/06/2020 1.976,00 1.976 NA 592,816 30,00 Qualified

II
Construction and installation
package

126.813,00 126.813,00 39.614,77 - 31,24

4
Lot No. 01 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Bo Lac Lake, Song
Lo District

14/11/2018 30/05/2020 21.974,00 21.974 NA 6.284,29 28,60 Qualified

5
Lot No. 02 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Suoi Sai Lake, Da
Ngang, Song Lo District

19/11/2018 15/06/2020 28.401,00 28.401 NA 8.124,74 28,61 Qualified

6

Lot No. 03 - Package 01: Construction
and Insurance of Rung Vau, Da Bac 2,
Dong Mo, Da Mang, Lap Thach
district

19/11/2018 15/06/2020 31.307,00 31.307 NA 8.955,98 28,61 Qualified

7
Lot No. 01 - Package 02: Construction
and Insurance of Vinh Thanh Lake,
Tam Dao district

19/11/2018 20/06/2020 30.211,00 30.211 NA 8.642,55 28,61 Qualified
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8
Lot No. 02 - Package 02: Construction
and Insurance of Tan Binh Lake, Trai
Trau, Phuc Yen City

14/11/2018 30/05/2020 9.486,00 9.486 NA 2.714,82 28,62 Qualified

9
Lot No. 03 - Package 02: Treatment of
termites in the lakes of the project

14/11/2018 29/04/2019 5.434,00 5.434 5.434 4.892,39 90,03 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 9.752,000 10.340,000 4.135,262 4.636,460 39,99 44,84

Consultancy package 9.752,00 10.340,00 4.135,26 4.636,46

1
Package: Surveying consultancy,
making dam safety report, preparing
feasibility study report

30/12/2016 23/04/2018 2.501,000 3.089,000 2.783,46 2.783,46 90,11 90,11 Qualified

2
Prepare environmental impact
assessment report

5/3/2017 8/11/2017 486,000 486,000 485,368 436,83 99,87 89,88 Qualified

3
Consulting on verification of
feasibility study report

21/07/2017 28/07/2018 102,000 102,000 102,454 102,454 100,45 100,45 Qualified

4
Measuring and drawing land
acquisition map

16/08/2018 15/09/2018 415,000 415,000 394,25 200 95,00 48,19
Behind

schedule

5 Project management expenses 1.947 1.947 NA 600 30,82

6 Land clearance compensation 3.420 3.420 369,734 369,734 10,81 10,81

7 Other expenses 881 881 143,986 - 16,34

APPENDIX 9.3.4-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS–PHU THO PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Name of package Package value
Estimated

value

Original
contract

value

Contract value
after adjustment

Date of approval
of cost

estimate/bidding
documents

Contract
signing date

Execution
time

Execution
time as

prescribed
Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('9) ('10) ('11)

A WB FUNDED 18.702,00 18.674,00 17.987,00 17.987,00
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I Consultancy package 7.009,00 7.009,00 7.005,00 7.005,00

First year subproject: Renovating
and upgrading Ban lake

1
Package 10: Supervision of
construction of Ban lake project

292,00 292,00 290,00 290,00 8/7/2017 11/14/2017 99 210 Qualified

Subproject phase II: Renovating
and upgrading 13 dams

2
Package 01: consultancy on preparing
feasibility study report and dam safety

5082,00 5082,00 5080,00 5080,00 5/22/2017 7/19/2018 423 210

Delayed due
to the need
to request
for
expression
of interest
the second
time

3
Package 02: Consultancy on making
environmental and social safeguard
policies reports

1635,00 1635,00 1635,00 1635,00 1/8/2018 1/31/2019 388
Slow due to
approval
procedures

II
Construction and installation
package 11.693,00 11.665,00 10.982,00 10.982,00

First year subproject: Renovating
and upgrading Ban lake

4
Package 09: Construction and
insurance of Ban lake project

11.693 11.665 10.982 10.982 6/13/2017 11/28/2017 168 180 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 1.869,00 1.864,00 1.864,00

I Consultancy package

1
Package 03: Surveying consultancy,
set up project adjustment, translate
subproject documents

303 303 303 303 Completed
Appoint
contractors

2
Package 04: Consulting on making
environmental - social impact
assessment report (ESIA)

385 383 383 383 Completed
Appoint
contractors

3
Package 05: Consultancy on preparing
resettlement action planning (RAP)

328 326 326 326 Completed
Appoint
contractors

4
Package 06: Consultancy for making
dam safety report

187 187 187 187 Completed
Appoint
contractors
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5
Package 07: Consulting survey, set up
construction drawing design, cost
estimates

670 670 665 665 5/23/2016 11/22/2016 183 90

Delayed due
to approval
time of
budget
proposal

6
Package 08: Consulting survey,
drawing up land acquisition and
construction land allocation

31 31 31 31 Completed
Appoint
contractors

7
Package 11: Clearance of boms, mines
and explosive materials

392 392 392 392 Completed
Appoint
contractors

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan
- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate

APPENDIX 9.3.4-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –PHU THO PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract

signing date
Completion

date

Original
contract

value

Contract value
after

adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementati
on/contract
ratio (%)

Disbursement/
contract ratio

(%)
Comment

A WB FUNDED 17.987,00 17.987,00 7.175,00 4.940,00 85,30 39,17

I Consultancy package 7.005,00 7.005,00 5.975,00 2.744,00 85,30 39,17

First year subproject: Renovating
and upgrading Ban lake

1
Package 10: Supervision of
construction of Ban lake project

11/14/2017 11/29/2019 290,00
290,00

31 0 10,69 -

Construction
progress and
disbursement

behind
schedule

Subproject phase II: Renovating
and upgrading 13 dams

-

2
Package 01: consultancy on preparing
feasibility study report and dam safety

7/19/2018 1/11/2018 5.080,00
5.080,00

4.800 2.744 94,49 54,02
Slow

disbursement
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3
Package 02: Consultancy on making
environmental and social safeguard
policies reports

1/31/2019 20/5/2019 1.635,00
1.635,00

1.144 0 69,97 -
Slow

disbursement

II
Construction and installation
package

10.982,00 10.982,00 1.200,00 2.196,00

First year subproject: Renovating
and upgrading Ban lake

4
Package 09: Construction and
insurance of Ban lake project

6/13/2017 11/28/2017 10.982,00
10.982,00

1.200 2.196 10,93 20,00 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 2.287,000 2.287,000 3.612,000 2.520,000

Consultancy package 2.287,00 2.287,00 3.612,00 2.520,00

1
Package 03: Surveying consultancy,
set up project adjustment, translate
subproject documents

Completed
303,000 303,000

303 0 100,00 -

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund

2
Package 04: Consulting on making
environmental - social impact
assessment report (ESIA)

Completed
383,000 383,000

383 370 100,00 96,61 Qualified

3
Package 05: Consultancy on preparing
resettlement action planning (RAP)

Completed
326,000 326,000

326 185 100,00 56,75

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund

4
Package 06: Consultancy for making
dam safety report

Completed
187,000 187,000

187 140 100,00 74,87

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund

5
Package 07: Consulting survey, set up
construction drawing design, cost
estimates

5/23/2016 11/22/2016
665,000 665,000

665 500 100,00 75,19

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund
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6
Package 08: Consulting survey,
drawing up land acquisition and
construction land allocation

Completed
31,000 31,000

31 0 100,00 -

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund

7
Package 11: Clearance of boms, mines
and explosive materials

Completed
392,000 392,000

392 0 100,00 -

Slow
disbursement
due to lack of
counterpart

fund

Other expenses 1325 1325

8 Appraisal of EIA report 5 5

9 Clearance compensation 1320 1320
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APPENDIX 9.3.5-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS–QUANG NINH PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Name of package
Package

value
Estimated

value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Contract
signing date

Completion
date

Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('8) ('10) ('11)

A WB FUNDED 187.157,00 195.463,18 187.235,00 187.235,00

Construction and installation package

1 Construction and installation of Khe Che lake 24.567 23.939 23.939 23.939,00 31/7/2018 31/5/2019

2
Package of construction, installation and equipment of 8
reservoirs (Da Trang, Dong Do 1, Ro Chay, Sau Lang, Roc
Cung, Khe Sau, Quat Dong, Chuc Bai Son)

162.590,00
171.524,18

163.296,00 163.296,00
14/5/2019 20/03/2020

B COUNTERPART FUND 34.020,00 34.020,00 34.020,00

Consultancy package

I Subproject 1 6.769 6.769 6.769

1 Dam safety reporting package (DSR) 336,082 336 336 336 12/2/2016 27/12/2016

2
Package of reports on ethnic minority development plans
(EMDP)

338,163 338 338 338 12/2/2016 27/12/2016

3 Impact assessment report package (ESIA) 385,568 386 386 386 12/2/2016 27/12/2016

4 Resettlement Action Plan Report Package (RAP) 332,665 333 333 333 12/2/2016 27/12/2016

5 Investment project preparation package 284,641 268 268 268 12/16/2009 6/1/2010

6
Survey package prepares environmental impact assessment
report

305,808 294 294 294 9/6/2016 21/9/2016

7
Packages for clearance of boms, mines and explosive
objects

210 210 210 210 18/12/2017 18/1/2018

8 Consultancy package for land plot mapping 135 135 135 135 18/12/2017 18/1/2018

9 Project management costs 1.283 1.283 1283
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10
Quality control package of Khe Che construction and
installation works

167 167 167 167 17/8/2018 17/10/2019

11 Consultancy package survey, design construction drawings 1.347 1.561 1.561 1561 19/4/2017 10/5/2017

12 Emergency Preparedness Plan Package 700 1.206 1.206 1206 26/12/2018 26/3/2019

13 Clearance package 252 252 252 252 4/2/2018 31/12/2018

II Subproject 2 27.251 27.251 27.251

1
Consultancy package prepares feasibility study report and
dam safety report

8.684 8.161 8.161 8.161 10/10/2017 10/12/2017

2 Consultancy package for making safety policy reports 1.885 1.880 1.880 1.880 29/11/2017 29/1/2018

3
Surveying Consultancy package, construction drawing
design design - cost estimates

8.860 7.854 7.854 7.854 1/13/2018 13/1/2019

4 Assessing fee for environmental impact assessment 12 12 12 12

5 Verification of feasibility study report and dam safety report 135 135 135 135 18/12/2017 28/12/2017

6 Project management costs 7.329 7.329 7.329

7 Consultancy package of mapping for site clearance 450 449 449 449 13/11/2018 23/12/2018

8
Package for environmental protection planning of land
exploitation areas

250 248 248 248 13/11/2018 13/12/2018

9
Package of preparing the ground planning of the land
exploitation areas for the project

440 439 439 439 13/11/2018 13/12/2018

10 Consultancy package of construction quality inspection 470 465 465 465 26/12/2018 26/12/2020

11
Consultancy package verifying construction drawing design
- cost estimates

260 259 259 259 13/11/2018 13/1/2019

12 Project evaluation cost 20 20 20 20

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan

- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate
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APPENDIX 9.3.5-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS - TỈNH QUẢNG NINH

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract

signing date
Completion

date
Original

contract value
Contract value

after adjustment
Accumulated

value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementat
ion/contract

ratio (%)

Disbursement/
contract ratio

(%)
Comment

A WB FUNDED 187.235,00 187.235,00 16.667,00 16.667,00 8,90 8,90

Construction and installation
package

187.235,00 187.235,00 16.667,00 16.667,00

1
Construction and installation of Khe
Che reservoir

31/7/2018 31/5/2019 23.939,00 23.939,00 16.667 16.667 69,62 69,62 Qualified

2

Package of construction, installation
and equipment of 8 reservoirs (Da
Trang, Dong Do 1, Ro Chay, Sau
Lang, Roc Cung, Khe Sau, Quat
Dong, Chuc Bai Son)

14/5/2019 20/03/2020 163.296,00 163.296,00

B COUNTERPART FUND

Consultancy package

I Subproject 1 6.517 6.517 6.088 6.088

1 Dam safety reporting package (DSR) 12/2/2016 27/12/2016 336,00 336,00 336,00 336,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

2
Package of reports on ethnic minority
development plans (EMDP)

12/2/2016 27/12/2016 338,00 338,00 338,00 338,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

3
Impact assessment report package
(ESIA)

12/2/2016 27/12/2016 386,00 386,00 386,00 386,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

4
Resettlement Action Plan Report
Package (RAP)

12/2/2016 27/12/2016 333,00 333,00 333,00 333,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

5
Investment project preparation
package

12/16/2009 6/1/2010 268,00 268,00 268,00 268,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

6
Survey package prepares
environmental impact assessment
report

9/6/2016 21/9/2016 294,00 294,00 294,00 294,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

7
Packages for clearance of boms,
mines and explosive objects

18/12/2017 18/1/2018 210,00 210,00 210,00 210,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

8
Consultancy package for land plot
mapping

18/12/2017 18/1/2018 135,00 135,00 135,00 135,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified
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9 Project management costs 1.283,00 1.283,00 1283,00 1.283,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

1
0

Quality control package of Khe Che
construction and installation works

17/8/2018 17/10/2019 167,00 167,00 83,00 83,00 49,70 49,70 Qualified

11
Consultancy package survey, design
construction drawings

19/4/2017 10/5/2017 1.561,00 1.561,00 1519,00 1.519,00 97,31 97,31 Qualified

12
Emergency Preparedness Plan
Package

26/12/2018 26/3/2019 1.206,00 1.206,00 903,00 903,00 74,88 74,88
Behind

schedule

13 Clearance package 4/2/2018 31/12/2018 252,00 252,00 252,00 252,00 100,00 100,00 Qualified

II Subproject 2 27.251 27.251 18.000 18.000

1
Consultancy package prepares
feasibility study report and dam
safety report

10/10/2017 10/12/2017 8.161,00 8.161,00 8011,00 8.011,00 98,16 98,16

2
Consultancy package for making
safety policy reports

29/11/2017 29/1/2018 1.880,00 1.880,00 900,00 900,00 47,87 47,87
Slow

Progress

3
Surveying Consultancy package,
construction drawing design design -
cost estimates

1/13/2018 13/1/2019 7.854,00 7.854,00 5635,00 5.635,00 71,75 71,75
Slow

disburseme
nt

4
Assessing fee for environmental
impact assessment

1/0/1900 1/0/1900 12,00 12,00 12,00 12,00 100,00 100,00

5
Verification of feasibility study report
and dam safety report

18/12/2017 28/12/2017 135,00 135,00 135,00 135,00 100,00 100,00

6 Project management costs 1/0/1900 1/0/1900 7.329,00 7.329,00 2229,00 2.229,00 30,41 30,41

7
Consultancy package of mapping for
site clearance

13/11/2018 23/12/2018 449,00 449,00 224,00 224,00 49,89 49,89

8
Package for environmental protection
planning of land exploitation areas

13/11/2018 13/12/2018 248,00 248,00 124,00 124,00 50,00 50,00

9
Package of preparing the ground
planning of the land exploitation
areas for the project

13/11/2018 13/12/2018 439,00 439,00 219,00 219,00 49,89 49,89

10
Consultancy package of construction
quality inspection

26/12/2018 26/12/2020 465,00 465,00 232,00 232,00 49,89 49,89
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11
Consultancy package verifying
construction drawing design - cost
estimates

13/11/2018 13/1/2019 259,00 259,00 259,00 259,00 100,00 100,00

12 Project evaluation cost 20,00 20,00 20,00 20,00 100,00 100,00

APPENDIX 9.3.6-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS–HOA BINH PROVINCE

NO. Name of package
Package

value
Estimated

value
Original

contract value

Contract value
after

adjustment

Date of
approval of cost
estimate/bidding

documents

Contract
signing date

Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('11)

A WB FUNDED 28.931,77 26.932,68 26.932,68

I Consultancy package 13.995,72 13.975,72 13.975,72
Subproject 02

1
Package 01: Consultancy for feasibility study and
dam safety report (C1-HB-GĐ2-CS1)

6.208 4.580 4.572 4.571,62 NA 29/12/2017

2
Package 02: Consultancy for making reports on
environmental and social safeguard policies (C1-HB-
GĐ2-CS2)

6.304 2.034 2.031 2.030,57 NA 3/15/2018

Subproject 03

3
Package 01: Consultancy for feasibility study and
dam safety report (C1-HB-GD3-CS1)

5.800 5.176 5.171 5.171,02 NA 1/12/2018

4
Package 02: Consultancy for making reports on
environmental and social safeguard policies (C1-HB-
GD3-CS2)

2.800 2.206 2.203 2.202,52 NA 12/12/2018

II Construction and installation package 14.936,05 12.956,96 12.956,96

Subproject 01
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5

Package 10: Construction works (C1-HB-DTW1)
Subproject dam rehabilitation and safety
improvement of Dai Thang reservoir dam, Hoa Binh
province

18.848 14.936 12.957 12.956,96 NA 29/12/2017

B COUNTERPART FUND 3.445,41 3.309,84 3.309,84

I Subproject 01

1
Package No. 01: Surveying consultancy, setting up
construction investment projects,Subproject phase 1:
Dai Thang lake

499 499 499 498,94 NA 23/01/2015

2
Package No. 02: Surveying consultancy, prepare dam
safety report, Subproject phase 1: Dai Thang lake

395 395 395 394,67 NA 27/02/2015

3
Package No. 03: Consultancy on making safety
policies ESIA, EIA, RAP, EMDP, Subproject phase
1: Dai Thang lake

471 471 471 471,22 NA 16/3/2015

4
Package No. 04: Surveying consultancy, set up
construction drawing design and cost estimates,
Subproject phase 1: Dai Thang lake

1.416 1.416 1.270 1.270,43 NA 12/12/2016

5

Package No. 08: Surveying, set up construction
drawing design and cost estimate of clearance of
bombs, mines and explosive objectssubprojectĐai
Thang lake, Hoa Binh province

10 10 10 10,00 NA 4/21/2017

6
Package No. 09: Handling bombs, mines and
explosive objects at Dai Thang lake subproject, Hoa
Binh province

130 130 130 129,59 NA 18/8/2017

7 Package No. 11: Cadastral extract 20 20 20 20,00 2/8/2017

8 Clearance cost 256 256 256 256,00

II Subproject 02

9
Package No. 03: Verification of feasibility study
report of subproject 02

119 119 119 119,00 NA 5/11/2018

III Subproject 03
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10 Package No. 03: Verification consultant 140 140 140 140,00 NA 30 ngày

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan

- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate

- NA: No information

APPENDIX 9.3.6-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –HOA BINH PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementation/
contract ratio

(%)

Disbursement/
contract ratio

(%)
Comment

A WB FUNDED 26.932,68 26.932,68 25.606,40 21.941,58 95,08 81,47

I Consultancy package 13.975,72 13.975,72 12.649,44 10.683,19 90,51 76,44

Subproject 02

1
Package 01: Consultancy for
feasibility study and dam safety
report (C1-HB-GĐ2-CS1)

29/12/2017 29/5/2019 4.571,62
4.571,62

4.571,62 3.935,57 100,00 86,09 Qualified

2

Package 02: Consultancy for
making reports on
environmental and social
safeguard policies (C1-HB-
GĐ2-CS2)

3/15/2018 15/05/2019 2.030,57 2.030,57 2.030,57 1.624,45 100,00 80,00 Qualified

Subproject 03

3
Package 01: Consultancy for
feasibility study and dam safety
report (C1-HB-GD3-CS1)

1/12/2018 1/3/2019 5.171,02
5.171,02

4.395,36 3.581,41 85,00 69,26
Behind

schedule

4

Package 02: Consultancy for
making reports on
environmental and social
safeguard policies (C1-HB-
GD3-CS2)

12/12/2018 12/3/2019 2.202,52
2.202,52

1.651,89 1.541,76 75,00 70,00
Behind

schedule
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II
Construction and installation
package

12.956,96 12.956,96 12.956,96 11.258,38

1

Package 10: Construction works
(C1-HB-DTW1) Subproject
dam rehabilitation and safety
improvement of Dai Thang
reservoir dam, Hoa Binh
province

29/12/2017 1/4/2019 12.956,96
12.956,96

12.956,96 11.258,38 100,00 86,89 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 3.985,84 3.985,84 3.985,84 3.700,28 100,00 92,84

I
First year subproject (Dai
Thang lake)

1

Package No. 01: Surveying
consultancy, setting up
construction investment
projectsDai Thang lake
subproject

23/01/2015 23/03/2015
499,00 499,00

499,00 499,00 100,00 100,00 Finished

2
Package No. 02: Surveying
consultancy, prepare dam safety
reportDai Thang lake subproject

27/02/2015 27/04/2015
395,00

395,00 395,00 395,00 100,00 100,00 Finished

3

Package No. 03: Consultancy
on making safety policies ESIA,
EIA, RAP, EMDPDai Thang
lake subproject

16/3/2015 16/05/2015
471,00 471,00

471,000 471,00 100,00 100,00 Finished

4

Package No. 04: Surveying
consultancy, set up construction
drawing design and cost
estimatesDai Thang lake
subproject

12/12/2016 27/2/2017
1.270,00 1.270,00

1.270,00 1.167,69 100,00 91,94 Finished

5

Package No. 05: Lập HSMT và
phân tích đánh giá HSDT tư vấn
lập TKBVTC và thi công xây
dựng

19/2/1900
50,00

19/2/1900 19/2/1900 100,00 100,00 Qualified

6
Package No. 06: Supervision of
construction works

20/11/1900
325,00

20/11/1900 30/9/1900 100,00 84,36 Qualified
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7
Package No. 07: Environmental
monitoring

19/4/1900
110,00

19/4/1900 0/1/1900 100,00 -

8

Package No. 08: Surveying,
preparing construction technical
plans, costs estimate of
clearance of bombs, mines and
explosive objects

4/21/2017 6/5/2017 10/1/1900
10,00

10/1/1900 0/1/1900 100,00 - Qualified

9
Package No. 09: Clearance of
bombs, mines and explosive
objects

18/8/2017 3/10/2017 9/5/1900
130,00

9/5/1900 8/5/1900 100,00 99,68 Qualified

10
Package No. 11: Extract map
measurements

2/8/2017 22/8/2017 20/1/1900
20,00

20/1/1900 20/1/1900 100,00 100,00 Qualified

11 Land clearance compensation 257 257 257 257 100,00 100,00 Qualified

12 Project Management Costs 280 280 280 280 100,00 100,00 Qualified

13 Other expenses 33 33 33 33 100,00 100,00 Qualified

II Subproject 02

1
Package No. 03: Verification of
feasibility study report of
subproject 02

5/11/2018 5/4/2019 28/4/1900
119,00

28/4/1900 16/4/1900 100,00 89,92 Qualified

2
Appraising environmental
impact assessment reports

17 17 17 17 100,00 100,00 Qualified
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APPENDIX 9.3.7-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS–THANH HOA PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Name of package
Package

value
Estimated

value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Date of
approval of cost
estimate/biddin

g documents

Contract
signing

date

Execution
time

Execution
time as

prescribed
Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) (8) (9) (10) ('11)

A ODA 43.363,00 32.864,00 33.082,00 33.082,00

Construction and installation
package

43.363,00 32.864,00 33.082,00 33.082,00

SubprojectDong Be lake

Package 11 (C1-TH-ĐB-W1):
Construction of Dong Be reservoir
subproject

43.363,000 32.864,000 33.082,000 33.082,000 18/10/2017 1/26/2018 100 180 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 10.719,181 10.500,711 10.465,159 6.021,854

I SubprojectDong Be lake 7.091,679 7.091,207 7.091,845 347,555

Investment preparation stage

1
Package No. 1: Consulting on
updating investment projects (FS)

289,487 289,487 289,487 6/24/2015
Appoint

contractors

2
Package No. 2: Cost of Consulting
on making environmental impact
assessment report (EIA)

292,390 292,390 292,390 6/24/2015
Appoint

contractors

3

Package No. 3: Cost of Consultancy
for making the Resettlement Action
Plan report; Social impact
assessment report and ethnic
minority development plan report

222,706 222,706 222,706 347,555 6/24/2015
Appoint

contractors

4
Package No. 4: Consultancy on
prepare dam safety report

202,196 202,196 202,196 6/24/2015
Appoint

contractors

Project implementation phase
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5

Package No. 01: Surveying
consultancy set up construction
drawing design - cost estimation
(Package: C1-TH-ĐB-CS1)

1.873,000 867,867 867,867 7/4/2016 10/17/2016 193 90
Behind

schedule

6
Package No. 02: Consultancy on
verification of construction
drawings design and cost estimates

141,200 93,561 93,561 2/13/2017
Appoint

contractors

7
Package 03: Contractor selection
consultant

166,200 100,000 98,000

Hoàn thành
theo tiến độ

từng gói
thầu

8
Package No. 04: Emergency
preparedness planning;

495,000 495,000 494,638 12/3/2018
Appoint

contractors

9
Package No. 05 (C1-TH-ĐB-CS5):
Consultancy on support for ethnic
minority plans and gender action

495,000 311,000 311,000 12/30/2018
Appoint

contractors

10

Package 06 (C1-TH-ĐB-CS6):
Consulting environmental
monitoring and implementing
environmental impact measures

495,000 285,000 285,000 12/30/2018
Appoint

contractors

11
Package 07: Consulting
construction supervision and
construction equipment

741,000 666,000 666,000

12
Package 8: Consulting supervision
and project evaluation

149,500 115,000 115,000

13 Other expenses 1.529,000 3.151,000 3.154,000

II Subproject 1 3.074,000 2.977,650 2.941,460 5.496,969

1
Package 1: Consulting project
update (FS), prepare dam safety
report, community consultation

936,500 930,170 900,000 3.470,069 4/5/2017 10/17/2017 166 90
Behind

schedule

2

Package 2: Prepare environmental
impact assessment report (ESIA
and EIA), resettlement action plan
report (RAP), ethnic minority
development plan report (EMDP)

2.002,500 1.912,480 1.906,460 1.831,900 18/5/2017 11/13/2017 179 90
Behind

schedule
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3
Consulting on feasibility study
report (FS)

135,000 135,000 135,000 195,000 1/2/2019
Appoint

contractors

III Subproject 2 553,502 431,854 431,854 177,330

1

Consultancy for setting up tasks
and surveying estimates, setting up
work construction investment
projects (FS), prepare dam safety
report

236,957 181,136 181,136 177,330 20/12/2017
Appoint

contractors

2

Prepare manual, tasks, options, and
cost estimate,  prepare
environmental impact assessment
report (ESIA and EIA),
Resettlement Action Plan report
(RAP), Ethnic Minority
Development Plan number report
(EMDP)

213,727 147,9 147,9
Appoint

contractors

3
Consultancy for preparation of
Environmental-Social Screening
Report

102,818 102,818 102,818
Appoint

contractors

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan
- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate
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APPENDIX 9.3.7-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –THANH HOA PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementati
on/contract
ratio (%)

Disbursement/c
ontract ratio

(%)
Comment

A ODA 33.082,25 33.082,25 32.420,00 27.991,86 98,00 84,61

Construction and
installation package

33.082,25
33.082,25

32.420,00 27.991,86

1
Package 11 (C1-TH-ĐB-W1):
Construction of Dong Be
reservoir subproject

1/26/2018 8/31/2019 33.082
33.082,25

32.420 27.991,86 98,00 84,61 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 13.382,85 13.382,85 12.457,28 10.050,69 93,08 75,10

I SubprojectDong Be lake
Investment preparation
stage

1
Project management
cost,Investment preparation
stage

1.079,00 1.079,00
1.079,00 981,000 100,00 90,92 Qualified

2
Package No. 1: Consulting on
updating investment projects
(FS)

6/24/2015 8/22/2015
289,49 289,49

277,83 277,828 95,97 95,97 Qualified

3
Package No. 2: Consulting on
making environmental impact
assessment report (ĐTM)

6/24/2015 8/22/2015
292,39 292,39

292,39 292,39 100,00 100,00 Qualified

4

Package No. 3: Consultancy
on preparing Resettlement
Action Report (RAP), Social
Impact Assessment (SA),
Ethnic Minority Development
Plan (EMDP)

6/24/2015 8/22/2015
347,56 347,56

347,555 347,56 100,00 100,00 Qualified

5
Package No. 4: Consultancy
on prepare dam safety report

6/24/2015 8/22/2015
202,20 202,20

202,20 202,20 100,00 100,00 Qualified

Project implementation
phase
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1

Package No. 01: Surveying
consultancy set up
construction drawing design -
cost estimation (Package: C1-
TH-ĐB-CS1)

10/17/2016 8/22/2015 867,867
867,867

867,867 814,143 100,00 93,81 Qualified

2

Package No. 02: Consultancy
on verification of construction
drawings design and cost
estimates

2/13/2017 2/28/2017 93,561
93,561

93,561 93,561 100,00 100,00 Qualified

3

Contractor selection
consultant, designing
construction drawing, cost
estimation

26,660
26,660

26,660 24,660 100,00 92,50 Qualified

4
Contractor selection
consultant,Construction and
installation package

66,176
66,176

66,176 60,160 100,00 90,91 Qualified

5

Package No. 05 (C1-TH-ĐB-
CS5): Consultancy on support
for ethnic minority plans and
gender action

12/30/2018 8/31/2019 310,730
310,730

310,730 310,730 100,00 100,00 Qualified

6

Package 06 (C1-TH-ĐB-CS6):
Consulting environmental
monitoring and implementing
environmental impact
measures

12/30/2018 8/31/2019 285,044
285,044

237,537 128,000 83,33 44,91
Slow
disbursement

7
Package No. 04: Emergency
preparedness planning;

12/3/2018 2/3/2019 494,638
494,638

445,174 90,00 -
Slow
disbursement

8
Fees for evaluation of
construction drawing designs

8,643
8,643

8,640 8,640 99,97 99,97 Qualified

9 Estimation evaluation fee 8,320
8,320

8,320 8,320 100,00 100,00 Qualified

10 Cost valuation 11,756
11,756

11,756 11,756 100,00 100,00 Qualified

11
Compensation cost for site
clearance

1689,431
1.689,431

1689,429 1689,429 100,00 100,00 Qualified

12 Project management expenses 521,700
521,700

521,700 521,700 100,00 100,00 Qualified
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13
Cost of project survey
monitoring

57,572
57,572

57,572 57,572 100,00 100,00 Qualified

14
Consulting supervision and
evaluation of the project

114,763
114,763

86,072 38,970 75,00 33,96 Qualified

15
Construction supervision
consultants

666,332
666,332

603,667 603,667 90,60 90,60 Qualified

II Subproject 1

1

Package No. 1: Consulting on
updating investment projects
(FS), make dam safety report,
consult community

10/17/2017 1/2/2019 3470,069
3.470,07

3123,0621 2359,794 90,00 68,00
Slow
disbursement

2
Consulting on feasibility study
report (FS)

1/2/2019 1/17/2019 195
195,00

185,25 95,00 -
Slow
disbursement

3

Package No. 02: Consulting
on making environmental -
soical impact assessment
report (ESIA and EIA),
resettlement action plan
(RAP), ethnic minority
development plan (EMDP)

11/13/2017 1/27/2019 1831,903
1.831,90

1648,7127 1085,925 90,00 59,28
Slow
disbursement

4
Appraising cost of
environmental impact
assessment reports (EIA)

18
18,00

18 18 100,00 100,00 Qualified

5 Project evaluation cost 6,009
6,01

6,009 6,009 100,00 100,00 Qualified

III Subproject 2

1

Package No. 01: Consulting
Set up tasks and survey
estimates, prepare
construction investment
projects (FS), prepare dam
safety report

20/12/2017 10/5/2019 177,33
177,33

168,4635 108,6816 95,00 61,29
Slow

disbursement
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2

Package No. 02: Consulting
Outline outline, tasks, options
and estimates for
environmental - social
screening reports, EIA reports,
ESIA, RAP, EMDP; update
resettlement action plan

29/5/2019 147,9
147,90

73,95 50,00 -
Slow

disbursement

3
Consultancy to prepare
Environmental - Social
Screening Report

5/25/2019 102,818
102,82

- -

APPENDIX 9.3.8-1: SUMMARY TABLE OF BIDDING PROGRESS–NGHE AN PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Name of package Package
value

Estimated
value

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Date of
approval of cost
estimate/bidding

documents

Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Comment

('1) ('2) ('3) ('4) ('5) ('6) ('7) ('8) ('9)

A ODA 44.691,71 44.691,71 44.691,71

I Consultancy package 12.405,25 12.405,25 6.180,00 6.180,00

Subproject 3

1
Package C1-NA-CS01: Survey, set up
construction drawing design, cost estimates

6.187,865 6.187,865 6.180,000 6.180,000 NA 1/8/2019 3/14/2019

Subproject 4

2.
Package C1-NA-CS02: Survey, prepare
feasibility study report and Dam safety
report

6.217,389 6.217,389

Construction and installation package 44.691,71 44.691,71 44.691,71 44.691,71

SubprojectKhe Gang lake
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3. Lot No. 1 - Khe Gang lake C1-NA-KG-W1 27.742,546 27.742,546 27.742,546 27.742,546 NA 7/26/2018 1/15/2020

SubprojectKhe San lake

4. Lot No. 2 - Khe San lakeC1-NA-KG-W1 16.949,167 16.949,167 16.949,167 16.949,167 NA 7/31/2018 2/15/2020

B COUNTERPART FUND 27.461,662 27.461,662 27.461,662 27.461,662

I SubprojectKhe San lake 4.175,750 4.175,750 4.175,750 4.175,750

1
Consultancy on preparation of EIA and RAP
of Khe San reservoir subproject, Ngoc Son
commune

759,000 759,000 759,000 759,000 NA 6/30/2014 6/27/2016 Completed

2
Surveying consultancy, set up investment
project of Khe San reservoir subproject,
Quynh Thang commune, Nghe An province

1.073,000 1.073,000 1.073,000 1.073,000 NA 6/30/2014 6/27/2016 Completed

3 Translate project documents into English 99,750 99,750 99,750 99,750 12/30/2016 Completed

4
Surveying consultancy, design construction
drawings - Total construction cost estimates
of Khe San lake subproject

1.645,000 1.645,000 1.645,000 1.645,000 NA 10/3/2017 4/4/2018 Completed

5 Project management expenses 599,000 599,000 599,000 599,000 NA

II SubprojectKhe Gang lake 4.542,934 4.542,934 4.542,934 4.542,934

1
Consultancy on preparation of EIA and RAP
of Khe Gang reservoir subproject, Ngoc Son
commune

920,000 920,000 920,000 920,000 NA 6/30/2014 Completed

2
Surveying consultancy, set up investment
project of Khe Gang reservoir subproject,
Quynh Thang commune, Nghe An province

1.332,000 1.332,000 1.332,000 1.332,000 NA 6/27/2017 Completed

3 Translate project documents into English 119,700 119,700 119,700 119,700 12/30/2016 Completed

4
Surveying consultancy, design construction
drawings - Total construction cost estimates
of Khe Gang lake subproject

1.764,424 1.764,424 1.764,424 1.764,424 NA 7/3/2017 Completed
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5 Project management expenses 406,810 406,810 406,810 406,810

III Subproject 3 16.242,978 16.242,978 16.242,978 16.242,978

1
Surveying consultancy, prepare feasibility
study report

10.334,000 10.334,000 10.334,000 10.334,000 NA 8/30/2018 Completed

2
Consultancy on making Social -
Environmental Safety Policy.

2.504,000 2.504,000 2.504,000 2.504,000 NA 11/14/2018 Completed

3 Consultancy on prepare dam safety report 489,000 489,000 489,000 489,000 8/30/2018 Completed

4 Project management expenses 2.915,978 2.915,978 2.915,978 2.915,978

IV Subproject 4 2.500,000 2.500,000 2.500,000 2.500,000

1 Project management expenses 2.500,000 2.500,000 2.500,000 2.500,000

Note:

- Column (3): From the Decision approving contractor selection plan

- Column (4): From the Decision approving the cost estimate

- NA: No information
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APPENDIX 9.3.8-2: SUMMARY TABLE OF DISBURSEMENT PROGRESS –NGHE AN PROVINCE

Unit: Million VND

NO. Content of the contract
Contract
signing

date

Completion
date

Original
contract

value

Contract
value after
adjustment

Accumulated
value

Accumulated
disbursement

value

Implementati
on/contract
ratio (%)

Disbursement
/contract
ratio (%)

Comment

A ODA 56.632,00 56.632,00 19.702,00 19.702,00 34,79 34,79

I. Consultancy package 12.397,00 12.397,00 5.857,00 5.857,00 47,25 47,25

Subproject 3

Package C1-NA-CS01:
Survey, set up construction
drawing design, cost estimates

1/8/2019 3/14/2019 6.180,00
6.180,00

5.857,00 5.857,00 94,77 94,77 Qualified

Subproject 4

Package C1-NA-CS02:
Survey, prepare feasibility
study report and Dam safety
report

6.217
6.217,00

II.
Construction and
installation package

44.235,00 44.235,00 13.845,00 13.845,00 31,30 31,30

SubprojectKhe Gang lake

-
Lot No. 1 - Khe Gang
lakepackage C1-NA-KG-W1

7/26/2018 1/15/2020 27.463,00
27.463,00

10.493,00 10.493,00 38,21 38,21 Qualified

SubprojectKhe San lake

-
Lot No. 2 - Khe San
lakepackage C1-NA-KG-W1

7/31/2018 2/15/2020 16.772,00
16.772,00

3.352,00 3.352,00 19,99 19,99 Qualified

B COUNTERPART FUND 27.461,66 27.461,66 22.989,87 6.262,00 83,72 22,80

I SubprojectKhe San lake

1

Consultancy on preparation of
EIA and RAP of Khe San
reservoir subproject, Ngoc
Son commune

6/30/2014 6/27/2016
759,00 759,00

759,00 755,000 100,00 99,47 Qualified
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2

Surveying consultancy, set up
investment project of Khe San
reservoir subproject, Quynh
Thang commune, Nghe An
province

6/30/2014 6/27/2016
1.073,00 1.073,00

1.073,00 97,000 100,00 9,04
Slow

disbursement

3
Translate project documents
into English

12/30/2016
99,75 99,75

99,75 50,00 100,00 50,13

4

Surveying consultancy, design
construction drawings - Total
construction cost estimates of
Khe San lake subproject

10/3/2017
1.645,00 1.645,00

1.645,000 100,00 -
Slow

disbursement

5 Project management expenses
599,00 599,00

400,00 402,00 66,78 67,11

II SubprojectKhe Gang lake

1

Consultancy on preparation of
EIA and RAP of Khe Gang
reservoir subproject, Ngoc
Son commune

6/30/2014 920,000
920,000

920,000 915,000 100,00 99,46

2

Surveying consultancy, set up
investment project of Khe
Gang reservoir subproject,
Quynh Thang commune, Nghe
An province

6/27/2017 1332,000 1.332,000 1332,000 1296,000 100,00 97,30

3
Translate project documents
into English

12/30/2016 119,700
119,700

119,700 50,000 100,00 41,77
Slow

disbursement

4

Surveying consultancy, design
construction drawings - Total
construction cost estimates of
Khe Gang lake subproject

7/3/2017 1764,420
1.764,420

1764,420 467,000 100,00 26,47
Slow

disbursement

5 Project management expenses 406,810
406,810

350,000 486,000 86,04 119,47

II Subproject 3

1
Surveying consultancy,
prepare feasibility study report

8/30/2018 10.334 10.334,00 10.334 494 100,00 4,78
Slow

disbursement
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2
Consultancy on making Social
- Environmental Safety Policy.

11/14/2018 2.504 2.504,00 2.504 100,00 -
Slow

disbursement

3
Consultancy onprepare dam
safety report

8/30/2018 489 489,00 489 250 100,00 51,12
Slow

disbursement

4 Project management expenses 2.915,98 2.915,98 1000 1000 34,29 34,29

III Subproject 4

1 Project management expenses 2.500 2.500,00 200 8,00 -
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